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Atomic Processes with Twisted Particles:
Photoionization and Radiative Recombination
Twisted photons and electrons are freely-propagating particles that carry orbital
angular momentum (OAM) along their propagation direction. These twisted par-
ticles currently attract considerable interest in both fundamental and applied re-
search and extensive studies have been performed to explore their basic proper-
ties and potential applications. In particular, much attention has been focused
on how the “twistedness” of a particle may affect its interaction with light and
matter. Two fundamental processes that can provide substantial insights into this
(light-matter) interaction are the photoionization of atoms or ions as well as its
(time-reversed) counterpart: radiative recombination.
In this work, we develop a novel theoretical formalism to study (a) the ioniza-
tion of hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons and (b) the radiative capture of
twisted electrons by bare ions. For both processes, special attention is paid to
the properties of the emitted particles—photons and electrons—as characterized
by their angular distribution or polarization state. Calculations are performed
based on the non-relativistic first-order perturbation theory and the density ma-
trix approach. The obtained results show that the OAM of the incident twisted
particle beam may significantly affect the properties of the outgoing particles in
both, the ionization (a) and the recombination process (b). We demonstrate that
such (OAM-dependent) effects can be observed most easily in the so-called non-
paraxial beam regime where the magnitude of the transverse linear momentum of
the incoming beam is of the same order as the longitudinal one.

Atomare Prozesse mit getwisteten Teilchen:
Photoionisation und Radiative Rekombination
Getwistete Photonen und Elektronen sind frei propagierende Teilchen, die einen
Bahndrehimpuls entlang der Propagationsrichtung besitzen. Diese getwisteten
Teilchen erwecken zur Zeit großes Interesse in der fundamentalen sowie an-
gewandten Forschung und zahlreiche Studien wurden durchgefu¨hrt, um die
grundsa¨tzlichen Eigenschaften und die potentiellen Anwendungen dieser Teilchen
zu erkunden. Insbesondere wurde viel Aufmerksamkeit darauf gelenkt, wie der
“Twist” eines Teilchens die Wechselwirkung mit Licht und Materie beeinflussen
kann. Zwei fundamentale Prozesse, die wesentliche Einsichten in diese (Licht-
Materie) Wechselwirkung liefern ko¨nnen, sind die Photoionisation von Atomen
oder Ionen sowie ihr (zeitinvertiertes) Gegenstu¨ck, die radiative Rekombination.
In dieser Arbeit entwickeln wir einen neuartigen theoretischen Formalismus um (a)
die Ionisation von wasserstoffa¨hnlichen Ionen durch getwistete Photonen und (b)
den radiativen Einfang getwisteter Elektronen durch “nackte” Ionen zu studieren.
Fu¨r beide Prozesse werden insbesondere die Eigenschaften der emittierten Photo-
nen bzw. Elektronen betrachtet wie z.B. ihre Winkelverteilung oder ihr Polarisa-
tionszustand. Die zugeho¨rigen Rechnungen basieren auf der nicht-relativistischen
Sto¨rungstheorie erster Ordnung und auf dem Dichtematrixansatz. Die erlangten
Resultate zeigen, dass der Bahndrehimpuls des einlaufenden getwisteten Teilchen-
strahls die emittierten Teilchen im (a) Ionisations- oder (b) Rekombinationspro-
zess signifikant beeinflussen kann. Solche vom Bahndrehimpuls abha¨ngigen Effek-
te ko¨nnen am einfachsten im nicht-paraxialem Strahlregime beobachtet werden,
in dem der lineare Transversalimpuls des einlaufenden Strahls von der selben
Gro¨ßenordnung wie der longitudinale Impuls ist.
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1. Introduction
In 1909 Poynting proposed that circularly polarized light carries an intrinsic angular
momentum of magnitude ~ along or counter to its propagation direction [1]. About
30 years later Beth experimentally confirmed this statement by measuring the torque
exerted onto a half-wave plate by such a circularly polarized light beam [2]. Nowadays
the so-called spin angular momentum (SAM) of light is employed in many different
applications such as optical cooling and trapping of atoms [3,4], quantum computing
[5], quantum cryptography [6, 7] and 3D-cinema systems [8].
Contrary to the long history of SAM, it was discovered only recently that light
beams in vacuum may also possess a well-defined projection of orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) along their propagation direction [9,10]. These beams are commonly
referred to as twisted or vortex light beams. As shown by Allen and coworkers [9,10],
the OAM ~m along the propagation direction of such a vortex beam originates from
a helical phase dependency exp(imϕ) around the beam center. The values of m, also
called the topological charge of the beam, are only restricted by the requirement that
the phase factor is single-valued. Thus m can be of any integer value 0,±1,±2, . . .,
so that the OAM state space of a vortex beam is theoretically infinite-dimensional.
This is in stark contrast to the two-dimensional SAM state space of a “standard”
(circularly polarized) light beam.
The helical phase factor exp(imϕ) imposes severe restrictions on the intensity
distribution of the light beam. That is, in order to avoid a discontinuity of the phase
factor within the beam center for a non-zero topological charge m, it inevitably
follows that the central intensity of the light beam must vanish. This dark central
line of a twisted light beam is also denoted as its vortex.
There exists a variety of different methods to produce twisted light beams in the
laboratory. All of these methods rely on specially designed devices such as astigmatic
mode converters [10], spiral phase plates [11], Q-plates [12, 13], axicons [14], (non-
linear) crystals [15], ring resonators [16] or helical undulators [17, 18]. But probably
the most widely used device is the diffraction grating [19–24]. This is due to the fact
that nowadays such gratings can be realized by spatial light modulators (SLMs). A
SLM is a device that can impose an arbitrary spatial (phase or intensity) modula-
tion onto an incident light beam. The exact form of the modulation is controlled by
an external signal, e.g. electronically with a computer. The SLM can be configured
in such a way that the resulting light beam exhibits the characteristic phase factor
exp(imϕ) and is therefore twisted. This can be accomplished, for example, if one im-
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Figure 1.1. – Creation of vortex light beams. A TEM00 is impinged onto a diffraction
grating with a fork-like dislocation in the center. Depending on the order l of the
grating’s dislocation (here threefold corresponding to l = 3), one obtains vortex light
beams with topological charge −l or +l for the first-order diffraction patterns. Image
has been taken from [24].
pinges an ordinary transverse electromagnetic ground mode (TEM00) as originating
from a standard laser onto a SLM that mimics a diffraction grating with a fork-like
slit structure as shown in Fig. 1.1.
The topological charge of the emerging twisted light beam depends crucially on the
number of (dislocated) extra slits in the upper half plane of the fork-like diffraction
grating with respect to its lower half plane. This number is also called the order of
the fork-like dislocation. For example, the first-order diffracted light beams carry a
topological charge that is (up to a sign) exactly equal to the order of the grating’s
dislocation (cf. Fig. 1.1). Since one can easily vary the order of the dislocation with
the help of a SLM, one obtains access to a wide range of different OAM states. An
OAM along the beam’s propagation direction of up to a few hundred ~ can be created
with such types of diffraction gratings [23]. We note, moreover, that there exist other
efficient techniques to create twisted light beams with an even higher OAM along
the propagation direction (up to 5000 ~) [25], but in contrast to the methods that
use SLMs, these techniques do not allow for a dynamic control of the OAM state.
The creation of vortex light beams with the help of diffraction gratings does not
work equally well for all wave lengths. In order to produce a grating that operates
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properly, the spatial width of the slits embedded in the grating material has to
be comparable to the wave length of the incident light. This is easily realizable
for visible light that has a wavelength in the submicrometer regime. But for the
generation of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or even x-ray twisted light, one should turn
to different methods. For instance, it is possible to produce high-energetic twisted
light at a synchrotron facility by placing a special construct of planar and helical
undulators within the beam line of its particle accelerator [17, 18]. Moreover, it has
been proposed that the Compton back-scattering of twisted optical light on ultra-
relativistic electrons can be utilized to produce vortex light beams not only in the
EUV or x-ray domain but also in the energy region of GeV [26, 27].
Over the last decades extensive studies have been performed, both in experiment
and theory, to understand the physical properties of vortex light beams. In particular,
these investigations revealed that the well-defined OAM along the propagation axis is
not only a characteristic property of the total beam but also of each individual photon
[28–30]. Moreover, in analogy to SAM-entangled photons [31–33], a pair of twisted
photons can also exhibit quantum entanglement between their OAM components
[34–36]. For OAM states |−l〉 and |+l〉 with opposite topological charge l, it was
demonstrated experimentally by Zeilinger and coworkers that an entanglement can
be achieved even up to l = 300 [36].
Apart from the fundamental properties of vortex light beams, much attention has
been paid to their applications. For example, the scattering of twisted photons from
a spinning object leads to a frequency shift of the on-axis scattered light that can be
employed to determine the object’s rotation velocity [37]. Vortex light beams applied
in an optical tweezer cannot only trap microparticles but also set them into a partic-
ular rotation state, thus generating some kind of micro-motor [38,39]. Furthermore,
a debate is currently going on to clarify if twisted photons can be used to boost data
transmission rates [40–43]. One could certainly extend the list of examples presented
here much more. However, already the small selection shown above makes it clear
that twisted photons have opened up new and exciting possibilities in many different
research areas in the last years.
Photons are particles without a rest mass and without an electric charge. However,
the nature of a quantum state to be twisted is not restricted by these properties. It
has been theoretically proposed therefore that electrons can also exist as a twisted
state [44]. Only a few years ago, the experimental verification of this prediction
has been carried out [45, 47]. In these studies, similar devices as for the production
of twisted photons have been used to generate the twisted electron state such as
spiral phase plates [45, 46] or diffraction gratings [47–50]. This portability of the
well-established techniques is possible because of the wave nature of the electrons
as characterized by the wave-particle duality. At present, such methods allow to
produce twisted electrons with an energy of up to 300 keV and with a topological
charge as high as 90 [51] or 100 [52].
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Twisted electrons carry an electrical charge and are thus influenced by electromag-
netic fields. Such an electromagnetic interaction can be sensitive to the OAM state of
the electron beam. In particular, twisted electrons moving in a uniform or a delta-like
magnetic field that is aligned with the center of the electron beam exhibit modified
Landau and Aharonov-Bohm levels, respectively [53, 54]. A superposition of elec-
tron vortex beams with different topological charges experiences a spatial rotation
in a uniform magnetic field known as the vacuum Faraday effect [55]. Furthermore,
twisted electrons passing through some special arrangement of magnetic lenses can
undergo novel Larmor and Gouy rotations [56, 57].
As illustrated above, twisted photons and electrons possess unique properties that
are extensively studied nowadays, particularly with regard to novel applications.
Most studies, however, focus either on the fundamental understanding of these par-
ticles or on their interaction with mesoscopic and macroscopic systems [53–59]. Only
a few investigations exist up to now that consider processes with twisted particles on
the atomic level. Here one has to mention the work of Babiker et al. [60] or Afanasev
and coworkers [61] who explored the radiative excitation of atoms by twisted photons
and analyzed the related OAM exchange. The scattering process of twisted photons
and electrons on atomic systems has been studied in [62] and [63, 64], respectively.
A group in Spain, moreover, analyzed the electron dynamics for the ionization of hy-
drogen atoms by twisted Laguerre-Gaussian light beams [65,66]. Laguerre-Gaussian
beams, however, are so-called paraxial beams, that is, the light waves that compose
these beams have to possess a momentum transverse to their propagation direction
that is much smaller than the longitudinal one [67]. Recently we performed a comple-
mentary study of the photoionization process [68] that greatly extended the previous
work by employing Bessel light waves—light waves whose magnitude of the trans-
verse momentum is not restricted and which can exist, therefore, in a non-paraxial
state. Our work was also covered by the media [69] and has been selected by Journal
of Physics B as one of the highlights of the year 2013. In the first half of this thesis,
we will report in detail on this study.
Photoionization of ions and atoms is one of the fundamental processes in atomic
physics [70–73]. Therefore a large number of studies have been performed to inves-
tigate its total ionization cross sections and their dependence on photon energy as
well as on the electronic configuration of the atoms [74–77]. Such studies are not
only of fundamental interest but are also required to understand the formation of
charge state distributions in stellar as well as laboratory plasmas [78]. Apart from
the total rates, much attention has been focused on the angular distribution of the
photoelectrons [79–82]. These angle-differential studies are often more sensitive to
the electronic structure of the atoms or ions, and have yielded important insights on
relativistic, many-electron or quantum electrodynamical (QED) effects in the basic
photon-electron interaction.
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As mentioned above, studies of the photoionization process have revealed impor-
tant details on the fundamental interaction of light with matter. To gain additional
insights into such an interaction, it can be very rewarding to explore also the time-
reversed atomic photoionization process: radiative recombination of electrons with
ions. Especially for high-Z ions, where photon sources with a sufficiently high energy
for inner-shell ionization of atoms are sparse, an analysis of the radiative recombina-
tion process is much more feasible. Studies of both processes, photoionization and
radiative recombination, are therefore necessary to gain the most information about
atomic systems, their dynamics and the underlying light-matter interactions. There-
fore many studies have been performed at storage ring and electron beam ion trap
facilities to analyze the total capture rates as well as the angular emission pattern
and polarization state of the emitted RR photons for different ionic systems and col-
lision energies [83–94]. As expected, these studies provided valuable, supplementary
information on relativistic, many-body or QED effects in the dynamics of electrons
and photons.
RR investigations are usually restricted to “standard” plane wave electron beams—
beams that do not carry an OAM along their propagation direction. A new degree
of freedom as given by a non-zero (projection of) OAM can be introduced to the RR
studies by using twisted instead of plane wave electron beams. The great advantage of
such beams is that they may allow to explore the basic role of OAM for the electron-
photon interaction. In the second part of this thesis, we will therefore perform a
complementary study to the atomic ionization process with twisted photons and
analyze the radiative recombination process with twisted electrons.
More specifically, in this thesis we will develop a novel theoretical formalism to
analyze the properties of (a) electrons that are emitted in the photoionization process
of hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons and of (b) photons that are emitted in the
radiative capture of twisted electrons by initially bare ions. To do so, we first need to
introduce how we describe the (plane and twisted) particles—photons and electrons—
that enter these processes. For photons, this will lead us in Chapter 2 to Maxwell’s
theory of light. Electrons instead will be characterized in Chapter 3 with the help
of Schro¨dinger’s equation. We note that for both, photons and electrons, we will
pay special attention to one particular kind of twisted state, the so-called (twisted)
Bessel waves.
To describe the processes of photoionization and radiative recombination, it is not
sufficient to only characterize the states of the (initial and final) particles. We must
also know how these particles interact, how we can describe their dynamics for the
process in question. In Chapter 4, we will present a well-elaborated method for such
a description: the time-dependent first-order perturbation-theory. Ultimately, this
formalism is based on one entity—the so-called transition amplitude—that is central
for the description of both processes, the atomic photoionization and the radiative
recombination.
5
1. Introduction
After we have collected the basic ingredients—the particle states “plus” the de-
scription of their dynamics in terms of the transition amplitudes—we are ready to
develop the theoretical formalism for the analysis of the ionization and recombi-
nation process. In Chapter 5, we will begin to discuss the ionization process of
ions and atoms by twisted photons, in particular for the simplest atomic systems:
hydrogen-like ions. There we will especially focus on the properties of the emitted
(photo)electrons and provide a detailed analysis of their (angle-differential) emission
pattern in terms of the corresponding transition amplitudes. However, as a proper
starting point for such an analysis, we will first remind the reader how one usually
derives the transition amplitudes for photoionization processes with plane electro-
magnetic waves, and how these transition amplitudes can be used in this case to
describe the angular distribution of the photoelectrons. This treatment of the plane
wave photoionization will provide an appropriate bridge for the analysis of the ion-
ization process with twisted photons. For such a process, we will again first explore
the associated transition amplitudes that describe the ionization of the (hydrogen-
like) ions by twisted photons. These amplitudes will then serve to characterize the
angular distribution of the photoelectrons that emerge from the ionization process
with twisted photons. We note moreover that our analysis of the atomic ionization
with twisted photon beams will go beyond the usual paraxial beam regime, a regime
where the transverse momentum of the beam is much smaller than its longitudinal
one. Our analysis of the photoionization process is applicable for arbitrary ratios of
the transverse and longitudinal momenta of a twisted electron beam and, hence, also
valid in the non-paraxial regime.
In addition to the atomic photoeffect of hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons,
we will discuss its cross-channel in Chapter 6: the radiative capture of twisted elec-
trons by bare ions. There we will proceed similar as for the ionization process with
twisted photons, and will first introduce how one derives the well-known formulas for
the radiative recombination process with plane wave electrons. Afterwards, we will
proceed to calculate the transition amplitudes that describe the radiative capture of
twisted electrons by bare ions. These amplitudes provide the basic building blocks
of our theory, since they will serve to characterize both, the angular distribution as
well as the polarization state of the emitted photoelectrons. As for the ionization
process, our formalism is again valid in both, the paraxial and non-paraxial regime
of the twisted electron beam.
In Chapter 7, we will then apply our theoretical formalism to study the ionization
process of hydrogen atoms by twisted (Bessel) photons. In particular, we will investi-
gate two ionization scenarios: (i) the hydrogen atom initially resides in the 1s ground
state or (ii) the hydrogen atom is initially in the “strongly-oriented” 2py-state. More-
over, special attention is paid in this analysis to the role of the atom position with
respect to the beam center of the incoming twisted light beam. Regardless of the
initial state, we find that the position of the atom with respect to the center of the
light beam significantly affects the ionization process, as can be seen, for example,
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from the shape of the angular photoelectron distribution. For both scenarios, (i) and
(ii), we explicitly show that when the atom is close to the beam center, the emission
pattern of the photoelectrons will be completely different than the one that corre-
sponds to the ionization process with plane wave beams. Far away from the beam
center, however, the ionization process with twisted photons behaves as the one with
plane wave photons. Detailed explanations for such a behavior will be given within
the chapter.
In Chapter 8, we will discuss the radiative capture of twisted electrons into the
K-shell of (finally) hydrogen atoms. In particular, we study such a process for the
case where a twisted electron beam collides with a macroscopic ion beam whose den-
sity distribution in the planes perpendicular to the propagation direction follows a
Gaussian function. For this scenario it is demonstrated how the angular distribution
as well as the polarization of the recombination photons depend on the parameters
of the incoming electron beam. We find that the angular and polarization proper-
ties of the emitted photons are sensitive to both, the transverse momentum of the
photon beam as well as its topological charge. To observe especially the effects of
the topological charge on these (angular and polarization) properties, we propose an
experiment that relies on the coherent superposition of two twisted electron beams.
Finally, we will provide a summary of the main results and an outlook in Chapter 9.
Hartree atomic units me = e = ~ = 4πǫ0 = 1 are used throughout this work
unless stated otherwise. Here me is the electron rest mass, e the electron charge,
~ the reduced Planck’s constant and ǫ0 the electric permittivity in vacuum. In this
system of units the speed of light is c = 1/α with the electromagnetic fine-structure
constant α ≈ 1/137. Symbols in bold denote vector quantities and symbols with a
hat ∧ denote operators. The most important relations are encircled by a box .
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2. Theoretical Description of
Photons: Maxwell’s Theory of
Light
When we analyze an atomic process—whether in experiment or theory—we always
have to specify three steps: (i) how we prepare the initial states of the occurring
particles, (ii) how the particles interact, and (iii) how we measure the final states of
the outgoing particles. In the next two chapters, we will especially focus on the initial
and final states of the particles that are relevant for the atomic photoionization and
radiative recombination process. More specifically, we will characterize the plane
wave and twisted wave states of photons and electrons as well as the hydrogenic
bound states of electrons. For the photon states, this requires to provide a brief
introduction to Maxwell’s theory of light (this chapter), whereas for the electron
states we need to introduce Schro¨dinger’s equation (Chapter 3).
2.1. Maxwell’s Equations
All states of light are characterized by Maxwell’s equations [95–97]. Within the
vacuum, these equations read
∇ · E(r, t) = 0, (2.1)
∇ ·B(r, t) = 0, (2.2)
∇× E(r, t) = −∂B(r, t)
∂t
, (2.3)
∇×B(r, t) = α2 ∂E(r, t)
∂t
, (2.4)
where
E(r, t) =
(
Ex(r, t), Ey(r, t), Ez(r, t)
)T
(2.5)
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is the electric and
B(r, t) =
(
Bx(r, t), By(r, t), Bz(r, t)
)T
(2.6)
the magnetic field of the light. These fields are allowed to be complex for reasons of
mathematical convenience, but it is only their real part
E(r, t) = ReE(r, t), B(r, t) = ReB(r, t) (2.7)
that is physically observable. Furthermore, the quantities r = (x, y, z)T and t in
Eqs. (2.1)–(2.7) denote the spatial and time coordinates, × denotes the cross and ·
the scalar product between two vectors, and ∇ = ∂/∂ r is the directional derivative.
To solve Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4), one usually re-writes the electric and magnetic fields in
terms of a scalar φ(r, t) and a vector potential A(r, t):
E(r, t) = −∇φ(r, t)− ∂A(r, t)
∂t
, (2.8)
B(r, t) = ∇×A(r, t). (2.9)
Relations (2.8)–(2.9) do not unambiguously determine the functions φ(r, t) andA(r, t),
since a gauge transformation of the form
A(r, t)→ A′(r, t) = A(r, t) +∇χ(r, t), (2.10)
φ(r, t)→ φ′(r, t) = φ(r, t)− ∂χ(r, t)
∂t
, (2.11)
with an arbitrary scalar function χ(r, t) leaves the electric and magnetic fields (2.5)–
(2.6) invariant. We can choose the function χ(r, t) in such a way that
φ(r, t) = 0, ∇ ·A(r, t) = 0. (2.12)
Such a choice constitutes the so-called Coulomb gauge [96], which we will use exclu-
sively from now on.
The introduction of the scalar and vector potentials (2.8)–(2.9) has the great ad-
vantage that the form of Maxwell’s equations (2.1)–(2.4) significantly simplifies. By
inserting the defining relations (2.8)–(2.9) for the potentials into Maxwell’s equa-
tions (2.1)–(2.4) and by adopting the Coulomb gauge (2.12), we are left with a
simple differential equation for the vector potential
10
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∇2A(r, t)− α2 ∂
2A(r, t)
∂t2
= 0. (2.13)
As seen from expression (2.13), each component of the vector potential A(r, t) is
independently characterized by a wave equation
∇2Aj(r, t)− α2 ∂
2Aj(r, t)
∂t2
= 0, j = x, y, z. (2.14)
An interconnection between the different components of A(r, t) arises, however, from
the gauge condition (2.12). As will be seen later (cf. Sec. 2.3), this interconnection
imposes severe restrictions on the form of the vector potential A(r, t).
In comparison to Maxwell’s original equations (2.1)–(2.4), the wave equation (2.13)
together with the gauge condition (2.12) provide a completely equivalent but much
simpler form for the description of light fields in vacuum. They serve not only as a
basis to characterize the plane but also the twisted light waves. To further advance
in the theoretical description of these states, we will go to the frequency-momentum
space—sometimes also named reciprocal or Fourier space—by using the following
Fourier transformations [98]:
A˜(p, ω) = (2π)−3/2
∫
A(r, t) e−i (p·r−ω t) dt d3r, (2.15)
A(r, t) = (2π)−3/2
∫
A˜(p, ω) ei (p·r−ω t) dω d3p. (2.16)
Here p and ω represent the momentum and frequency coordinates within the Fourier
space. At first, the introduction of the additional transformations (2.15)–(2.16) may
seem like an unnecessary hurdle and one could well ask why we do not continue
our discussion on the normal rather than the Fourier-transformed vector potential.
However, there are many properties such as the angular momentum of a light field
that are easier to describe within the Fourier space. We will therefore perform the
basic construction of the vector potential for the plane and also for the twisted
electromagnetic waves in the frequency-momentum space. Once this construction is
finished, however, we will transform the vector potential A˜(p, ω) from the Fourier
space back to the position-time coordinates by the help of Eq. (2.16).
By plugging relation (2.16) into Eq. (2.13), one obtains the wave equation within
the frequency-momentum space:
(p2 − α2 ω2) A˜(p, ω) = 0. (2.17)
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Expression (2.17) is a simple algebraic equation for the Fourier-transformed vector
potential A˜(p, ω). The structure of this equation shows that A˜(p, ω) must be zero
everywhere except for the points where p2 = α2 ω2. In other words, this relation
shows that the frequency ω is (up to a sign) completely defined by the absolute value
of the linear momentum vector:
ω±(p) = ± p/α, p = |p| . (2.18)
If we neglect the sign, moreover, we can interpret Eq. (2.18) as the well-known
dispersion relation [96, cf. Eq. (7.4)] of a light field in vacuum
ω(p) = p/α. (2.19)
Taking now relation (2.17) into account, it follows that the vector potential within
the Fourier space is of the form
A˜(p, ω) = δ(p2 − α2 ω2) a(p, ω) . (2.20)
Here the delta distribution δ(p2−α2 ω2) ensures that the frequency of the light field is
determined by relation (2.18). Furthermore, we have introduced the vector function
a(p, ω) in Eq. (2.20) to characterize all remaining dependencies of A˜(p, ω) on p and
ω.
One can use the following property [71, cf. Eq. (2.33g)]
δ
(
h(x)
)
=
∑
k
δ(x− xk)∣∣h′(xk)∣∣ (2.21)
of the delta distribution to further simplify Eq. (2.20) for the vector potential. In
Eq. (2.21), the xk denote the roots of the function h(x), whereas h
′(x) is the first
derivative of h(x). With the help of Eq. (2.21), one may write
δ(p2 − α2 ω2) = δ(p− αω)
2 p
+
δ(p+ αω)
2 p
(2.22)
and thus arrives at the following form of the vector potential:
A˜(p, ω) =
δ(p− αω)
2 p
a(p,+ω(p)) +
δ(p+ αω)
2 p
a(p,−ω(p)). (2.23)
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It can be seen from Eq. (2.23) that the vector potential A˜(p, ω) consists of two parts.
The main difference between these two parts is that the associated frequencies have
an opposite sign. It is sufficient, therefore, to deal with only one of the terms in
Eq. (2.23), since the other can be re-obtained if necessary by inverting the sign of
the frequency ω(p). Let us restrict ourselves from now on to the first term with the
positive frequency and rewrite Eq. (2.23) as
A˜(p, ω) = δ(p− αω) a˜(p), (2.24)
where we have combined the dependency on p into the function
a˜(p) =
a(p,+ω(p))
2 p
. (2.25)
The vector potential A˜(p, ω) is subject to a further restriction that originates
from the gauge condition (2.12). If we write the gauge condition (2.12) within the
frequency-momentum space, we obtain
p · A˜(p, ω) = 0. (2.26)
The vector potential A˜(p, ω) must therefore always be orthogonal to the linear mo-
mentum p. Condition (2.26) is also known as the transversality property of an
electromagnetic wave [71].
Up to now, the construction of the potential A˜(p, ω) as given by Eq. (2.24) is
most general and not restricted to a particular state of light. In the next section we
will show how to obtain this potential for the special case of a plane electromagnetic
wave. Afterwards, we will proceed with the more complicated derivation of A˜(p, ω)
for a twisted light wave.
2.2. Plane Electromagnetic Waves: Construction of
Vector Potential
The wave equation (2.17) together with the transversality condition (2.26) provide
the general basis for the description of any light state in terms of the vector potential
A˜(p, ω). To recover a special type of solutions of these equations, one has to im-
pose additional restrictions onto the vector potential A˜(p, ω). This can be done, for
example, by requiring that A˜(p, ω) is a simultaneous eigenfunction to a set of appro-
priate operators. It is a necessary condition, of course, that these operators mutually
commute with each other in order to ensure that such a simultaneous eigenfunction
exists. In the following, let us elaborate on how such a set of operators should look
like for the case of plane electromagnetic waves.
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2.2.1. Linear Momentum of Plane Waves
Plane electromagnetic waves are states of light that possess a well-defined linear
momentum denoted in the following as k. Their vector potential must therefore
be an eigenstate to each component p̂j, j = x, y, z, of the momentum operator with
the associated eigenvalue kj. Within reciprocal space, where the momentum operator
acts component-wise just as a multiplication (p̂j = pj, j = x, y, z), such an eigenstate
can be represented by a simple delta distribution:
p̂j δ
3(p− k) = kj δ3(p− k). (2.27)
The delta distribution δ3(p−k) can therefore be used to mathematically describe the
linear momentum of a plane wave. Before we do so, however, we must also discuss
the polarization properties of the plane waves.
2.2.2. Polarization of Plane Electromagnetic Waves
Apart from a well-defined linear momentum k, plane electromagnetic waves also
possess a particular polarization. The polarization of a light wave characterizes how
the directions of the (physically observable) electric and magnetic field vectors (see
Eq. (2.7)) change in time. There exists, of course, a huge variety of polarization
states that a plane electromagnetic wave can be in such as elliptical, circular or
linear polarization. The only restriction for these states is that the associated vector
potential has to comply with the transversality condition (2.26).
In this work, we are especially interested in the structure of circularly polarized
light waves, since they will be employed later to construct the vector potential of
twisted photons. The electric (and also the magnetic) field vector of such circularly
polarized waves performs, as time progresses, a circular motion around the wave’s
propagation direction (which is given by the momentum k of the wave). The rotation
of the electric field vector may either be clockwise or counter-clockwise if one looks in
the direction of the wave’s momentum k. The case of a clockwise rotation is referred
to as right-handed, whereas the counter-clockwise rotation is called left-handed (some
references also define right- and left-handed the other way round). We illustrate this
definition graphically in Fig. 2.1. The construction of the vector potential that
corresponds to such spiraling electric fields will be done in the following.
It is well-known [1,96,99] that the circular polarization of a plane electromagnetic
wave originates from a spin angular momentum (SAM) of ±~ along its propagation
direction. If the projection of spin is aligned (counter-aligned) with the propagation
direction, the electric field performs a clockwise (counter-clockwise) rotation. Such a
projection of SAM onto the propagation direction is usually called helicity [96]. To
describe these helicity states, we need to introduce the explicit form of the (vectorial)
14
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k
k
a) b)
right-handed
circular polarization
left-handed
circular polarization
Figure 2.1. – Definition of right-handed and left-handed circular polarization. (a)
A plane electromagnetic wave has a right-handed circular polarization if its electric
field performs (in time) a clockwise circular motion as one looks in the direction of
the wave’s momentum. (b) Otherwise, if the rotation is counter-clockwise the wave
possesses a left-handed circular polarization.
SAM operator. Each component of this spin operator must be a 3×3-matrix, since the
description of light within the Fourier space is done in terms of the vector potential
A˜(p, ω). The explicit form of these matrices is given, for example, in Ref. [99] and
reads
Ŝx =
 0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , Ŝy =
 0 0 i0 0 0
−i 0 0
 , Ŝz =
 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 . (2.28)
To quantify the amount of SAM along an arbitrary momentum component p of
the vector potential A˜(p, ω), one constructs with the help of Eq. (2.28) the helicity
operator
Λ̂ =
(
p · Ŝ
)
/ |p| (2.29)
in the momentum space. The helicity operator (2.29) serves to characterize the
helicity states by the following eigenvalue problem:
Λ̂ epλ = λ epλ. (2.30)
By using spherical coordinates
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p =
√
p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z, ϕp = arctan(py/px), θp = arccos(pz/p), (2.31)
solutions of the eigenvalue problem (2.30) can be written as (see Appendix A)
epλ =
−λ√
2
 cos θp cosϕp − iλ sinϕpcos θp sinϕp + iλ cosϕp
− sin θp
 . (2.32)
This vector, also called helicity vector, fulfills the transversality condition (2.26),
p · epλ = 0, (2.33)
and is normalized as
e∗pλ · epλ′ = δλλ′ , (2.34)
where δλλ′ is a Kronecker delta [71]. Now that we have introduced both, the momen-
tum and helicity eigenfunctions, we can proceed to construct the vector potential of
circularly polarized plane waves.
2.2.3. Final Form of Vector Potential
Combining Eqs. (2.24), (2.27), and (2.32), we may write
A˜plkλ(p, ω) = (2π)
3/2 α δ(p− αω) δ3(p− k) epλ (2.35)
for the vector potential of a plane electromagnetic wave with well-defined linear
momentum k and helicity λ. Here (2π)3/2 α is an appropriate normalization constant.
It is straightforward to obtain the associated vector potential Aplkλ(r, t) in position-
time coordinates by using the transformation formula (2.16):
Aplkλ(r, t) = ekλ e
i(k·r−ω(k) t), (2.36)
where ω(k) is given by Eq. (2.19). From Eq. (2.36) one can derive that the vector
potential Aplkλ(r, t) is normalized as
∫
Apl,∗kλ (r, t) ·Aplk′λ′(r, t) d3r = (2π)3 δ(k− k′) δλλ′ . (2.37)
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We note that it is often convenient to distinguish between the spatial- and the time-
dependent part of the vector potential (2.36) so that we may write
Aplkλ(r, t) = A
pl
kλ(r) e
−iω(k) t, Aplkλ(r) = ekλ e
ik·r. (2.38)
Eq. (2.38) provides the final form of the vector potential in position-time coordinates
for plane electromagnetic waves with a particular linear momentum k and a definite
helicity λ.
For completeness, we will also calculate the (complex) electric and magnetic field
of a circularly polarized plane wave. By using Eqs. (2.8)–(2.9), we obtain for the
plane electromagnetic waves (2.38) the well-known expressions [96]:
Eplkλ(r, t) = −
∂
∂t
Aplkλ(r, t) = iω(k)A
pl
kλ(r, t), (2.39)
Bplkλ(r, t) = ∇×Aplkλ(r, t) =
(
1/ω(k)
) (
k×Eplkλ(r, t)
)
. (2.40)
As follows from Eqs. (2.39)–(2.40), the electric and magnetic fields Eplkλ(r, t) and
Bplkλ(r, t) of a plane wave as well as the wave vector k are perpendicular to each
other. This concludes our brief discussion on the (circularly polarized) plane waves
and in the next section we will come now to the description of the twisted light states.
2.3. Twisted Electromagnetic Waves: Construction of
Vector Potential
In the previous section, we discussed circularly polarized plane waves which carry a
well-defined SAM along their propagation direction. Likewise, one may ask if it is
also possible that light waves possess a definite value of OAM along their direction
of propagation. Behind this question lies a complex theory with a long history and
there are many studies that elaborate on this point [100–104]. For a recent and
extensive overview on this topic see [105]. Here we would like, however, not to delve
too deep into the underlying theory and rather motivate a short and simple answer
to the above question on a level that is sufficient for the discussion of the twisted
photon states.
To construct in a gauge invariant way a light state that carries a well-defined OAM
along the propagation direction is impossible (or only approximately possible). This
impossibility originates from an OAM-SAM coupling inherent to every light wave due
to the gauge condition (2.12). To see this, we turn to the description of a light field
in terms of its vector potential A(r, t) and consider the OAM operator in position
space [71, 106]
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L̂ = (r× p̂) = −i (r×∇) . (2.41)
If we act with this operator on the vector potential A(r, t), it will probe the spatial
behaviour of the potential by the derivative ∇ = ∂/∂ r. The spatial dependency of
A(r, t), however, is restricted by the gauge (transversality) condition (2.12). More
specifically, this condition interrelates the vectorial character of A(r, t) to its spatial
behaviour, i.e. it connects the OAM of the light wave to the vector structure of the
potential A(r, t).
We recall now that the SAM operator (2.28) acts solely on the vectorial part of
the potential A(r, t); that is, the SAM of a light field is determined by the vectorial
structure of its vector potential. Overall, both the SAM and OAM of a light wave are
connected to the vectorial part of the potential A(r, t) and therefore they mutually
affect each other. In other words, the gauge condition (2.12) effectively imposes a
coupling between the SAM and the OAM of a light wave.
Every vector field (including the potential A(r, t)) possesses a non-zero SAM:
Ŝ2A(r, t) =
 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
+
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
+
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
A(r, t) = 2A(r, t).
(2.42)
Since the SAM of a light field is non-zero, it will always affect an emerging OAM of
the light due to the inherent SAM-OAM coupling. Thus the coupling between the
spin and orbital angular momenta due to the gauge condition (2.12) is the reason
that one can in principal not construct light fields with a well-defined OAM along
the propagation direction.
2.3.1. Definition of Twisted Light States
Having the preceding discussion in mind, the question arises what we understand
under a twisted light wave if it is not a state with a particular OAM along the
propagation direction. In order to motivate the definition of such a state, let us
point out that our reasoning from above has imposed no restrictions on the total
angular momentum (TAM) of a light wave. And indeed, as will be seen later, it
is possible to construct electromagnetic waves that carry a well-defined TAM along
their propagation direction. From now on, let us refer to such electromagnetic waves
as twisted light.
Our definition of a twisted light state needs some further explanations. It may
seem that there exists a contradiction between the characterization of twisted light
as done here and as performed in the introductory chapter. As a reminder, in the
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introduction we have stated that it is possible to produce light waves with a well-
defined OAM along their propagation direction. How is such a statement compatible
with our reasoning here? The twisted light states can be constructed in such a
way that for certain values of their linear momentum components the OAM and
SAM approximately decouple. In this so-called paraxial regime, one can therefore
unambiguously speak of the OAM and SAM along the propagation direction of the
twisted light beam. Nearly all studies so far have been performed to investigate
the fundamental properties and basic applications of twisted light beams within this
paraxial regime. That is the reason why we have only talked about the OAM and
not the TAM of a light beam in the introduction. In this work, we will go beyond
the paraxial approximation and, therefore, we consider the “complete” description
of a twisted light beam that is based on the TAM. This full and non-paraxial form of
a twisted light state allows, moreover, to easily recover the paraxial electromagnetic
waves as will be seen later.
2.3.2. Interplay between Linear Momentum and TAM of Twisted
Light Waves
As has been hinted at within the previous paragraph, the linear momentum of a
twisted light beam determines if the OAM and SAM along the beam’s propagation
direction can be unambiguously separated (paraxial regime) or couple to a TAM
(non-paraxial regime). Let us now comment more thoroughly on the interplay be-
tween the linear momentum and the TAM of a twisted light wave. To do so, we
will adopt the propagation direction of the twisted light wave as the (quantization)
z-axis.
Imagine a twisted electromagnetic wave that carries a well-defined TAM along the
z-axis, which we will also denote as the longitudinal TAM. The projection of the
TAM along the z-axis is characterized by the following operator
Ĵz = L̂z + Ŝz, (2.43)
where the corresponding projections of the OAM and SAM operators in the position
space read
L̂z = −i
(
x
∂
∂y
− y ∂
∂x
)
, Ŝz =
 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 . (2.44)
The operator Ĵz does not commute with the components p̂x = −i ∂/∂x and p̂y =
−i ∂/∂y of the linear momentum operator:
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[
Ĵz, p̂x
]
=
[
L̂z, p̂x
]
= i p̂y, (2.45)[
Ĵz, p̂y
]
=
[
L̂z, p̂y
]
= −i p̂x, (2.46)
where the commutator of two operators is defined as
[
Â, B̂
]
= Â B̂ − B̂ Â. (2.47)
Operators that do not commute cannot have simultaneous eigenfunctions. It thus
follows from Eqs. (2.45)–(2.46) that a twisted light state with a definite TAM along
the z-axis cannot have a well-defined linear momentum along the x- or y-axes. This
behaviour is completely different from the plane electromagnetic waves (2.38), for
which all components of the linear momentum vector possess a precise value. We no-
tice here, moreover, that the linear momentum of a twisted light wave in z-direction,
also called the longitudinal linear momentum, poses no such problem, since
[
Ĵz, p̂z
]
= 0, p̂z = −i ∂/∂z. (2.48)
Although the individual operators p̂x and p̂y do not commute with Ĵz as seen from
Eqs (2.45)–(2.46), it is still possible to construct from them an operator that does.
The squared absolute value of the linear momentum transverse to the propagation
direction of the twisted light beam is defined by
p̂ 2⊥ = p̂
2
x + p̂
2
y . (2.49)
If we calculate the commutator of p̂ 2⊥ with Ĵz, we obtain
[
Ĵz, p̂
2
⊥
]
=
[
L̂z, p̂
2
⊥
]
=
[
L̂z, p̂
2
x
]
+
[
L̂z, p̂
2
y
]
= 2i p̂x p̂y − 2i p̂x p̂y = 0. (2.50)
Since p̂ 2⊥ commutes with Ĵz, a twisted light wave can possess a well-defined absolute
value of the linear momentum transverse to the propagation direction. From now
on, let us refer to this quantity as the transverse linear momentum. Altogether, we
conclude that a twisted electromagnetic wave can have simultaneously a well-defined
longitudinal TAM and longitudinal linear momentum as well as a transverse linear
momentum.
Above we have seen that twisted electromagnetic waves may carry a well-defined
linear momentum along and transverse to the propagation direction. Such a special
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type of a twisted light state is also referred to within the literature as a Bessel
electromagnetic wave [107]. In the next section, we will construct the vector potential
for such Bessel light waves. The resulting form of the vector potential will show us
that the term ”Bessel” for these waves is well-justified.
2.3.3. Vector Potential of Twisted Bessel Waves
The characterization of a twisted Bessel light wave is done in a similar way as for the
plane electromagnetic waves. For the plane waves, we have chosen an appropriate
set of operators and required that the vector potential should be a simultaneous
eigenstate to these operators. Let us discuss now how such a set should look like for
the Bessel electromagnetic waves. We note that some parts of this discussion closely
follow the corresponding sections in our published paper [68].
Transverse and Longitudinal Momentum of Bessel Waves
In Sec. 2.3 we found that twisted light waves can possess a well-defined transverse
as well as longitudinal linear momentum, which we will denote here as κ and kz,
respectively. As mentioned, such special kinds of twisted light states are named
Bessel waves. To construct the vector potential of these Bessel states, we return to the
Fourier space by using Eqs. (2.15)–(2.16). Then we can write the well-definedness of
the transverse and longitudinal linear momenta as the following eigenvalue problem:
p̂z A˜(p, ω) = kz A˜(p, ω), (2.51)
p̂ 2⊥ A˜(p, ω) =
(
p̂ 2x + p̂
2
y
)
A˜(p, ω) = κ2 A˜(p, ω). (2.52)
By employing that the momentum operators act as simple multiplications in Fourier
space (p̂z = pz, p̂
2
⊥ = p
2
⊥ = p
2
x + p
2
y), we deduce that solutions of Eqs. (2.51)–(2.52)
must be of the form
A˜(p, ω) ∝ δ(pz − kz) δ(p⊥ − κ). (2.53)
Here the delta distribution δ(pz−kz) ensures that Eq. (2.51) holds true, whereas the
delta distribution δ(p⊥ − κ) provides for condition (2.52).
Eq. (2.53) characterizes light waves with a well-defined transverse momentum κ
and longitudinal momentum kz. As can be deduced from the delta distributions in
this equation, all momenta that contribute to the vector potential of the Bessel wave
must lie on a ”momentum” cone as depicted in Fig. 2.2. The height of this cone is
given by the longitudinal momentum kz, whereas the radius of its circular base area
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Figure 2.2. – Momentum distribution of a Bessel light wave. The longitudinal
(along the z-axis) and transverse (perpendicular to the z-axis) momenta of a Bessel
wave are fixed and denoted here by kz and κ, respectively. Thus the momentum vectors
constituting the Bessel wave lie on a ”momentum” cone with a radius κ of the circular
base area and a height kz . The opening angle of this cone is given by the polar angle
θk = arctan(κ/kz). The angle ϕp in this figure depicts, moreover, the azimuthal angle
of one of the (infinitely many) momentum components of the cone.
is characterized by the transverse momentum κ. Moreover, the opening angle of this
cone can be written as
θk = arctan(κ/kz). (2.54)
In the following, we will often use the opening angle of the momentum cone as a
parameter to characterize the Bessel light waves.
Orbital and Spin Structure of Bessel Waves
Up to now, we have discussed the dependency of the vector potential of a Bessel beam
on its linear momentum components. Since Bessel beams are a special type of twisted
light waves, they do not only carry linear momentum but also a particular TAM along
the propagation (z-)direction. As has been mentioned in Sec. 2.3, this well-defined
projection of the TAM arises from a coupling of the longitudinal components of the
OAM and SAM. Let us therefore first investigate how states with either a particular
orbital or spin angular momentum along the z-axis look like.
Orbital structure—The z-component of the OAM operator has the following form
in the frequency-momentum space
L̂z = −i ∂
∂ϕp
, (2.55)
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where ϕp is the azimuthal angle of the momentum vector p as defined by Eq. (2.31).
It is easy to prove that the functions
Φml(p) ≡ Φml(ϕp) = eiml ϕp. (2.56)
are eigenfunctions to the operator (2.55) with eigenvalue ml:
L̂z Φml(ϕp) = ml Φml(ϕp). (2.57)
Here the eigenvalue ml represents the OAM along the z-axis that the functions (2.56)
possess. The eigenvalues are only restricted by the requirement that the func-
tions (2.56) are single-valued, i.e. the Φml(ϕp) have to take the same value at ϕp = 0
and ϕp = 2π. It follows therefore that only integer values ml = 0,+1,−1,+2,−2, . . .
are allowed. Moreover, the functions Φml(ϕp) are normalized such that
∫ 2pi
0
Φ∗m
l
(ϕp) Φm′
l
(ϕp) dϕp = 2π δm
l
m′
l
. (2.58)
This concludes our discussion on the OAM-eigenfunctions.
Spin structure—Let us come now to the description of states with a well-defined
SAM along the z-axis. The eigenvalue problem for the z-component of the SAM
operator Ŝz reads
Ŝz ηms = ms ηms . (2.59)
We note that the operator Ŝz has the same form in position-time and momentum-
frequency space and is thus given by Eq. (2.44). Solving the eigenvalue problem (2.59)
leads to the three solutions
η±1 =
∓1√
2
 1±i
0
 , η0 =
 00
1
 , (2.60)
which have been normalized as
η
∗
ms
· ηm′s = δmsm′s . (2.61)
The vectors ηms describe states with a SAM along the z-axis of either ms = 0, ±1.
For a plane electromagnetic wave, we have found that the SAM along the propagation
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direction can only have the values ±1 because of the transversality condition (2.26).
Plane waves possess, however, a well-defined linear momentum, i.e. all components
of the linear momentum vector take a particular value. In contrast to plane light
states, a Bessel wave is composed of momentum vectors p that are oriented on a cone
around the propagation direction. In this case, the transversality condition does not
forbid the occurrence of the ms = 0 component. Therefore all three vectors ηms ,
ms = 0, ±1, might be used to construct the Bessel waves.
Coupling of OAM and SAM to a Longitudinal TAM
It is now our task to couple the spin and the orbital angular momentum states (2.56)
and (2.60) together in order to construct a function that possesses a well-defined
value of TAM along the z-direction. Let us denote this value by mγ .
There are only certain combinations of the orbital and spin eigenfunctions that
result in a longitudinal TAM of mγ . The angular momentum along some axis is an
additive quantum number, and thus the condition
mγ = ml +ms (2.62)
has to be satisfied. As was introduced earlier, here the quantities ml and ms denote
the OAM and SAM along the z-axis, respectively. The z-component of the SAM
operator can only have the eigenvalues ms = −1, 0, +1, whereas the longitudinal
OAM can take any integer value. Therefore Eq. (2.62) is only fulfilled for the following
three pairs of ms and ml eigenvalues:
ml = mγ − 1 and ms = +1,
ml = mγ and ms = 0,
ml = mγ + 1 and ms = −1.
(2.63)
Such a requirement is also illustrated graphically in Fig. 2.3.
The most general state that fulfills condition (2.62) is a superposition of OAM and
SAM states with eigenvalues as given by Eq. (2.63):
Umγ (p) =
∑
ms=0,±1
cms(p⊥, pz) Φmγ−ms(ϕp)ηms. (2.64)
Here the ϕp-dependency is completely incorporated into the orbital function Φmγ−ms .
The superposition coefficients cms(p⊥, pz), in contrast, depend solely on the trans-
verse (p⊥) and longitudinal (pz) momenta to ensure that the OAM structure of the
state (2.64) as required by Eq. (2.63) is not destroyed. To prove that the state (2.64)
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Figure 2.3. – Coupling of SAM and OAM components to result in a TAM mγ along
the z-axis. Three pairs of orbital and spin angular momentum states contribute to the
coupling. These pairs have the following quantum numbers: (1) ml = mγ − 1 and
ms = +1, (2) ml = mγ and ms = 0, (3) ml = mγ + 1 and ms = −1.
has a well-defined projection of TAM along the z-axis, we act upon it with the oper-
ator Ĵz and obtain
Ĵz Umγ (p) =
∑
ms=0,±1
cms(p⊥, pz)
[(
L̂z Φmγ−ms(ϕp)
)
ηms + Φmγ−ms(ϕp)
(
Ŝz ηms
)]
=
∑
ms=0,±1
(mγ −ms +ms) cms(p⊥, pz) Φmγ−ms(ϕp)ηms
= mγ Umγ (p).
(2.65)
In conclusion, Eq. (2.65) shows that the state (2.64) possesses a value mγ of the
longitudinal TAM.
Form of the Superposition Coefficients
Above, we constructed a vector function with a particular value of TAM along the
z-direction. Such a function was written as a superposition of states with well-defined
longitudinal OAM and SAM (see Eq. (2.64)). Up to now, however, the superposition
coefficients are undefined and allow still for some freedom. To fix them, we can
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impose a further condition onto the functions (2.64). In particular, we may require
that the superposition coefficients are chosen in such a way that the resulting vector
function Umγ (p) possesses a precise helicity
Λ̂Umγ (p) = λUmγ (p), (2.66)
i.e. the SAM along each momentum component p is well-defined; the helicity oper-
ator Λ̂ is given by Eq. (2.29). We note, however, that the SAM along the individual
momentum components p does not determine the SAM along the propagation direc-
tion of the wave and one has, therefore, to distinguish carefully between the helicity
operator, i.e. the SAM along the momentum components, and the z-component of
the SAM operator.
Solving Eq. (2.66) with expression (2.64) as an ansatz leads to the following coef-
ficients cms(p⊥, pz) ≡ cms(λ, θp):
c±1(λ, θp) =
1
2
(1± λ cos θp) , c0(λ, θp) = λ√
2
sin θp. (2.67)
By using now the explicit form (2.56) of the orbital functions Φml(p), one obtains
Umγ (p) ≡ Umγλ(p) = eimγ ϕp
∑
ms=0,±1
cms(λ, θp) e
−ims ϕp ηms . (2.68)
Moreover, by employing the helicity vector (2.32), the function (2.68) may be
written in a very simple form. To do so, we note that the helicity vector (2.32) can
be expanded in terms of the spin eigenstates (2.60) as
epλ =
∑
ms=0,±1
cms(λ, θp) e
−ims ϕp ηms. (2.69)
If we compare this expression with Eq. (2.69), we find that Umγλ(p) simply reads
Umγλ(p) = e
imγ ϕp epλ. (2.70)
As follows from our construction, Eq. (2.70) describes a vector function that pos-
sesses a well-defined TAM of mγ along the z-axis as well as a particular helicity λ.
It is also apparent from Eq. (2.70) that Umγλ(p) complies with the transversality
condition (2.26), since p · epλ = 0, and can therefore be used for the description of
a light state. In the following, we will—depending on convenience—either use the
“helicity form” (2.70) of this function or the expansion (2.68) in eigenstates of the
longitudinal SAM operator.
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Vector Potential of Bessel Waves: Final Form
Above, we have constructed vector functions Umγλ(p) that possess a well-defined
TAM mγ along the z-direction as well as a helicity λ. If we combine this function
with Eqs. (2.24) and (2.53), we may finally express the vector potential of a Bessel
wave within the Fourier space as
A˜tw
κmγkzλ(p, ω) = ακ
−1/2 (−i)mγ eimγϕp δ(p− αω) δ(pz − kz) δ(p⊥ − κ) epλ. (2.71)
Here we introduced the factor ακ−1/2 (−i)mγ as a normalization constant. It follows
from our construction that the Bessel waves described by the potential (2.71) carry
a transverse and longitudinal linear momentum κ and kz, a helicity λ as well as a
longitudinal TAM mγ .
By applying the transformation formula (2.16) to Eq. (2.71), we may express the
vector potential of a Bessel wave in real space as
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = ακ
−1/2 (−i)mγ (2π)−3/2
×
∫
δ(p− αω) δ(pz − kz) δ(p⊥ − κ) eimγϕp epλ ei(r·p−ω t) dω d3p.
(2.72)
The integral over ω in Eq. (2.72) can be immediately evaluated due to the delta
distribution δ(p− αω) as
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = κ
−1/2 (−i)mγ (2π)−3/2
×
∫
δ(pz − kz) δ(p⊥ − κ) eimγϕp epλ ei(r·p−ω(p) t) d3p,
(2.73)
where ω(p) is given by Eq. (2.19). If one compares Eq. (2.73) with the vector poten-
tial Aplpλ(r, t) of a plane electromagnetic wave as given by Eq. (2.36), one sees that
Atw
κmγkzλ
(r, t) can be re-written as [26, 27, 68]
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) =
∫
aκmγkz(p)A
pl
pλ(r, t) d
3p, (2.74)
aκmγkz(p) = κ
−1/2 (−i)mγ (2π)−3/2 eimγϕp δ(pz − kz) δ(p⊥ − κ). (2.75)
Eqs. (2.74)–(2.75) provide a very intuitive view on the electromagnetic Bessel waves.
More specifically, these equations illustrate that the Bessel waves can be interpreted
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as a coherent superposition of circularly polarized plane waves. Each of these plane
waves possesses a azimuthal phase as given by the factor eimγϕp in Eq. (2.75). More-
over, the delta distributions within the function aκmγkz(p) determine that the mo-
mentum vectors of the plane waves lie on the momentum cone depicted in Fig. 2.2.
The interpretation of a Bessel wave as a superposition of plane waves will be often
used in the following in order to illustrate some of the properties of Bessel beams.
We note that often we will only need the transverse structure of the function
aκmγkz(p). In this case, we will omit the delta distribution in kz and write
aκmγ (p⊥) = κ
−1/2 (−i)mγ (2π)−3/2 eimγϕp δ(p⊥ − κ). (2.76)
So far, we have only re-written the Bessel waves (2.74)–(2.75) in a form that
allowed a simple interpretation of these states in terms of plane waves. Now we will
perform all remaining integrations in Eq. (2.74) in order to obtain the final result
for the vector potential of a Bessel wave in real space. By using the expansion
(2.69) of the helicity vector epλ and by employing all of the delta distributions in
Eqs. (2.74)–(2.75), we are left with a single ϕp-integration:
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = (2π)
−3/2
κ
1/2 (−i)mγ
×
∑
ms=0,±1
∫ 2pi
0
cms(λ, θk) e
i(mγ−ms)ϕp ei(r·p−ω(k) t) ηms dϕp,
(2.77)
where the quantities
p = (κ cosϕp,κ sinϕp, kz)
T , k =
√
κ2 + k2z , ω(k) = k/α, θk = arctan(κ/kz)
(2.78)
have been fixed by the delta distributions in Eq. (2.75). Expression (2.77) can be
evaluated even further, if one uses the integral representation
∫ 2pi
0
eilϕeix cos(φ−ϕ)dϕ = 2π il eilφJl(x) (2.79)
of the lth order Bessel function Jl(x) [108]. With the help of relation (2.79) and by
separating the spatial and time-dependent part, one finally obtains for the vector
potential (2.77) the relation
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = A
tw
κmγkzλ(r) e
−iω(k) t, (2.80)
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where the spatial part of the vector potential can be written as a sum of three
terms [68]:
Atw
κmγkzλ(r) =
∑
ms=0,±1
Atw
κmγkzλms(r)ηms. (2.81)
The scalar functions Atw
κmγkzλms
(r) in Eq. (2.81) are given in cylindrical coordinates
(r⊥, ϕr, z) by
Atw
κmγkzλms(r) =
√
κ
2π
(−i)ms cms(λ, θk) Jmγ−ms(κ r⊥) ei(mγ−ms)ϕr ei kzz . (2.82)
It is seen from expression (2.82) that the functions Atw
κmγkzλms
(r) carry a well-defined
longitudinal OAM of (mγ − ms) as given by the function ei(mγ−ms)ϕr . Further-
more, they depend on a Bessel function Jmγ−ms(κ r⊥) that defines their transverse
shape. Therefore we finally understand why the Bessel light waves possess the name
“Bessel”.
Eqs. (2.81)–(2.82) describe the vector potential Atw
κmγkzλ(r) of a twisted electro-
magnetic Bessel wave. This vector potential has been constructed in such a way
that the Bessel waves carry a well-defined transverse (κ) and longitudinal (kz) mo-
mentum, a longitudinal TAM of mγ and a helicity λ. In what follows now, we will
deduce the main properties of a Bessel wave from the associated vector potential
Atw
κmγkzλ
(r).
2.3.4. Separation of OAM and SAM of Bessel Light Waves:
Paraxial Regime
As we have discussed above, an electromagnetic Bessel wave is a state of light that
carries a specific TAM along its propagation direction, but no well-defined longitu-
dinal OAM and SAM. There exists, however, a certain regime for the parameters of
a Bessel light beam where also the longitudinal projections of the OAM and SAM
are (approximately) well-defined. This happens when the transverse momentum of
the Bessel wave is much smaller than the longitudinal momentum, i.e κ ≪ kz. Such
a choice of the parameters is denoted as the paraxial regime.
To understand this regime in a more intuitive way, we take a closer look at Fig. 2.2
that depicts the conic momentum distribution of a Bessel wave. In the paraxial
regime, κ ≪ kz, the opening angle θk = arctan(κ/kz) of the momentum cone is very
small. Therefore the momentum vectors composing the cone are nearly parallel to
the z-axis (thus the name paraxial regime). In this regime, therefore, the Bessel wave
“behaves” approximately as a single “plane wave”.
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We will now show that the OAM and SAM are (approximately) well-defined within
the paraxial regime. To do this, let us focus on the coefficients cms (see Eq. (2.67))
within the three terms (2.82) that contribute to the vector potential (2.81) and see
how they behave if κ ≪ kz or equivalently θk ≪ 1:
c±1(λ, θk)
κ≪ kz≈ 1
2
(1± λ), c0(λ, θk) κ≪ kz≈ 0 , (2.83)
From Eq. (2.83) it follows that in the paraxial regime only the component cλ(λ, θk)
survives and thus in this regime the vector potential can be expressed as
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t)
κ≪ kz≈ Atw
κmγkzλ,ms=λ(r) e
−iω(k) t
ηλ
=
√
κ
2π
(−i)λ cλ(λ, θk) Jmγ−λ(κ r⊥) ei(mγ−λ)ϕr eikzz e−iω(k) t ηλ .
(2.84)
With the help of Eq. (2.84), one can deduce that in the paraxial regime the Bessel
waves have a defined OAM of mγ−λ and SAM of λ along the propagation direction:
L̂z A
tw
κmγkzλ(r, t)
κ≪ kz≈ (mγ − λ)Atwκmγkzλ(r, t), (2.85)
Ŝz A
tw
κmγkzλ(r, t)
κ≪ kz≈ λAtw
κmγkzλ(r, t) . (2.86)
Moreover, in the limit κ → 0, where Jmγ−λ(κ r⊥)→ δmγλ, Eq. (2.80) reduces to the
standard solution for a plane wave that propagates along the z-axis.
2.3.5. Electric and Magnetic Field of Bessel Light Waves
For completeness, we would also like to derive the electric and the magnetic field of the
Bessel electromagnetic wave. By plugging expressions (2.80)–(2.82) into Eqs. (2.8)–
(2.9), we obtain (following Ref. [109]):
Etw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = −
∂
∂t
Atw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = iω(k)A
tw
κmγkzλ(r, t), (2.87)
Btw
κmγkzλ(r, t) = ∇×Atwκmγkzλ(r, t) = −iλEtwκmγkzλ(r, t). (2.88)
As can be seen from Eqs. (2.87)–(2.88), the electric field is up to a prefactor given
by the vector potential Atw
κmγkzλ
(r, t). The magnetic field is just out of phase by π/2
from the electric field [109]. In stark contrast, moreover, to the electric and magnetic
fields of plane electromagnetic waves, both the electric and magnetic field possess a
non-vanishing z-component.
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2.3.6. Poynting Vector and Intensity Profile of Bessel Light
Waves
In the previous section, we have constructed the vector potential and the electric and
magnetic fields for the Bessel light waves. Let us use now use the vector potential
to derive an important property of the Bessel waves: Bessel waves propagate non-
diffractively, that is, their intensity profile does not change in the plane transverse to
the propagation direction. In order to show this property, we use the Poynting vector
of the light field. This vector describes the energy flux density of an electromagnetic
field and is defined [96, cf. Eq. (6.109)] by
S = (ReE(r, t))× (ReB(r, t)) . (2.89)
By employing Eqs. (2.87)–(2.88) and, furthermore, using (local) basis vectors of a
cylindrical coordinate system
er⊥ =
 cosϕrsinϕr
0
 , eϕr =
 − sinϕrcosϕr
0
 , ez =
 00
1
 , (2.90)
one may write the Poynting vector (cf. Eq. (33) in [109]) as
S(r, t) = Sr⊥(r, t) er⊥ + Sϕr(r, t) eϕr + Sz(r, t) ez, (2.91)
with
Sr⊥(r, t) ≡ Sr⊥(r) = 0 , (2.92)
Sϕr(r, t) ≡ Sϕr(r) =
κ ω2(k)
4π
sin θk Jmγ (κ r⊥)
× (cos2(θk/2) Jmγ−λ(κ r⊥) + sin2(θk/2) Jmγ+λ(κ r⊥)) ,
(2.93)
and
Sz(r, t) ≡ Sz(r) = κ ω
2(k)
4π
(
cos4(θk/2) J
2
mγ−λ(κ r⊥)− sin4(θk/2) J2mγ+λ(κ r⊥)
)
.
(2.94)
Eqs. (2.91)–(2.94) demonstrate that no radial component of the Poynting vector is
present, which means that no energy flow takes place in the direction transverse to
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Figure 2.4. – Intensity profile of an electromagnetic Bessel wave as given by
Eq. (2.95). The beam parameters are chosen as kz = 2.7 ·10−2 a.u., κ = 2.7 ·10−4 a.u.,
λ = +1 and mγ = +3 corresponding to the paraxial regime. Here the typical ring
structure of the intensity pattern with a well-defined (zero intensity) center can be
observed.
the propagation axis. We recover therefore the well-known property that the Bessel
beams are non-diffractive [107].
The Poynting vector (2.91) represents the direction of energy flow of a Bessel
wave. By taking the norm of the z-component of the Poynting vector, one obtains
how much energy passes through the plane transverse to the beam direction. This
energy distribution is proportional to the transverse intensity profile of the Bessel
beam
I⊥(r, t) ∝ |Sz(r, t)| . (2.95)
In Fig. 2.4, we depict such a profile for a paraxial electromagnetic Bessel wave with
beam parameters kz = 2.7 · 10−2 a.u., κ = 2.7 · 10−4 a.u., λ = +1 and mγ = +3.
As the figure demonstrates, Bessel waves have a complex structure of their intensity
profile. As is typical for light beams carrying OAM, the intensity profile possesses
a center of zero intensity also called the vortex of the light wave. Furthermore, for
Bessel waves this dark center is surrounded by alternating low and high intensity
rings. With respect to the atomic photoionization, we can expect that this complex
intensity profile will have a strong influence on the spatial characteristics of the
process.
Finally, we would like to demonstrate that the length scale of the intensity os-
cillations in the transverse profile of a Bessel beam, i. e. the distance between two
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Figure 2.5. – Intensity profile of an electromagnetic Bessel wave (in arb. units) as
given by Eq. (2.95) as a function of the radial distance r with respect to the beam
center. The energy of the beam is fixed to 100 eV, while the longitudinal TAM and
the helicity are chosen as mγ = +3 and λ = +1, respectively. Results are shown for
three different values of the ratio s = κ/kz between the transverse and longitudinal
momenta κ and kz: s = 0.01 (black solid line), s = 0.1 (red dashed line), and s = 1
(green dashed-dotted line). Note that the abscissa has a logarithmic scale.
adjacent intensity maxima, may vary strongly by changing the ratio s = κ/kz of the
transverse and longitudinal momenta and thus the opening angle θk = arctan(κ/kz)
of the beam. In Fig. 2.5 we display such an intensity profile for three different values
of the ratios s, s = 0.01 (black solid line), s = 0.1 (red dashed line), and s = 1 (green
dashed-dotted line), as ranging from the paraxial (s = 0.01) to the non-paraxial beam
regime (s = 1). Calculations have been performed for a beam energy of 100 eV, and
for a longitudinal TAM mγ = 3 and a helicity λ = +1. Each of the profiles has
been normalized such that the first intensity maximum has a (relative) magnitude of
1 arb. unit. We note moreover that the abscissa of the figure has a logarithmic scale
in order to accurately display the different length scales of the intensity oscillations.
As seen from Fig. 2.5, by increasing the ratio s = κ/kz and by turning therefore from
the paraxial to the non-paraxial beam regime, we significantly decrease the length
scale of the intensity oscillations in the beam profile. For example, for the Bessel
beam with a ratio of s = 0.01 (solid black line), the length scale of the intensity
oscillations is approximately 104 a.u. However, if we turn to the non-paraxial regime
(s = 1), the radial distance between to intensity maxima considerably decreases and
is of the order of 100 a.u.—two orders of magnitude smaller than for the paraxial
case with s = 0.01.
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property plane electromagnetic wave Bessel electromagnetic wave
linear mo-
mentum
all components of the linear
momentum vector kx, ky, kz
are well-defined
only linear momentum kz
along the propagation direc-
tion and the absolute value
κ of the linear momentum
transverse to the propagation
direction are well-defined
helicity helicity is well-defined and ei-
ther +1 or −1
helicity is well-defined and ei-
ther +1 or −1
orbital
angular
momentum
OAM along the propagation
direction is zero
OAM is unambiguously de-
fined only within the paraxial
regime κ ≪ kz
spin angular
momentum
SAM along the propagation
direction is either +1 or −1
SAM is unambiguously de-
fined only within the paraxial
regime κ ≪ kz
total angu-
lar momen-
tum
TAM along the propagation
direction is equal to SAM
TAM along the propagation
direction is well-defined and
can take any integer value
mγ = 0,±1,±2, . . .
Table 2.1. – Comparison of the properties of plane and Bessel electromagnetic waves.
Comparison—Having discussed now the main properties of the Bessel light waves,
let us summarize in Tab. 2.1 the similarities and differences between these waves and
the plane electromagnetic waves. As seen from the table, the main similarity is that
both states carry a well-defined longitudinal helicity. However, in the non-paraxial
regime these light waves differ completely in their linear and angular momentum
properties: plane waves, for example, carry only SAM along the propagation di-
rection, whereas Bessel waves possess a longitudinal TAM that originates from a
coupling of OAM and SAM. Moreover, all linear momentum components of a plane
wave are well-defined, whereas only the longitudinal and transverse linear momenta
of a Bessel wave have a particular value. Only in the paraxial regime, where the
Bessel waves behave like plane waves, these properties start to match. With this
comparison, we conclude our discussion on the Bessel light states and turn in the
next sections to the description of electron states.
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Schro¨dinger’s Equation
In the year 1926, Erwin Schro¨dinger published his by now famous article on the
quantum mechanical description of massive particles such as electrons, atoms or
molecules [110]. The heart of his theory is a partial differential equation—nowadays
called the Schro¨dinger equation—which for a system of N particles can be written
as
i
∂
∂t
ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t) = Ĥ(r1, . . . , rN , t)ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t). (3.1)
In this equation, the so-called wave function (or wavefunction) ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t) char-
acterizes the quantum mechanical state of the particles, where rn, n = 1, . . . , N ,
denotes the position coordinate of the nth particle and t the time.
The interpretation of the wave function, i.e. how it relates to the real world, has
triggered a long and still ongoing debate. Here we shall adopt the probabilistic view
given by the widely-established Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics.
A summary of its main ideas can be found in [111–115].
The Schro¨dinger equation (3.1) describes by its left-hand side the time-evolution
of the wave function. The time-evolution is connected by the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.1) to a function Ĥ(r1, . . . , rN , t) named the Hamiltonian of the system. The
Hamiltonian is an operator that acts on the wave function and characterizes the total
energy of the particle system.
One usually separates the Hamiltonian into a (time-independent) part T̂(r1, . . . , rN)
that describes the kinetic energy of the particles and into a term V̂(r1, . . . , rN , t) that
represents the interactions between the particles:
Ĥ(r1, . . . , rN , t) = T̂(r1, . . . , rN) + V̂(r1, . . . , rN , t). (3.2)
The kinetic energy term can be written as
T̂(r1, . . . , rN) =
N∑
n=1
p̂2n
2mn
, p̂n = −i ∂
∂ rn
(3.3)
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where mn denotes the (rest) mass of the nth particle.
The term V̂(r1, . . . , rN , t) corresponds to the (classical) interaction potential of
the particles and is therefore characteristic for the system that is examined. Let
us discuss in the next chapter how the Hamiltonian looks like for a system of (a)
a single free electron and of (b) a hydrogen-like ion. Moreover, for these two cases
we will derive the corresponding solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation, i.e. the wave
functions ψ(r1, . . . , rN , t).
3.1. Non-Relativistic Electrons in Vacuum
In this work, we will deal with atomic processes whose theoretical analysis require
to introduce the quantum states of an electron within the vacuum. We will re-
strict ourselves here to (relatively) small energies of the particles occurring in these
processes such that the electrons can always be treated non-relativistically. This
non-relativistic limit has certain consequences for the degrees of freedom that are
necessary to describe the electrons. The spin of an electron is a purely relativistic
property. Therefore we will neglect the spin component of the electron from now on.
For a non-relativistic electron in vacuum only the kinetic energy term of the Hamil-
tonian (3.2) remains—there are no other particles to interact with—and, hence, we
obtain
Ĥfree(r, t) =
p̂2
2
, (3.4)
where p̂ = −i ∂/∂r is the momentum operator of the electron. By plugging the
Hamiltonian (3.4) into the Schro¨dinger equation (3.1), one obtains the differential
equation
∇2ψ(r, t) + 2 i ∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) = 0 (3.5)
for the wave function ψ(r, t) of a single electron in vacuum.
The Schro¨dinger equation (3.5) for an electron in free space is quite similar to the
wave equation (2.13) that we have found for the vector potential of an electromagnetic
wave. There are, however, two important differences. First of all, the Schro¨dinger
equation (3.5) has only to deal with a scalar function ψ(r, t) and not—as for the
description of light states—with a vector function A(r, t) (cf. Eq. (2.13)). Since the
vectorial character is absent for the wave function ψ(r, t), the electron carries no spin.
In contrast to a (twisted) light wave, for which the inherent spin couples to the OAM
to result in a longitudinal TAM of the light state, it is possible for a non-relativistic
electron due to the absence of spin to possess a precise value of OAM along the
propagation direction.
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The second main difference is that the time derivative in the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion (3.5) is of first-order and in the wave equation (2.13) for light states of second-
order. However, for the light waves it was seen that the spatial- and the time-
dependency can be separated within the vector potential (cf. Eq. (2.38)). We note
that such a separation is also possible for the wave function of a free electron. There-
fore we expect that the free-space Schro¨dinger equation (3.5) leads to a similar struc-
ture of the wave function ψ(r, t) as has been obtained for the vector potential of a
light wave. That is why we will not construct the solutions to the Schro¨dinger
equation (3.5) from scratch but rather “guess” their structure from the knowledge
previously gained from both, the plane and twisted light waves.
3.1.1. Electrons in Vacuum: Plane Wave Solutions
We will now study the structure of the wave function for plane wave electrons. To do
so, we return to the vector potential of a plane electromagnetic wave (see Eq. (2.36)).
By neglecting the vectorial part of this potential, we can “guess” the form of the wave
function for plane wave electrons as (cf. [71])
ψplp (r, t) = e
i(p·r−Ept), (3.6)
where p denotes the electron momentum. Indeed, the wave function (3.6) solves the
Schro¨dinger equation (3.5), but only if the dispersion relation
Ep =
p2
2
(3.7)
for the energy Ep of the free electron is fulfilled.
The electron states (3.6) are the equivalent to the plane electromagnetic light
states (2.38). They possess a well-defined momentum p and energy Ep. Nothing
more can be said to these states, so that we can proceed now with the construction
of the twisted electron states.
3.1.2. Electrons in Vacuum: Twisted Bessel Wave Solutions
Let us come now to the description of twisted electrons in terms of their wave func-
tion. For this description we will strongly draw on the knowledge we have gained
in Sec. 2.3.3, where we constructed the vector potential of twisted (Bessel) light
waves. Nevertheless, we have to be aware of one important difference between the
electron and the light states. As has been discussed in Sec. 2.3.3, electromagnetic
waves always possess SAM (due to their vectorial character) which inevitably affects
an occurring OAM of the light wave. Consequently, we found that SAM and OAM
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couple together and provide a particular value of TAM along the light’s propagation
direction, and as a result the value of OAM is not well-defined.
A non-relativistic electron as considered here does not carry SAM, since it is only
a scalar particle. It may possess therefore a well-defined value of OAM along the
propagation direction. We call such a (non-relativistic) electron, which carries a
particular value of OAM along its propagation, a twisted electron. If this state
additionally possesses a well-defined transverse momentum κ and a longitudinal
momentum pz, it is named a (twisted) Bessel wave.
A scalar function with a well-defined OAM along its propagation direction as well
as transverse and longitudinal momentum has already been introduced by Eq. (2.82).
Using Eq. (2.82) and adopting the propagation direction of the electron as the (quan-
tization) z-axis, we can write the wave function of a twisted (Bessel) electron in
cylindrical coordinates (r⊥, ϕr, z) as
ψtw
κmlpz
(r, t) =
√
κ
2π
Jml(κ r⊥) e
iml ϕrei(kzz−Eκpz t), (3.8)
where ml denotes the longitudinal OAM, and κ and pz are the transverse and lon-
gitudinal linear momentum, respectively [26, 27, 116]. This expression satisfies the
Schro¨dinger equation (3.5) if the dispersion relation
Eκpz =
p2
κpz
2
, pκpz ≡ p =
√
κ2 + p2z (3.9)
between the energy Eκpz and the absolute momentum p of the electron is fulfilled.
Eq. (3.8) describes the quantum state of a twisted (Bessel) electron with well-
defined (z-)projection of OAM ml, transverse and longitudinal momentum κ and pz
as well as total energy Eκpz . As for the light waves (cf. Eq. (2.74)), it is possible to
expand the twisted electron state into plane waves:
ψtw
κmlpz
(r, t) =
∫
aκmlpz(p) e
i(p·r−Eκpz t) d3p, (3.10)
where the (Fourier) coefficients aκmlpz(p) are defined by Eq. (2.75). Similar to the
Bessel light waves, all plane waves that contribute to the expansion (3.10) possess
momentum vectors p which lie on a cone with opening angle θp = arctan(κ/pz). We
have depicted such a momentum cone in Fig. 2.2. Moreover, if we set the opening
angle θp and thus also the transverse momentum κ to zero, then (i) all plane waves
composing the Bessel wave travel along one axis, the z-axis, and (ii) the longitudinal
OAM ml of the Bessel wave must vanish as seen from Eq. (3.8): Jml(κr)→ Jml(0) =
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δm0. In this case, therefore, the Bessel beam of electrons behaves like an “ordinary”
plane wave beam.
Finally, we would like to illustrate the spatial structure of the electron states (3.8).
This structure can be properly characterized by the probability density of these states:
̺κmlpz(r, t) = ψ
tw,∗
κmlpz
(r, t) · ψtw
κmlpz
(r, t) =
κ
2π
J2ml(κ r⊥), (3.11)
which represents the probability to find the electron at a time t at a position r.
As seen from Eq. (3.11), the probability density of a Bessel wave is independent
of the azimuthal angle ϕr, the z-coordinate, and of time t. Therefore the Bessel
waves (3.8) are said to be non-dispersing, i.e. their probability density has the same
(time-independent) structure in all planes transverse to the propagation direction.
This transverse structure, moreover, is characterized by the squared Bessel func-
tions J2ml(κ r⊥), and is therefore given by concentric rings of high and low elec-
tron concentrations. With this remark, let us finish our discussion on the twisted
(Bessel) electron waves and turn now to the description of electronic (bound) states
for hydrogen-like ions.
3.2. Non-Relativistic Hydrogen-Like Ions
When a single (non-relativistic) electron interacts with the Coulombic field of a
(point-like) atomic nucleus with charge Z, the associated Hamiltonian Ĥhyd can be
written as [71, Eq. (3.4)]
Ĥhyd =
p̂2
2
− Z|r| (3.12)
if we assume that the nucleus is at rest and that the nuclear mass is much larger than
the electron mass. Here r denotes the position of the electron with respect to the
nucleus and p̂ = −i ∂/∂ r is momentum operator of the electron. By using spherical
coordinates
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, θr = arccos(z/r), ϕr = arctan(y/x), (3.13)
we can write the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation (3.1) with the Hamilto-
nian (3.12) as
ψ(r, t) = ψ(r) e−iEnt, ψ(r) ≡ ψnlm(r) = gnl(r) Ylm(θr, ϕr). (3.14)
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Here Ylm(θr, ϕr) denote spherical harmonics [117, pp. 200–203], whereas the radial
wave function gnl(r) is given by [72, Eq. (9.10)]
gnl(r) =
√(
2Z
n
)3
(n− l − 1)!
2n(n+ l)!
e−Z r/n
(
2Zr
n
)l
L
(2l+1)
n−l−1(2Zr/n), (3.15)
where L
(2l+1)
n−l−1(2Zr/n) is an associated Laguerre polynomial [71, pp. 166–169].
The parameter n—the so-called principal quantum number—determines the bind-
ing energy
En = Z
2/(2n2) (3.16)
of the electronic bound states (3.14). Moreover, the state (3.14) possesses well-defined
values of the modulus and the longitudinal component of the OAM:
L̂2 ψnlm(r) = l (l + 1)ψnlm(r) , (3.17)
L̂z ψnlm(r) = mψnlm(r), (3.18)
where l and m denote the orbital and magnetic quantum number, respectively.
Often, we will need the Fourier-transform of the bound states (3.14):
ψnlm(r) = (2π)
−3/2
∫
ψ˜nlm(p
′) eip
′·r d3p′, (3.19)
ψ˜nlm(p
′) = (2π)−3/2
∫
ψnlm(r) e
−ip′·r d3r. (3.20)
For the bound electron states (3.14) the expansion (3.19)–(3.20) is well-known [72,
118]:
ψ˜nlm(p
′) = 22l+2 l! (−i)l n−l−2
√
2 (n− l − 1)!
πZ3(n + l)!
(
p′
Z
)l
Z2l+4
(p′2 + δ2)l+2
× C l+1n−l−1
(
p′2 − δ2
p′2 + δ2
)
Ylm(θp′, ϕp′), (3.21)
where δ = Z/n and C l+1n−l−1(x) is a so-called Gegenbauer polynomial [72, p. 169].
The wave function (3.14) describe the electronic bound state of a hydrogen-like ion
with well-defined quantum numbers n, l and m. To illustrate the spatial structure
of such a state, we employ the corresponding electron probability density:
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Figure 3.1. – Probability density of the 2py-level of a hydrogen-like ion. The electron
cloud of this state is strongly concentrated around the y-axis.
̺nlm(r) = ψ
∗
nlm(r) · ψnlm(r). (3.22)
If we plug the wave function (3.14) into Eq. (3.22), we obtain (after some simple alge-
bra) a probability density ̺nlm(r) ≡ ̺nlm(r, θr) that is cylindrical symmetric around
the quantization axis. With respect to atomic processes, such a symmetric probabil-
ity density often leads to measurements—for example, of the angular distribution of
electrons in the photoionization process—that reflect this symmetry.
For the analysis of atomic processes, it can be rewarding to break the cylindrical
symmetry, and to employ states with a more complex structure of the electron cloud.
For example, we consider the 2py-level [71, pp.95–97] of a hydrogen-like ion
ψ2py(r) =
1√
2 i
(ψ2,1,+1(r) + ψ2,1,−1(r)) , (3.23)
which is defined as a superposition of the two magnetic substates n = 2, l = 1, m =
±1. Such a state can be populated, for example, by optical pumping from the
ground state of the ion with light that possesses a linear polarization along the y-
axis as is shown in Appendix B. In Fig. 3.1, we display the shape of the probability
density of this state. As seen from the figure, the electron cloud of the 2py-state is
concentrated around the y-axis and, hence, possesses a pronounced shape that is not
spherically symmetric around the quantization z-axis. Both, the “standard” wave
functions (3.14) of a hydrogen-like ion as well as the 2py-state, will be used later
to analyze the atomic ionization process with twisted photons. This concludes our
discussion on the free and bound electron states.
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4. Quantum Dynamics of Atomic
Processes: Perturbation Theory
So far, we have discussed how to describe the physical states of particles—photons,
electrons and ions—that occur in the atomic processes of photoionization and radia-
tive recombination. But when we analyze an atomic process, we must also specify
how these particles interact, how we physically “guide” them through the interac-
tion process in question. A well-established and often-used method to describe this
“guiding” is given by the time-dependent first-order perturbation theory.
We will outline the main ideas of this theory below. Of course, such a well-
established theory has been extensively discussed elsewhere [70–72] and thus it is not
our aim to provide a lengthy account on the underlying formalism. Here we will rather
focus on the basic formulas that are needed to analyze the atomic photoionization
and radiative recombination process—both with plane and twisted particle waves.
4.1. Time-Dependent First-Order Perturbation
Theory
Suppose a Hamiltonian Ĥ of some quantum system that is separated into a time-
independent and a time-dependent part as
Ĥ(r, t) = Ĥmain(r) + Ĥpert(r, t). (4.1)
Here Ĥpert shall be a “small” (time-dependent) perturbation, e.g. some external elec-
tromagnetic field, that “disturbs” the (main) Hamiltonian Ĥmain—which describes,
for example, some atom, ion, or molecule.
It is well-known that the perturbation Ĥpert(r, t) may trigger transitions between
the states of the main quantum system Ĥmain(r) [71, 72]. Assume, for example, that
the system resides at some time t0 in a stationary eigenstate ψi(r) of Ĥmain. The
perturbation Ĥpert(r, t) can then “drive” the system away from this initial state. The
probability to find the system in an (eigen)state ψf (r) of Ĥmain at some later time t
is given in first-order perturbation theory by [71, cf. Eq. (2.344)]
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Pfi(t) =
∣∣∣∣∫ t
t0
Mfi(t
′) exp
[
i
(
Ef −Ei
)
t′
]
dt′
∣∣∣∣2 . (4.2)
where Ei and Ef characterize the energy of the states labelled by i and f , respectively.
The transition probabilities (4.2) mainly depend on the so-called transition ampli-
tudes
Mfi(t
′) =
∫
ψ∗f (r) Ĥpert(r, t
′)ψi(r) d
3r (4.3)
that describe the “guiding” of an (initially) prepared state ψi(r) to a (final) state
ψf (r) as caused by the perturbation Hamiltonian Ĥpert(r, t). These amplitudes, or
also called transition matrix elements, serve as the basic quantities in order to char-
acterize the transition probabilities (4.2).
Until now, we left undefined the explicit form of the perturbation Hamiltonian,
which can take, of course, many different forms. In what follows, however, we will
often need the transition probability (4.2) as well as the transition amplitudes (4.3)
if the system is influenced by a time-harmonic perturbation.
4.1.1. Transition Probability for Harmonic Perturbations
Assume a perturbation that is harmonic in time with angular frequency ω:
Ĥpert(r, t) = Â(r) e
iω t + Â†(r) e−iω t, (4.4)
where Â(r) is an arbitrary, time-independent operator and Â†(r) is its adjoint. By
inserting the Hamiltonian (4.4) into Eqs. (4.2)–(4.3) and by neglecting the (usually
small) interference term, we may derive the (time-dependent) probability that such
a perturbation induces a transition between an initial state ψi(r) and a final state
ψf (r) in the form
Pfi(t) = Pfi, abs(t) + Pfi, emis(t). (4.5)
As seen from Eq. (4.5), the transition probability for a harmonic perturbation can be
written as a sum of two terms. These terms may be written as [71, cf. Eq. (2.367)]
Pfi, abs(t) = 4
∣∣M∗if ∣∣2 sin
2
[(
Ef − Ei − ω
)
t/2
]
(
Ef − Ei − ω
)2 (4.6)
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and [71, cf. Eq. (2.370)]
Pfi, emis(t) = 4
∣∣Mfi∣∣2 sin
2
[(
Ef −Ei + ω
)
t/2
]
(
Ef −Ei + ω
)2 . (4.7)
The physical meaning of both terms is well-known: while the first term represents
the process that the main system absorbs an amount of energy ∆E ≈ ω delivered by
the perturbation, the second term describes the inverse process where an amount of
energy ∆E ≈ ω is emitted by the system—for example, a photon (representing the
perturbation) is absorbed or emitted by an atom (the main system).
The evaluation of the transition probabilities (4.6)–(4.7) can be reduced to the
(now time-independent) transition amplitudes (see Eq. (4.3))
Mfi =
∫
ψ∗f (r) Â(r)ψi(r) d
3r. (4.8)
These amplitudes provide the main building blocks in order to analyze the transition
probabilities for different processes. Moreover, they constitute the central objects
for our analysis of the atomic ionization with twisted photons or the radiative re-
combination with twisted electrons. In these processes, they do not only serve to
characterize the transition probabilities but also other (related) observables such as
angular or polarization distributions of the emitted particles. Let us therefore study
in the next section how one represents the transition amplitudes in these processes.
4.2. Interaction of Hydrogen-Like Ions with External
Electromagnetic Fields
When an electron simultaneously interacts with a (point-like) nucleus of charge Z
and an external electromagnetic field characterized by a vector potential A(r, t), the
associated Hamiltonian reads [71, Eqs. (4.24)–(4.28)]
Ĥ(t) =
p̂2
2
− Z
r
+A(r, t) · p̂, p̂ = −i ∂/∂ r, (4.9)
where we assumed that the electromagnetic field is (relatively) weak and that its
vector potential A(r, t) satisfies the Coulomb gauge (2.12). The first two terms in
Eq. (4.9) describe the Coulombic interaction between the electron and the nucleus,
whereas the third term characterizes the electromagnetic interaction between the
electron and the external electromagnetic field.
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We will only deal with time-harmonic electromagnetic fields in this work and thus
we may write the vector potential as
A(r, t) = A(r) eiω t +A∗(r) e−iω t. (4.10)
In this case, the perturbation theory developed in the previous section is applicable
to the Hamiltonian (4.9), and we interpret the electron-nucleus interaction as the
unperturbed part, while the external field is considered as a perturbation. The
corresponding transition amplitudes (4.8) read
Mfi =
∫
ψ∗f (r)
(
A(r) · pˆ)ψi(r) d3r. (4.11)
Eq. (4.11) illustrates that the process of photon emission or absorption is com-
pletely determined by the initial and final states ψi(r) and ψf (r) of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian—which describes here the interaction between electron and nucleus—
and by the spatial behaviour of the electromagnetic field in terms of its vector po-
tential A(r). In particular, such a vector potential may represent plane-wave photon
beams as well as twisted-wave photon beams. Therefore, Eq. (4.11) provides the
basis to analyze the atomic process of photoionization and radiative recombination
not only with plane waves but also with twisted wave particles. Such an analysis will
be done now within the next chapters.
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When a light beam transverses some target sample—a solid, liquid, or gas—an elec-
tron that is initially bound to one of the target atoms may be emitted out of its
atomic shell by absorbing one or several photons from the beam; we referred to such
a process as the atomic photoeffect or atomic photoionization. Several questions im-
mediately arise: how can we experimentally detect this process and what are the
characteristic quantities that can be measured—that is, what are the observables?
And how can we theoretically describe these observables?
The first question is easy to answer. If a photon of the light beam ionizes an ion
(or atom), then the total electric charge of the ion is reduced and one or several free
electrons are created. Thus if we detect the “down-charged ions” together with the
emitted electrons—which is easily doable with present-day detectors—we know that
an atomic ionization process took place.
The answer to the second question is longer, since there are many quantities that
can possibly be observed. For example, by counting the number of ionization events,
one can infer the so-called total ionization rate, i.e. the probability that an ionization
process occurs within a unit of time. Such ionization rates have been extensively
studied for various atoms and ions as well as for different photon energies, both in
experiment and theory [74–77]. These studies have not only provided insights into the
kinematics and dynamics of the ionization process itself but have also yielded valuable
knowledge on relativistic, many-electron and quantum electrodynamical effects in the
fundamental photon-electron interaction.
Beside the total rates, there exist many studies that focus on the angle-differential
or angular distribution of the emitted electrons—that is, how “many” electrons are
emitted into a certain direction with respect to the position of the atomic target
[79–82]. These angle-differential studies are often more sensitive to the electronic
structure of the target atoms (or ions) than measurements of the ionization rates,
and may therefore provide an additional and unique tool to gain information of the
ionization process and subsequently of the underlying electron-photon interaction.
It is therefore that in this work we will solely focus our analysis of the ionization
process on the angular distribution of the emitted electrons.
Finally, the third question remains: how do we theoretically describe such an
angular distribution of the photoelectrons, in particular, for the atomic photoeffect
(of hydrogen-like ions) by twisted (Bessel) electromagnetic waves? The answer to
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this question will be the main topic of this chapter. However, to properly answer it
we will first take one step back; that is, in the next section we will first introduce
how one usually describes the angular distribution of electrons that are emitted in
the “standard” photoionization process by plane wave photons. Such an analysis will
provide an appropriate bridge to the advanced photoionization studies with twisted
light beams.
5.1. Atomic Photoionization of Hydrogen-Like Ions by
Plane Waves
Before we can analyze the atomic photoeffect with plane electromagnetic waves, we
must first agree on the geometrical setup: that is, where we position the atomic target
with respect to the photon beam, and in which direction we observe the emitted
electron with respect to both, the atomic target and the photon beam. Alongside,
we will also introduce an appropriate coordinate system that will later help us to
mathematically describe the ionization process.
5.1.1. Geometrical Setup
Let us begin now to characterize the incoming photon beam. For this beam, we choose
a circularly-polarized plane wave with helicity λ and wave vector k; the direction of
the wave vector will serve, moreover, as the (quantization) z-axis of the coordinate
system, i.e. k = (0, 0, kz), as depicted in Fig. 5.1. The structure of such a light state
in terms of its vector potential was introduced in Sec. 2.2 (cf. Eq. (2.38)).
The atomic target, moreover, shall consist of a single hydrogen-like ion that is
positioned within the wave front of the photon beam; the atomic position defines
the origin of the coordinate system. We still possess the freedom to fix the internal
electronic state of the ion. Here we will distinguish between two cases: the initial
(bound) state of the electron is chosen to be either (i) a hydrogenic level with well-
defined quantum numbers (n, l,m) (cf. Eq. (3.14)) or (ii) the hydrogenic 2py-level
(cf. Eq. (3.21)).
Each of these two scenarios not only requires a different way to characterize the
coordinate system but also has different consequences for the emission process of
the electron. For the first scenario, the ion “plus” photon system possesses an axial
symmetry around the propagation (z-)direction of the light. Thus there is no “nat-
ural way” to define the arrangement of the x- and y-axis and we can choose them
arbitrarily. The emitted electron will reflect the cylindrical symmetry—that is, the
angular distribution of the photoelectrons will be also axially symmetric. In this
case, only the polar angle θp is needed to characterize the emitted electrons.
For the second scenario, however, the electron cloud of the 2py-level shows a strong
orientation along some axis which we will adopt as the y-axis. The x-axis is chosen
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Figure 5.1. – Geometry of atomic photoionization with (circularly polarized) plane
electromagnetic waves. The propagation direction of the photon wave defines the
(quantization) z-axis. The origin of the coordinate system is given by the position
of the (hydrogen-like) ion. The bound state of the electron is either given by (i) a
hydrogenic level with well-defined quantum numbers n, l and m or (ii) the hydrogenic
2py-level. For the first case, the system of (circularly polarized) wave ”plus” atom is
cylindrical symmetric around the z-axis, and one can choose the configuration of the
x- and y-axes of the coordinate system arbitrarily. In the second scenario, the electron
cloud of the 2py-level is strongly oriented along some axis which thus can be taken as
the y-axis.
such that the coordinate system is right-handed. In this scenario, the strongly-
oriented 2py-state “breaks” the axial symmetry of the ion-photon system so that two
angles, the azimuthal angle ϕp and the polar angle θp, are needed to described the
direction of the emitted photon.
In the next section, we will begin—using the geometry presented above—with the
analysis of the atomic photoionization process by plane wave photons.
5.1.2. Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons
When a plane electromagnetic wave ionizes an atom or ion, one usually finds that
the electrons are preferentially emitted in certain directions; if we count how many
electrons are emitted into some direction, we obtain an angle-differential emission
pattern—the angular distribution of the emitted electrons. In atomic theory, this
angular distribution is usually described as the probability that an electron is emitted
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under some solid angle Ωp = (θp, ϕp) with respect to the target atom. It is well-known
how such a probability can be expressed in first-order perturbation-theory. Following
Ref. [71, cf. Eq. (4.202)], we may write such a probability as
W plfi (θp, ϕp) = N pl
∣∣Mplfi(θp, ϕp)∣∣2, (5.1)
where N pl is an appropriate normalization constant that we will discuss later. Ex-
pression (5.1) illustrates that the emission pattern of the electrons crucially depends
on the transition amplitudes Mplfi(θp, ϕp) (cf. Eq. (4.8)) that describe here the ion-
ization process with plane wave photons.
To characterize the transition amplitudes, we have to specify three quantities (as
discussed in Sec. 4.2): the initial and final state ψi(r) and ψf (r) of the (bound and
subsequently free) electron, and the spatial part of the vector potential A(r) that
describes the light beam. Here we consider the ionization process with a plane elec-
tromagnetic wave and therefore the vector potential is given by Eq. (2.38). The
final state of the electron, which shall describe the electron emission into a solid
angle Ωp = (θp, ϕp), is approximated by a plane wave as described by the wave func-
tion (3.6). Although such a plane wave approximation, also called Born approxima-
tion, neglects the post-interaction of the electron with the atomic nucleus, it is well-
justified for small nuclear charges Z and photon energies higher than the ionization
threshold (and low enough so that the emitted electron is still non-relativistic) [71].
In this work, we will always work in a regime where the plane wave approximation
is valid. Regarding the initial bound state of the electron, we have to consider two
possibilities: (i) the electron is either in a hydrogenic bound-state with well-defined
quantum numbers (n, l,m) (cf. Eq. (3.14)) or (ii) it is in the hydrogenic 2py-level
(cf. Eq. (3.23)).
If we insert the bound and continuum wave functions (3.14) and (3.6) of the elec-
tron, and the plane wave vector potential (3.6) of the light beam into expression (4.11)
for the transition amplitudes, we obtain for scenario (i) an amplitude of the form
Mplfi(θp, ϕp) ≡Mplnlm(θp, ϕp) = (ekλ · p)
∫
ψnlm(r) e
−i (p−k)·r d3r, (5.2)
where ekλ is the helicity vector (2.32). The resulting integral for the transition
amplitudes can be easily evaluated to [71]
Mplnlm(θp, ϕp) = (2π)
3/2 (ekλ · p) ψ˜nlm(q) (5.3)
by using the Fourier-transform ψ˜nlm of the hydrogenic bound state wave function,
which has been introduced by Eq. (3.20). Here we defined q = p − k, a quantity
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which represents the momentum transfer between the incoming photon and the final
electron.
The transition amplitudes (5.3) allow us to obtain the angular distribution of the
photoelectrons. Inserting the transition amplitudes (5.3) into Eq. (5.1) leads to
W plfi (θp, ϕp) ≡W plnlm(θp, ϕp) = N pl
∣∣Mplnlm(θp, ϕp)∣∣2
= N pl
√
2π3 p2 sin2 θp
∣∣∣ψ˜nlm(q)∣∣∣2 , (5.4)
where the sin2 θp-dependency results from the square of the term (ekλ · p) of the
transition amplitudes. Eq. (5.4) provides the final form for the angular distribution
of the photoelectrons that are emitted in the ionization process of hydrogen-like
ions by circularly polarized plane wave photons. This expression for the angular
distribution will be used later in order to understand and interpret the results for
the atomic ionization process with twisted wave photons.
For the second scenario—the ionization of the hydrogenic 2py-level—one can trace
the associated transition amplitudes back to the ones that have been derived above
for the ionization of a hydrogen (n, l,m)-level (cf. Eq. (5.3)). As a reminder, the 2py-
level is a superposition of states with the same n and l, n = 2 and l = 1, but with
different magnetic quantum numbers m = +1 and m = −1. Taking the prefactor
1/(
√
2 i) of these levels into account, one may write the corresponding transition
amplitudes as
Mpl2py(θp, ϕp) =
1√
2 i
(
Mpl2,1,1(θp, ϕp) +M
pl
2,1,−1(θp, ϕp)
)
. (5.5)
The angular distribution for this case follows again from Eq. (5.1) and reads
W pl2py(θp, ϕp) = N pl
√
π3/2 p2 sin2 θp
∣∣∣Mpl2,1,1(θp, ϕp) +Mpl2,1,−1(θp, ϕp)∣∣∣2 (5.6)
Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) describe the photoelectron distribution in the ionization pro-
cess of different hydrogenic bound states by plane wave photons. We will use these
equations to interpret the results for the ionization process with Bessel electromag-
netic waves—which will be examined within the next section.
5.2. Atomic Photoionization of Hydrogen-Like Ions by
Bessel Waves
In the previous section, we recapitulated how one derives the angular distribution for
electrons that are emitted in the atomic photoeffect with non-relativistic photons.
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We have done so in order to provide a proper theoretical basis for the analysis of
the ionization process with twisted (Bessel) photons, which will be the topic of this
section.
5.2.1. Geometrical Setup
Bessel light beams have a completely different structure than plane wave beams and,
hence, the ionization process requires a different geometrical setup. Let us elaborate
on this setup in more detail.
Imagine a Bessel beam that is propagating (with longitudinal momentum kz) along
some axis, which we will adopt as the (quantization) z-axis of a coordinate system,
as shown in Fig. 5.2. As discussed in Sec. 2.3.6, such a twisted light beam possesses
a pronounced intensity profile transverse to its propagation direction—alternating
concentric rings of high and low intensity. With respect to the ionization process,
somewhere within the structure of this Bessel wave we have to place the atomic
target. In contrast to plane wave photons (with planar wave fronts), however, the
(transverse) atomic position within the wave front of the Bessel beam may play a
crucial role for the ionization process. Such an atomic position with respect to the
center of the light beam is denoted by us as the (atom-photon) impact parameter
and will be labelled as b⊥. Moreover, the x-axis of our coordinate system is chosen
to go through the atomic position, while the origin of the coordinate system shall lie
within the beam center, i.e. b⊥ = (b, 0, 0).
Regarding the bound states of the electron, we will distinguish again—as for the
ionization with plane wave photons—between two cases. In the first scenario, the
bound electron is described by (i) the hydrogenic state (3.14) with well-defined quan-
tum numbers (n, l,m), whereas in the second scenario we will use (ii) the (strongly-
oriented) 2py-state (3.23). For both cases, the direction of the emitted electron will
now be described by two angles: the azimuthal angle ϕp and the polar angle θp.
5.2.2. Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons
As we have done for the photoeffect with plane electromagnetic waves, we study now
the angular distribution of the photoelectrons for the ionization by twisted photons.
Again, we can write this angular distribution in the form
W twfi (θp, ϕp) = N tw
∣∣M twfi (θp, ϕp)∣∣2, (5.7)
that relies on the transition amplitudes M twfi of the ionization process, and where
N tw is a normalization constant that we will discuss later. The transition amplitudes
depend—as for the plane wave case—on the initial (bound) and final (continuum)
wave functions ψi and ψf of the electron as well as on the vector potentialA
tw
κmγkzλ
(r)
of the incoming light beam:
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Figure 5.2. – Geometry for the ionization process by Bessel light beams. The prop-
agation direction of the beam serves as the quantization z-axis. The atomic position
with regard to the beam center can be used to define the x-axis of the coordinate
system. The emitted electron is then described by the axial angle ϕp and the polar
angle θp.
M twfi (θp, ϕp) =
∫
ψ∗f (r)
(
Atw
κmγkzλ(r) · p̂
)
ψi(r− b⊥) d3r . (5.8)
The vector potential in Eq. (5.8) represents a twisted Bessel light wave with (trans-
verse and longitudinal) momenta κ and kz, helicity λ and longitudinal TAM mγ, and
is therefore given by Eqs. (2.74)–(2.75). With regard to the electron states, the initial
(bound) state is again either given by (i) the hydrogenic level (3.14) with well-defined
quantum numbers n, l and m, or by (ii) the hydrogenic 2py-state (3.23). It must be
noted, however, that in Eq. (5.8) these (initial) states are spatially translated out of
the center of the Bessel beam by the transverse vector b⊥: ψi(r) → ψi(r − b⊥), as
demanded by the chosen geometrical setup (see Fig. 5.2). The final state, moreover,
shall again—as for the ionization process with plane waves—be approximated by
a plane wave with momentum p = p (cosϕp sin θp, sinϕp sin θp, cos θp)
T as given by
Eq. (3.6).
For the first scenario (i), by using the plane wave expansion (2.74) of the Bessel
waves and the Fourier-transform (3.19) of the electronic bound state, we can write
the transition amplitudes (5.8) as
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M twfi (θp, ϕp) ≡M twnlm(θp, ϕp)
= (2π)−3/2
∫
aκmγkz(k) ψ˜nlm(p
′) (ekλ · p′) ei(k+p′−p)·r d3k d3p′ d3r,
(5.9)
where the functions aκmγkz(k) are given by Eq. (2.75). In expression (5.9) one can
easily perform the integration over r and p′ by using [71, Eq. (2.35)]
∫
ei(k+p
′−p)·r d3r = (2π)3δ(k + p′ − p), (5.10)
so that
M twnlm(θp, ϕp) = (2π)
3/2
∫
aκmγkz(k) ψ˜nlm(p− k) (ekλ · p) d3k, (5.11)
We can simplify the amplitudes (5.11) if we employ the explicit form (2.75) of the
functions aκmγkz(k) (and especially of the delta distributions within):
M twnlm(θp, ϕp) = (−i)mγ
√
κ
∫ 2pi
0
eimγϕk e−ib⊥·(p−k) (ekλ · p) ψ˜nlm(p− k) dϕk (5.12)
with k = (κ cosϕk,κ sinϕk, kz). The remaining integration over ϕk in the matrix
elements (5.12) can be evaluated analytically by applying the residue theorem from
complex variable theory [119]. However, the calculation is rather tedious and lengthy
and therefore we will shift it to Appendix C. As shown there, the final result for the
transition amplitude reads
M twnlm(θp, ϕp) = 2π ctw
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
∞∑
ν=−∞
imγ+m+ν−µ hσ,µ(θp, ϕp)fν(θp, ϕp) e
−ib⊥·p
×
(
i
p⊥√
2
c−1(λ, θk) e
−iϕp Jmγ+m+ν−µ+1(κ b⊥) + pz c0(λ, θk) Jmγ+m+ν−µ(κ b⊥)
+i
p⊥√
2
c+1(λ, θk) e
iϕp Jmγ+m+ν−µ−1(κ b⊥)
)
(5.13)
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Here hσ,µ(θp, ϕp), fν(σp, ϕp) and ctw denote special mathematical functions (or expres-
sions) that are discussed in Appendix C. Moreover, the functions ci(λ, θk), i = 0,±1,
are defined by Eq. (2.67). As seen from Eq. (5.13), the transition amplitudes can be
written as an infinite sum over Bessel functions Ji(x). However, if one restricts the
calculations of these amplitudes to low lying hydrogenic levels and to rather small
photon energies, it is sufficient to include only the first few terms of the sum in order
to get an accurate result.
The amplitudes (5.13) are the main objects in order to investigate the angular
distribution of the electrons emitted during the atomic ionization by twisted (Bessel)
photons. By plugging these amplitudes into Eq. (5.1), we may obtain the electron
angular distribution in the following form:
W twnlm(θp, ϕp) = N twnlm
∣∣M twnlm(θp, ϕp)∣∣2 , (5.14)
where the electron is assumed to be initially in the hydrogenic (n, l,m)-bound state.
We also have to discuss how we may obtain the angular distribution for the second
scenario, where the electron initially resides in the hydrogenic 2py-level. Since the
2py-level is a superposition of two magnetic sublevels, we may relate the associated
angular distribution of the photoelectrons to the amplitudes (5.13) as
W tw2py(θp, ϕp) = (N tw2py/2)
∣∣M tw2,1,+1(θp, ϕp) +M tw2,1,−1(θp, ϕp)∣∣2 . (5.15)
Eq. (5.14)–(5.15) together with the relation (5.13) for the transition amplitude
provide the basis to analyze the photoelectron angular distribution for the ionization
process by Bessel light beams. In Chapter 7, we will use these equations to analyze
the emission pattern of the photoelectrons for different scenarios. Before we do so,
however, we will introduce in the next chapter how one can (theoretically) treat
the cross-channel to the photoionization process by twisted photons: the radiative
recombination with twisted electrons.
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6. Radiative Recombination:
Advanced Studies
When an electron is captured into a bound state of an atom or ion and emits simul-
taneously a photon, we speak of the so-called atomic radiative recombination [71].
Such a radiative capture process has been in the focus of intense scientific research
for decades, both in experiment and theory [83–94]. For example, many studies were
performed at storage ring and electron beam ion trap (EBIT) facilities to explore
the total capture rates of the RR process for a variety of ion species and collision
energies [83–87]. These investigations considerably helped to better understand the
fundamental electron-photon interaction, particularly with respect to many-electron,
relativistic or QED effects.
Beside the total rates, much attention has been paid to the angular emission pat-
terns of the recombination photons, again for various ion species and different kinetic
energies of the collision partners [88–91]. These angle-differential studies provide a
unique tool for atomic structure investigations, since they are often more sensitive
to the electronic configurations of the atomic bound states. To describe these dis-
tributions in theory, one usually represents them in terms of the probability W (k)
to emit a photon into a certain direction k. Such a probability can be accurately
calculated within the time-dependent first-order perturbation theory, as we will show
later in Sec. 6.1.2.
In addition to their emission patterns, it is also possible to register the polarization
state of the emitted photons with the help of polarization-sensitive detectors [92–94].
Such a polarization-sensitive analysis provides not only complementary information
on the (angle-differential) atomic structure investigations but gives also unique in-
sights into how the photon (as well as electron) spin may affect the RR process. Since
later in this chapter we will also be confronted with such a polarization analysis, let
us discuss in more detail how we may describe the polarization state of RR photons.
In order to quantify the polarization state of the recombination photons, one usu-
ally employs the so-called Stokes parameters. These parameters characterize asym-
metries between measured intensities of photons in different polarization states. Since
these parameters will be of particular importance in the course of this work, let us
discuss them here in more detail. To do so, we have to characterize the polarization
detector that registers the RR photons. Assume that an electron with momentum
p is traveling along some axis. This electron shall be radiatively captured by an ion
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Figure 6.1. – Definition of polarization axis for a polarization-sensitive detector.
An electron with momentum p is radiatively captured by an ion so that a photon is
emitted under a polar angle θk with wave vector k. Together the electron momentum
and photon wave vector form the so-called (electron-photon) reaction plane R. Let us
further assume that the electron is detected by a polarization-sensitive detector which
acts as a polarization filter for linear polarization. The polarization axis u of this filter
is defined by the angle χ with respect to the reaction plane. Image is taken from [93].
such that a photon with wave vector k is emitted under an angle θk, as shown in
Fig. 6.1. The propagation direction of the electron and the wave vector of the photon
form the so-called photon-electron reaction plane R. Moreover, we suppose that the
photon detector acts as a linear polarization filter with its polarization axis u tilted
by an angle χ out of the reaction plane: χ = ∠(u,R). We denote the number of
photon counts (or the count rate) that such a detector registers as W (θk, χ).
We come back now to the definition of the Stokes parameters (for which we will
follow Ref. [117]). The first Stokes parameter P1 is represented by the relative dif-
ferences in the count rates of light that is linearly polarized within or perpendicular
to the reaction plane:
P1(θk) =
W (θk, 0
◦)−W (θk, 90◦)
W (θk, 0◦) +W (θk, 90◦)
, (6.1)
whereas for the second Stokes parameter P2 the polarization axes are rotated by 45
◦:
P2(θk) =
W (θk, 45
◦)−W (θk, 135◦)
W (θk, 45◦) +W (θk, 135◦)
. (6.2)
For the definition of the third Stokes parameter, instead of measuring the state of
linear polarization, we assume that the polarization-sensitive detector can distinguish
between photons that are either left (λ = −1) or right (λ = +1) circularly polarized.
The corresponding count rates shall be denoted by W (θk, λ). Then we can define the
third Stokes parameter P3, also called the degree of circular polarization, as
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P3(θk) =
W (θk,+1)−W (θk,−1)
W (θk,+1) +W (θk,−1) . (6.3)
This parameter characterizes the relative difference between the count rates of left
and right circularly-polarized photons (that are emitted in the direction θk).
As mentioned above, the angular distribution and the polarization state (in terms
of the Stokes parameters) of photons emitted in RR have been extensively investi-
gated throughout the years, both in experiment and theory. However, usually the RR
studies are restricted to the “standard” case of plane wave electron beams—beams
with zero OAM along the propagation direction. A new degree of freedom may be
introduced to these studies by employing twisted electron beams which carry a well-
defined OAM ~m along their propagation direction. These twisted beams promise
to provide new insights into the RR process, especially on effects that originate from
a transfer of OAM during the radiative capture process.
In this chapter, we will lay out the theoretical foundations to describe the radiative
capture of twisted electrons by bare ions. In particular, we will investigate the angular
and polarization properties of the RR photons for the radiative capture processes of
twisted (Bessel) wave electrons. To obtain a concise description of these properties,
it has been found convenient to use the so-called density matrix formalism. A brief
introduction to this formalism will be given within the next section.
6.1. Density Matrix Formalism: Photon-Spin Density
Matrix
Within the density matrix framework, the physical state of a quantum mechanical
system is completely described by the so-called statistical or density operator ρ̂. This
operator description is well-elaborated and there exist many text books that report
on this topic [117,120,121]. Here we are particularly interested in such a description
of photon states. To represent the density operator of photons, one usually works
within the helicity basis
ργλλ′ = 〈kλ|ρ̂γ|kλ′〉 , (6.4)
where |kλ〉 represents the state of a circularly-polarized plane wave with wave vector
k and helicity λ. We call the quantity (6.4) the photon-spin density matrix to the
density operator ρ̂γ .
Two questions arise now: (a) how can we obtain the photon-spin density matrix for
the photons that are emitted in the RR process and (b) how do we relate its matrix
elements (6.4) to the observables—angular distribution and Stokes parameters—of
the RR process? Let us come to the first question within the next section.
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6.1.1. Photon-Spin Density Matrix of Recombination Photons
To describe the spin density-matrix (6.4) for the photons that are emitted in the RR
process, we will work within the first-order perturbation theory that we introduced
in Sec. 4. As we discovered there, the central objects of the perturbation theory are
the transition amplitudes of the process in question. With regard to the RR process,
it is well-known how one can relate the corresponding transition amplitudes Mfi to
the spin density matrix (6.4) of the emitted photons [89, 93, 117]:
〈kλ|ρ̂γ |kλ′〉 =
∑
f
M∗fi(k, λ)Mfi(k, λ
′). (6.5)
Here the sum goes over all final (f ) electronic bound states that remain energetically
unresolved within the RR process, that is, in the non-relativistic regime one may
determine the principal quantum number n of the bound state by energy conservation
between the incoming electrons and the emitted photons, but cannot resolve the
orbital or magnetic substate (as given by the quantum numbers l and m). As seen
from Eq. (6.5), the photon-spin density matrix for the RR process exclusively depends
on a sum of products of the transition amplitudes Mfi(k, λ). These amplitudes
describe the electromagnetic interaction between the electron (that is to be captured)
and the emitted (plane wave) RR photon and are given therefore by (see Eq. (4.11)):
Mfi(k, λ) =
∫
ψ∗f (r)
(
Apl,∗kλ (r) · p̂
)
ψi(r) d
3r, (6.6)
where ψi(r) and ψf (r) describe the initial (free) and final (bound) electron wave func-
tion and whereAplkλ(r) is the vector potential of the outgoing photon with momentum
k and helicity λ (see Eq. (2.38)).
Eqs. (6.5)–(6.6) completely determine the density matrix of the photons that are
emitted in the RR process (with arbitrary initial (free) and final (bound) states ψi(r)
and ψf (r) of the electron). However, to make use of this density matrix we also have
to know how it relates to the observables of the RR process: the angular distributions
and polarization states of the RR photons. We will provide these relations in the
next section.
6.1.2. Photon-Spin Density Matrix: Relation to Observables
In the previous section we have seen how to calculate the elements of the photon-spin
density matrix from the RR transition amplitudes. Yet at the same time, this calcu-
lation would be of little use if we would not know how to relate the density matrix
to the observables of the RR process. In the following, therefore, we will outline
how to represent these observables in terms of the density matrix elements. Such
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a representation is well-known and has been discussed at several points throughout
the literature [89, 93, 117]. For instance, the photon-spin density matrix (6.4) allows
us to express the probability to measure a photon within a certain direction k—the
angular distribution of the photons—as [117]
W (k) = N (〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = +1〉+ 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = −1〉), (6.7)
whereN is a normalization constant that we will specify later. As seen from Eq. (6.7),
the angular distribution of the RR photons can be simply written as the trace of the
density matrix, i.e. the sum over its diagonal elements.
Beside the emission pattern, the spin density matrix (6.4) also enables us to derive
the Stokes parameters of the recombination photons as [117]
P1 = −〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ
′ = −1〉+ 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = +1〉
〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = +1〉+ 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = −1〉 , (6.8)
P2 = i
〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = +1〉 − 〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = −1〉
〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = +1〉+ 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = −1〉 , (6.9)
P3 =
〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = +1〉 − 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ |k, λ′ = −1〉
〈k, λ = +1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = +1〉+ 〈k, λ = −1|ρ̂γ|k, λ′ = −1〉 . (6.10)
As seen from the above expressions, the Stokes parameters can be expressed (up
to some prefactor) as simple ratios of sums and differences of the density matrix
elements.
Eqs. (6.5)–(6.10) provide the basis to study the (angular and polarization) prop-
erties of photons that are emitted in the RR process. Up to now, these equations are
most general; that is, they facilitate the general description of the RR process not
only for plane but also twisted electron beams. Before we begin, however, to analyze
the RR process with twisted electrons, let us first examine within the next section the
main characteristics of the recombination photons for the capture of plane wave elec-
trons. Such a study of the plane wave case will serve as an appropriate introduction
to the advance analysis of the recombination process with twisted electrons.
6.2. Radiative Capture of Plane Wave Electrons by
Bare Ions
Before we can begin to discuss the radiative capture of plane wave electrons, we
need to introduce the geometrical setup of such a process. In particular, we shall
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describe such a setup independent of any specific coordinate system. That is, we will
characterize the geometrical setup only in terms of the momentum vectors p and k
of the incoming electron and outgoing photon. Such a coordinate-free description
enables us to derive the transition amplitudes of the plane wave RR in the most
general form—a form with the great advantage that it can be re-used later for the
description of the RR process with twisted electrons. We must note here that parts
of the following discussion will be similar to our (preprint) manuscript [122] that is
submitted to New J. Phys.
6.2.1. Geometrical Setup
Here we will describe the geometrical setup for the RR process with plane wave
electrons. Assume that a plane wave electron with momentum p is captured into
a bound state of an (initially) bare ion, while simultaneously a photon with wave
vector k is emitted, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Here we restrict ourselves to the sim-
plest case: the capture into the 1s ground state (K-shell) of the ion. Moreover, the
emitted photon shall be observed by an appropriate photon detector; which kind of
photon detector we take here depends on the quantity that we want to investigate.
To measure the angular distribution of the photons, for example, it is sufficient to
use a polarization-insensitive detector. However, if we would like to measure the
first two Stokes parameters, a detector sensitive to linear polarization should be
used (cf. Eqs. (6.1)–(6.2)), whereas for the third Stokes parameter we should use
a detector that can distinguish between left- and right-handed circular polarization
(cf. Eq. (6.3)).
This concludes our discussion on the geometrical setup for the RR process with
plane wave electrons. Based on this setup, we will perform in the next section a
theoretical analysis of the plane wave RR process.
6.2.2. Angular Distribution and Polarization of Recombination
Photons
In Sec. 6.1.2, we established the theoretical description of the RR process based on
the density matrix formalism. Within this formalism, the basic properties of the
RR photons are reduced to the spin density matrix (6.4). Eventually, we found that
the density matrix can be expressed by the transition amplitudes (6.6) that describe
the radiative capture of the electron. The initial and final electron states occurring
within these amplitudes should now be chosen accordingly to the geometrical setup
of the RR process as introduced in Sec. 6.2.1.
The initial state ψi(r) of the free electron should represent an incoming wave with
a linear momentum p. Here we will approximate this state as a plane wave (3.6):
ψi(r) = ψ
pl
p (r). Although such a plane wave approximation neglects the interaction
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Figure 6.2. – Geometry for radiative recombination with plane wave electrons. An
electron with momentum p is radiatively captured into the bound state of an ion. Here
we restrict ourselves to the capture into the 1s ground state (K-shell) of the ion. In the
capture process, a photon is emitted, which shall subsequently be detected by a photon
detector. To measure only the angular distribution of the photons, it is sufficient to
use a polarization-insensitive detector. However, to determine the Stokes parameters,
one has to use detectors that measure the (linear or circular) polarization state of the
photon.
between the incoming electron and the nucleus before the capture process, it is well-
justified for kinetic energies of the incoming electrons that are much higher (but still
non-relativistic) in comparison to the ionization threshold of the ion [71]. For the
analysis of the RR process, we will always work in a regime of the kinetic energies
that is sufficient for the plane wave approximation to be valid. We note moreover that
we use such an approximation, since it has the great advantage that one can derive
analytical formulas for the transition amplitudes of the electron capture process.
Coming to the (final) bound state of the electron, which should describe an electron
within the K-shell of an ion with charge Z, we employ the Schro¨dinger-solution
ψnlm(r) (cf. Eq. (3.14)) but taken for the (K-shell) quantum numbers n = 1, l = 0
and m = 0, i.e. ψf (r) ≡ ψ1,0,0(r). Employing the wave functions (3.6) and (3.14)
and using expression (4.11) for the radiative transition amplitudes, we may derive
the matrix element Mfi(k, λ) for the emission of a photon into the direction k and
with circular polarization λ as [71]
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Mplfi(k, λ) ≡Mplp (k, λ) =
∫
ψ∗1,0,0(r) e
−ik·r(e∗kλ · p̂)ψplp (r) d3r
= (e∗kλ · p)
∫
ψ1,0,0(r) e
i(p−k)·r d3r
= (2π)3/2 (e∗kλ · p) ψ˜1,0,0(k− p) = 8
√
π Z5/2
(e∗kλ · p)(
(p− k)2 + Z2)2 ,
(6.11)
where the Fourier-transformed bound-state wave functions ψ˜1,0,0 have been used (see
Eq. (3.21)) and where we employed for the second equality that ψ1,0,0 is a real func-
tion.
By using now the amplitudes (6.11) together with expression (6.5), we obtain the
photon-spin density matrix for the K-shell capture of plane wave electrons as
〈kλ|ρ̂γ|kλ′〉 = Mpl,∗p (k, λ)Mplp (k, λ′) = 64 π Z5
(ekλ · p) (e∗kλ′ · p)(
(p− k)2 + Z2)4 (6.12)
As was discussed in Sec. 6.1.2, the density matrix (6.12) gives access to the main
observables of the RR process. For example, by taking the trace of the density
matrix (6.12), one may write the angular distribution of the RR photons as
W (k) =N pl 64 π Z
5(
(p− k)2 + Z2)4
∑
λ=±1
∣∣(ekλ · p)∣∣2. (6.13)
To simplify this expression, we turn now to the case where the electron momentum
p = (0, 0, p)T is aligned with the z-axis of a coordinate system. Then we recover the
well-known formula [71, cf. Eq. (4.208)]
W (k) ≡W (θk) = N pl 64 π Z5 p
2 sin2(θk)
(p2 + k2 − 2pk cos θk + Z2)4 , (6.14)
where θk denotes the (polar) angle between the propagation directions of the in-
coming electron and the emitted photon. Expression (6.14) demonstrates that the
photon angular distribution for the K-shell capture is axially symmetric around the
propagation direction of the incoming electron, and that in the polar direction it
mainly follows a sin2(θk)-distribution—a behaviour that is similar for the electron
distribution in the “inverse” process of K-shell ionization by plane electromagnetic
waves (see Eq. (5.4)). The angular dependency on cos θk in the denominator becomes
important only for high electron energies (of the order of 1 keV for Z = 1).
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In the same manner as for the photon angular distribution, one can derive from
the density matrix (6.12) the Stokes parameters Pi by using Eqs. (6.8)–(6.10). By
taking again the momentum of the incoming electron along the z-axis, p = (0, 0, p)T ,
the Stokes parameters can be obtained in a simple form [93]:
P1 = 1, P2 = 0, P3 = 0. (6.15)
As seen from this expression, only the first Stokes parameter P1 is non-zero and
is furthermore equal to one, P1 = 1, regardless of the emission angle θk. In other
words, for the capture of a plane wave electron into the K-shell of an ion, the emitted
photons are completely linearly polarized and their (linear) polarization vector lies
within the photon-electron reaction plane.
Expressions (6.13) and (6.15) completely characterize the emission pattern and the
polarization state of photons that are emitted in the radiative capture of electrons
to the 1s ground state of an initially bare ion. We will use these expressions later
in order to understand and interpret the results that we will obtain for the capture
process of twisted electrons. Let us finally turn to such a RR process with twisted
electrons in the next section.
6.3. Radiative Capture of Twisted Electrons by Bare
Ions
In this section, we will provide a detailed account on the radiative recombination of
(initially) bare ions and twisted electrons. Before we do so, however, we have to spec-
ify how we set up a possible experiment that gives access to the observables of such a
capture process, i.e. the emission pattern and the polarization of the recombination
photons.
6.3.1. Geometrical Setup
Twisted electrons possess a non-plane wavefront that is characterized by a complex
transverse structure of their wave function (3.8). Because of this structure, it is to
expect that the radiative capture of twisted electrons by ions proceeds differently
than the RR with plane wave electrons. One of these differences, for example, is
that the spatial structure of the electron beam will impose certain constraints onto
the geometrical setup of a RR experiment. In the following, we will describe one
possibility for such a geometrical setup, a setup which will rely on the head-on
collision of a twisted electron beam with an ion beam.
The setup shall be as follows: We assume that a (twisted) Bessel beam of electrons
is propagating along some axis, whereas a second (target) beam consisting of bare
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Figure 6.3. – Geometry of radiative recombination with twisted electrons. The
propagation direction of the twisted electron beam defines the (quantization) z-axis.
An electron of the incoming beam shall be radiatively captured by one of the ions
from a counter-propagating ion beam. The density of the ion beam is assumed to
follow a Gaussian distribution within the plane transverse to the propagation direction.
Moreover, the photon that is emitted in the radiative capture shall be detected under
a polar angle θk.
ions shall be counter-propagating to this electron beam, as shown in Fig. 6.3. If we
let these two beams collide head-on, an electron may be radiatively captured by one
of the ions, thus constituting the RR process. The photon emitted in such a radiative
capture shall be observed by a photon detector that is placed somewhere around the
point where the two beams collide. This detector can be polarization-insensitive if
we only want to measure the angular distribution of the RR photons, but if we would
like to determine the Stokes parameters, this detector shall act as a polarization filter
for either linear or circular polarization. Additionally, this detector shall be able to
determine the energy of the emitted photons. If we then suppose that the kinetic
energies of electron and ion beam are well-defined and if we consider that the energy
is conserved in the RR process, we can determine to which bound state of the ions the
electrons were captured. Here we will always consider the simplest case: an electron
capture to the 1s ground state (K-shell) of the ions.
In the collision process presented above, the electron beam possesses due to its
twisted nature a pronounced transverse structure of its electron density. Thus if the
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electron beam collides with the ion beam, it may also “notice” the density distribution
within the ion beam. Consequently, we also have to specify the (transverse) spatial
structure of the ion beam. As typical for electron-ion collision experiments, we
assume that the spatial distribution of the ions within the ion beam is given by a
Gaussian function
f(b⊥) = (2πσ
2
b )
−1 e−b
2
⊥
/(2σ2
b
), (6.16)
where σb is the characteristic width or length of the distribution and b⊥ denotes the
(transverse) distance with respect to the center of the ion beam. Furthermore, we
shall suppose that the centers of electron and ion beam are aligned with each other,
as shown in Fig. 6.3.
Finally, we would like to define an appropriate coordinate system in which we
can properly treat the theoretical analysis of the recombination process. As shown
in Fig. 6.3, we take the propagation direction of the twisted electron beam as the
(quantization) z-axis. The x-z-plane, moreover, shall coincide with the electron-
photon reaction plane as given by the directions of the incoming electron beam and
the outgoing photon. As a consequence, the direction of the emitted photon can be
described by a single (polar) angle, which we denote as θk. We note, furthermore,
that we will always work within the rest frame of the ion beam. This concludes our
discussion on the geometrical setup for the RR process with twisted electrons. Based
on this setup, we will develop in the next section the theoretical formalism to analyze
the radiative capture of twisted electrons by bare ions.
6.3.2. Photon-Spin Density Matrix for RR with Twisted
Electrons
Having discussed the geometrical setup for the RR process with twisted electrons,
we are ready now to analyze the corresponding photon-spin density matrix as well
as the angular distribution and the polarization state of the recombination photons.
As for RR with plane wave electrons, the theoretical description of the recombina-
tion process with twisted electrons in terms of the photon-spin density matrix (6.5)
ultimately depends on the transition amplitudes (6.6), and thus on the initial and
final electron wave functions:
M twfi (k, λ) =
∫
ψ∗f (r) e
−ik·r (e∗kλ · p̂)ψi(r) d3r (6.17)
According to the geometry that we presented in the previous section, the initial state
of the electron shall be described by a twisted Bessel wave that propagates along the
z-direction. If we denote the transverse and longitudinal momentum of this wave as
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κ and pz and the longitudinal OAM as m, we can represent such an (initially) free
electron state as ψi(r) = ψ
tw
κmpz(r), where ψ
tw
κmpz(r) is given by Eq. (3.8).
Regarding the final (bound) state of the electron, we will take the 1s ground state
ψ1,0,0(r) of the ion as characterized by Eq. (3.14). We must note here that the wave
function ψ1,0,0(r) in its current form represents a K-shell electron that is bound to a
nucleus located at the center of the incoming electron beam. Such a description of
the (bound) electron state disagrees, however, with the properties of the ion beam
as specified in Sec. 6.3.1; that is, the ion beam possesses some spatial extension (as
given by the Gaussian distribution (6.16)) and, hence, there are ions that are located
off-axis, i.e. outside the center of the electron beam. To resolve this problem, let us
focus for the moment on one ion of the ion beam and denote its transverse position
with respect to the beam center as b⊥. We can incorporate the position b⊥ into the
bound state of the electron, if we translate the wave function ψ1,0,0(r) by the vector
b⊥ out of the center of the electron beam: ψ1,0,0(r) → ψ1,0,0(r − b⊥). Before we
turn back to the description of the ion beam as a whole, let us further discuss the
RR process of this individual ion and therefore let us take as the final (bound) wave
function ψf (r) = ψ1,0,0(r− b⊥).
By using the initial and final electron wave functions as presented above, we may
write the transition amplitudes as
M twfi (k, λ) ≡M twκmpzb⊥(k, λ) =
∫
ψ∗1,0,0(r− b⊥) e−ik·r (e∗kλ · p̂)ψtwκmpz(r) d3r (6.18)
for the RR process of a single ion at a position b⊥ with respect to the electron center.
Inserting the plane wave expansion (3.10) of the twisted electron wave function into
Eq. (6.18) and integrating by parts, we obtain
M tw
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ) =
∫
eib⊥·(p−k) aκmpz(p)M
pl
p (k, λ) d
3p. (6.19)
This equation demonstrates that the matrix elements for the capture of twisted
electrons can be expressed as an integral over the amplitudes for the plane wave
recombination (times some prefactor). To obtain the spin density matrix, we insert
the amplitudes (6.19) into (6.5):
〈kλ|ρ̂ twγ (b⊥)|kλ′〉 = M tw,∗κmpzb⊥(k, λ)M twκmpzb⊥(k, λ′). (6.20)
So far, we have discussed how the RR process can be described if an electron from
the Bessel beam is captured by one particular ion placed at a transverse position b⊥.
To describe the RR process for the whole beam, we have to average the photon-spin
density matrix (6.20) over the spatial distribution f(b⊥) of the ion beam so that
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〈kλ|ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 =
∫
f(b⊥) 〈kλ|ρ̂ twγ (b⊥)|kλ′〉 d2b⊥
=
∫
f(b⊥)M
tw,∗
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ)M tw
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ′) d2b⊥.
(6.21)
Using the explicit form (6.16) of f(b⊥) and (6.19) of M
tw
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ), we can perform
(after a lengthy calculation shown in Appendix D) the b⊥-integration in Eq. (6.21):
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 =
∫
exp
[
−2κ2σ2b sin2
(
ϕp − ϕ′p
2
)]
× a∗
κm(p⊥) aκm(p
′
⊥)M
pl,∗
p (k, λ)M
pl
p′(k, λ
′) d2p⊥d
2p′⊥ ,
(6.22)
where aκm(p⊥) is given by Eq. (2.76). We can evaluate Eq. (6.22) further, if we
assume that the width of the ion beam σb is much larger than the characteristic size
σκ of the twisted electron beam. What do we understand here by the characteristic
size σκ of the twisted electron beam? As discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, the transverse
shape of a Bessel beam of electrons consists of concentric rings around the beam
center with high and low electron concentrations. The characteristic size of the
twisted beam is then given by the radius of the first ring—the ring with the largest
electron concentration. This radius, moreover, is approximately given by the ratio
m/κ of the topological charge m and the transverse momentum κ of the electron
beam. Altogether, it follows that the characteristic size of the electron beam is
(approximately) given as σκ ≈ m/κ.
If the width σb of the ion beam is now much larger then the characteristic size σκ
of the electron beam, i.e. m/κ ≪ σb, then the exponential in Eq. (6.22) acts as a
delta distribution (up to some factor denoted in the following by c):
exp
[
−2κ2σ2b sin2
(
ϕp − ϕ′p
2
)]
→ c · δ(ϕp − ϕ′p). (6.23)
By inserting this expression into Eq. (6.22) and by using the delta distribution
δ(p⊥ − κ) within the function aκm(p⊥), we can perform nearly all integrations for
the photon-spin density matrix and are left with a single integration over the angle
ϕp:
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫
Mpl,∗p (k, λ)M
pl
p (k, λ
′) dϕp. (6.24)
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The integration over the angle ϕp can be performed by means of standard integration
techniques (shown in Appendix E), so that we finally obtain
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝ A(k) + λλ′B(k) . (6.25)
As seen from Eq. (6.25), a sum of two functions, A(k) and B(k), characterize the
photon-spin density matrix, both independent of the helicity λ. These functions are
expressed solely by means of kinematic parameters such as the wave vector k of the
emitted photon as well as the absolute momentum p =
√
κ2 + p2z and opening angle
θp = arctan(κ/pz) of the incoming twisted electron beam:
A(k) =
1
4v4(1− u2)7/2
(
1− u2) sin2 θp, (6.26)
B(k) =
1
8v4(1− u2)7/2
[
2
(
2 + 3u2
)
sin2 θk cos
2 θp −
(
4u+ u3
)
sin 2θk sin 2θp
+ 2
(
1 + 4u2
)
cos2 θk sin
2 θp
]
,
(6.27)
where we used the notations
u =
2pk
v
sin θp sin θk, 0 ≤ u < 1,
v = p2 + k2 + Z2 − 2pk cos θp cos θk, 0 < v .
(6.28)
Eqs. (6.25)–(6.28) provide the general description of the photon-spin density matrix
for the RR process between a twisted electron beam and a macroscopic ion beam
with a Gaussian density distribution. In the next section, we will use the photon
density matrix in order to describe the angular distribution as well as the Stokes
parameters of the recombination photons.
6.3.3. Angular Distribution and Polarization of Recombination
Photons
Expressions (6.25)–(6.28) completely determine the photon density matrix for the
K-shell RR of twisted electrons with (initially) bare ions. Using these expressions
together with Eqs. (6.7)–(6.10) allows us to obtain the (angular and polarization)
properties of the emitted photons in such a process. For example, by employing
Eq. (6.7), we may write the photon angular distribution as:
W (k) = N tw(A(k) +B(k)). (6.29)
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As seen from Eq. (6.29), the angular distribution of the RR photons is simply given
as the sum of the functions A(k) and B(k), which we found in Sec. 6.3.2 while deriv-
ing the photon-spin density-matrix. Furthermore, we can choose the normalization
constant N tw in Eq. (6.29) such that the angular distribution (6.29) is normalized as
∫
W (k) dΩk = 4π. (6.30)
After employing standard integration techniques [108], it follows from Eq. (6.30) that
the normalization constant is of the form
N tw = 3 [(p2 − k2)2 + 2Z2(p2 + k2) + Z4]2 . (6.31)
The Stokes parameters, moreover, can be obtained from the density matrix (6.25)
with the help of Eqs. (6.8)–(6.10) as
P1 =
B(k)− A(k)
A(k) +B(k)
, P2 = 0, P3 = 0. (6.32)
As can be seen from this expression, only the first Stokes parameter is non-zero and
can be expressed as a simple fraction of the functions A(k) and B(k).
Eqs. (6.29) and (6.32) describe the emission pattern and the polarization state
of photons emitted in the K-shell RR of twisted electrons in the most general case.
These expressions are valid for arbitrary values of the transverse and longitudinal
momentum κ and pz of the electron beam. In particular, they are applicable not
only for paraxial Bessel beams as characterized by small ratios of the transverse and
longitudinal momenta, κ/pz ≪ 1, but also for non-paraxial beams. In the next
section, however, let us first discuss how these expressions can be simplified if one
restricts them to the (often used) paraxial regime.
6.3.4. Angular Distribution and Polarization of Recombination
Photons: Paraxial Regime
Most studies that have been performed on twisted electrons so far considered the
paraxial beam regime (cf. Refs. [45, 47, 48, 51, 52]) as characterized by small open-
ing angles θp = arctan(κ/pz) of the beam’s momentum cone (see Fig. 2.2). Let us
therefore investigate how the angular distribution (6.29) as well as the Stokes pa-
rameters (6.32) behave in such a regime. By turning to the paraxial regime, θp ≪ 1,
we may approximate the functions A(k) and B(k) that appear in the photon-spin
density matrix (6.25) as
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A(k) =
1
4v4
sin2 θp, (6.33)
B(k) =
1
4v4
(
2 sin2 θk cos
2 θp + cos
2 θk sin
2 θp
)
, (6.34)
with
v = p2 + k2 + Z2 − 2pk cos θk. (6.35)
By inserting these expressions into Eqs. (6.29) and (6.32) for the angular distribution
and the first Stokes parameter, respectively, we may write
W (k) ≃ N
tw
2
sin2 θk + sin
2 θp P2(cos θk)
(p2 + k2 + Z2 − 2p k cos θk)4
, (6.36)
P1 ≃ 1− sin
2 θp
sin2 θk + sin
2 θp P2(cos θk)
, (6.37)
where P2(cos θk) = (3 cos
2 θk − 1)/2 denotes the second-order Legendre polynomial.
As seen from Eqs. (6.36)–(6.37), both, the angular distribution and the first Stokes
parameter, can be expressed as a sum of two terms. The first term in these expres-
sions describes exactly the dependency that we have found for the RR process with
plane wave electrons (cf. Eqs. (6.14)–(6.15)) This is expected, since Bessel beams
start to “behave” like plane waves if the opening angle θp tends to zero. The sec-
ond term in both equations, which depends on the opening angle θp of the beam,
arises purely due to the “twisted nature” of the electron wave. Therefore, this term
disappears if we turn to θp → 0, that is, only the plane wave behaviour
W (k) ≃ N
tw
2
sin2 θk
(p2 + k2 + Z2 − 2p k cos θk)4
, (6.38)
P1 ≃ 1, (6.39)
remains for θp = 0. We conclude that simple and intuitive expressions (6.36)–(6.37)
describe the properties of the emitted photons for the RR process with a paraxial
twisted electron beam.
6.3.5. Radiative Recombination by Twisted Electrons: Coherent
Superposition of Two Electron Beams
In the previous sections, we discussed the angular distribution and the polarization
of photons that are emitted when a twisted electron is captured to the K-shell of
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an (initially) bare ion. These twisted electrons were chosen to be in a pure state
with a well-defined longitudinal OAM ~m. As seen from the density matrix (6.21),
however, in this case the properties of the emitted photons are only dependent on
the transverse momentum κ of the beam via the opening angle θp and are insensitive
to the topological charge m. This insensitivity can be overcome if we coherently
superimpose two twisted electron beams:
ψtwi (r) = c1 ψ
tw
κm1pz(r) + c2 e
iζ ψtw
κm2pz(r) . (6.40)
Here m1 and m2 denote the OAM along the mutual propagation axis of the beams,
whereas ζ is the relative phase between the beams. The (real) weights c1 and c2, more-
over, fulfill the relation
√
c21 + c
2
2 = 1. Such states can be experimentally produced
by sending a coherent electron beam onto specially designed diffraction gratings, a
method that is outlined in Ref. [57].
Imagine now the same “electron-ion collision scenario” as in the previous sections
(cf. Sec. 6.3.1), but instead of an incoming twisted beam with a single topological
charge we use a superposition of beams as represented by Eq. (6.40). If we would like
to describe the angular distribution and Stokes parameters for this case, we would
need to re-derive the photon-spin density matrix (6.4) taken for an initial electron
state of the form (6.40). Similar as for an electron beam in a pure OAM state, we
can perform the necessary calculations to obtain the corresponding density matrix
by inserting the (initial) wave function (6.40) into the transition amplitudes (6.18)
and by using these amplitudes together with Eq. (6.24). This eventually leads us to
the density matrix in the form
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫
Mpl,∗p (k, λ)M
pl
p (k, λ
′)
× {1 + 2|c1c2| cos [∆m(ϕp − π/2) + ζ ]} dϕp, (6.41)
where ∆m = m2 − m1 is the difference between the topological charges of the su-
perimposed beams. As seen from Eq. (6.41), the photon-spin density matrix for
a RR process with a superposition of twisted electron beams can be expressed—
as for a single beam with well-defined m—in terms of the plane wave matrix ele-
ments Mplp (k, λ). The first term in the bracket of Eq. (6.41) corresponds hereby
to the result that has been obtained in the previous section for a single beam
in a pure OAM state (cf. Eq. (6.24)). However, a second term proportional to
2|c1c2| cos [∆m(ϕp − π/2) + ζ ] arises that represents an interference between the two
beams that have been superimposed within the wave function (6.40). This inter-
ference term depends on the difference ∆m = m2 − m1 of the topological charges
of the pure beams, and also on their relative phase ζ . To evaluate the interference
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beam parameter first scenario second scenario
beam energy Ekin 2 keV 2 keV
opening angle θp 45
◦ 45◦
longitudinal momentum pz 8.57 a.u. 8.57 a.u.
transverse momentum κ 8.57 a.u. 8.57 a.u.
relative phase ζ 0 0
weight factor c1 1/
√
2 1/
√
2
weight factor c2 1/
√
2 1/
√
2
longitudinal OAM m1 of first beam 0 0
longitudinal OAM m2 of second beam ±1 ±2
Table 6.1. – Parameters of the superposition state (6.40) that will be used later in
the analysis of the RR process.
term in Eq. (6.41), we rely on standard numerical integration methods as imple-
mented in modern computer algebra systems. Using these methods, we are able to
(numerically) obtain the photon-spin density matrix (6.41) for the RR process with
a superposition of two twisted beams. With the help of Eqs. (6.7)–(6.10), these nu-
merical results can then be utilized further to obtain the angular distribution and
Stokes parameters of the emitted photons. However, to determine these quantities
unambiguously, we must note that—in contrast to a twisted beam with a well-defined
longitudinal OAM—an electron state of the form (6.41) possesses a transverse shape
of its electron density that is not axially symmetric around the propagation axis.
With respect to the RR process, it is therefore necessary to specify where around the
propagation axis of the incoming electron beam we place the detector that registers
the recombination photons (the polar angle of the detector position is still given with
respect to the beam’s propagation direction as described by Fig. 6.3). To define such
an axial position of the photon detector, it is convenient to utilize the transverse
structure of the superimposed beams. Since this structure depends strongly on the
parameters of the superimposed beams such as the longitudinal OAM m1 and m2,
we shall focus here only on those cases that we will analyze later on in Chapter 8.
In Chapter 8 we will examine the RR process for an electron beam of the form (6.40)
that is described by either one of two parameter sets as given by the second or third
column of Tab. 6.1, respectively. For both scenarios, the relative phase ζ between
the superimposed beams has been set to zero, ζ = 0, and the weight factors have
been chosen as c1 = c2 = 1/
√
2 such that it is equally probable to find the first or
the second beam within the superposition state (6.40).
In the following, we will discuss how we may define the (axial) detector position
for the first scenario (cf. second column of Tab. 8.1), for which the OAM along
the propagation direction is set to zero for the first beam, m1 = 0, and to either
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Figure 6.4. – Transverse shape of the electron density for an electron beam that
resides in the superposition state (6.40) with parameters given by the second column
of Tab. 6.1. With respect to the RR process, we observe the emitted photons under
an azimuthal angle ϕk with respect to the “electron arm” of the density profile with
a high electron concentration. The y-axis is defined such that it forms—together with
the x-axis and the (propagation) z-axis—forms a right-handed coordinate system. Here
the propagation axis of the electron beam points out of the page.
m2 = −1 or m2 = +1 for the second beam. For this scenario, we display in Fig. 6.4
the (time-independent) electron probability density as arising from the coherent su-
perposition (6.40) of the two beams; this density is shown in the plane transverse
to the propagation direction of the beams. As seen from the figure, the probability
density possesses the same shape regardless of the topological charge, m2 = −1 or
m2 = +1, of the second beam. For both cases, m2 = −1 and m2 = +1, this den-
sity possesses two strongly-aligned “arms”—one with a high and the other with a
low electron concentration (right and left side of the figure). These “electron arms”
allow us to specify the position of the photon detector in the plane transverse to the
beam’s propagation direction. In particular, let us define the x-axis of a coordinate
system along the arm of the probability density that possesses the high electron con-
centration (cf. Fig. 6.4) and place the detector under an angle ϕk with respect to this
axis. The y-axis, moreover, is chosen such that it forms—together with the x-axis
and the propagation (z-)axis of the beam—a right-handed coordinate system.
Coming to the second scenario, we show in Fig. 6.5 the density profile of a beam
with parameters as given by the third column of Tab. 6.1. The figure illustrates
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Figure 6.5. – Transverse shape of the electron density for an electron beam that
resides in the superposition state (6.40) with parameters given by the third column of
Tab. 6.1. With respect to the RR process, we observe the emitted photons under an
azimuthal angle ϕk with respect to one of the “electron arms”. The y-axis is defined
such that it forms—together with the x-axis and the (propagation) z-axis—forms a
right-handed coordinate system. Here the propagation axis of the electron beam points
out of the page.
that the density profile has the same shape independently of the longitudinal OAM,
m2 = +2 or m2 = −2 of the second beam. More specifically, such a profile consists of
two similar “arms” in which the electron concentration alternates between high and
low intensities. Again, these arms provide us with a convenient way to define the
position of the photon detector. Let us take the x-axis along one of these arms and
define the y-axis such that—together with the (propagation) z-axis—the coordinate
system is right-handed (cf. Fig. 6.5). However, this choice is not unique, since we
could also place the x-axis along the other arm (and define the y-axis accordingly to
the right-handedness of the system). As we will see in Chapter 8, such an alternate
choice will lead exactly to the same results and, hence, the definition from above is
sufficient to characterize the emission process of the RR photons for this scenario.
Having discussed now both, the theoretical treatment of the atomic ionization
with twisted photons (previous chapter) as well as the radiative recombination with
twisted electrons (this chapter), we are finally ready to apply these theoretical for-
malisms to a variety of different scenarios. In the next chapter, let us begin now with
such an analysis for the atomic photoionization process with twisted photons.
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7. Atomic Ionization by Twisted
Photons: Results and Discussion
In Chapter 5 we developed a theoretical formalism to investigate the ionization of
hydrogen-like ions by twisted (Bessel) photons. This formalism is most general and
can be applied to study the ionization process of arbitrary (but still non-relativistic)
hydrogenic bound states. In the following, we will employ the developed formalism
to analyze the ionization process with twisted Bessel beams of two different bound
states of a hydrogen atom. We will focus in particular on the ionization of a hydrogen
atom that initially resides in either (i) the 1s ground state (K-shell) or (ii) the 2py-
state. For both states, we will pay special attention to the angular distribution of the
emitted electrons and study in detail how this distribution depends on the position
of the hydrogen atom within the wave front of the incoming twisted light beam.
Here we are especially interested in the electron distribution perpendicular to the
direction of the incoming photon beam, i.e. the axial or azimuthal angular distribu-
tion. Such an azimuthal distribution will strongly reflect the “azimuthal structure”
of the incoming photon beam. Since the azimuthal phase structure is closely con-
nected to the (longitudinal) TAM of the photon beam (see Eq. (2.82)), effects of the
(longitudinal) TAM on the angular distribution can be clearly seen in the azimuthal
direction as we will show in the next sections. For reasons of completeness, we will
also append a section on the angular pattern of the photoelectrons as a function of
the polar emission angle with respect to the propagation axis of the incoming beam.
Let us begin now to analyze the electron angular distributions for the K-shell
ionization of a hydrogen atom by twisted (Bessel) light beams. We must note here
that the following sections will be similar in structure to the corresponding sections
in our published manuscript [68].
7.1. Ionization of Hydrogen 1s-State by Twisted
Photons
Here we will discuss the ionization process of the 1s ground state of a hydrogen atom
by a twisted photon beam. The geometrical setup of such an ionization process has
been laid out in Sec. 5.2 (cf. Fig. 5.2). Before we can start our analysis, however, we
need to specify the properties of the incoming photon beam such as transverse and
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beam parameter first scenario second scenario third scenario
photon energy Eγ 100 eV 100 eV 100 eV
longitudinal momentum kz 2.68 · 10−2 a.u. 2.67 · 10−2 a.u. 1.89 · 10−2 a.u.
transverse momentum κ 2.68 · 10−4 a.u. 2.67 · 10−3 a.u. 1.89 · 10−2 a.u.
opening angle θk 0.57
◦ 5.71◦ 45◦
ratio s = κ/kz 0.01 0.1 1
helicity λ +1 +1 +1
z–component of TAM mγ +3 +3 +3
Table 7.1. – Parameters of the twisted (Bessel) light beam used in the calculations.
longitudinal momentum κ and kz as well as helicity λ and longitudinal TAM mγ .
In our calculations, we will characterize the beam by either of three different sets
of parameters as summarized in Tab. 7.1. For each set, the energy of the incoming
photon beam has been chosen as 100 eV, an energy which lies well above the ioniza-
tion threshold of the 1s ground state so that the Born approximation used in our
formalism is valid (see Chapter 5). We also note that twisted photon beams in such
an energy range have recently been produced at the synchrotron light source BESSY
II [17].
The first set of parameters (second column in Tab. 7.1) has been chosen such
that the transverse momentum κ of the beam is much smaller than the longitudinal
momentum kz; the ratio s = κ/kz of the momenta is taken as s = 0.01. Such
a small ratio of the transverse and longitudinal momenta translates directly to a
small opening angle θk = arctan(κ/kz) = 0.57
◦ of the photon beam and, hence,
the first scenario corresponds to the paraxial beam regime (see Sec. 2.3.4). For the
latter two scenarios (third and fourth column of Tab. 7.1), however, the ratios s of
the transverse and longitudinal momenta have been chosen as s = 0.1 and s = 1,
respectively, which correspond to beams within the weakly and strongly non-paraxial
regime, respectively.
Let us discuss now the K-shell ionization for the paraxial beam scenario as given
by the second column in Tab. 7.1. We display in Fig. 7.1 the angular distribution of
the electrons that are emitted in the ionization process with such a paraxial beam as
a function of the azimuthal angle ϕp. Computations have been performed for impact
parameters in the range 0 a.u. ≤ b ≤ 100 a.u. as well as for three polar angles θp = 45◦
(left panel), θp = 60
◦ (middle panel), and θp = 90
◦ (right panel). We compare our
results to the ones for the ionization process by plane wave photons with the same
energy Eγ = 100 eV and helicity λ = +1. All distributions are normalized as
∫
W tw,pl(θp, ϕp) dΩp = 4π , (7.1)
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Figure 7.1. – Angular distribution of electrons emitted in K-shell ionization of a
neutral hydrogen atom by twisted light. Results are presented for different impact
parameters b, that characterize the position of the atom in the wavefront (cf. Fig. 5.2),
and three polar angles θp = 45
◦ (left panel), θp = 60
◦ (middle panel), and θp = 90
◦
(right panel) of the (continuum) electron. For comparison, the emission pattern for
incoming plane wave photons with helicity λ = +1 is depicted by the yellow dashed
line.
which allows us to study how the shape of the electron emission pattern is changed
for different impact parameters.
As seen from all panels in Fig. 7.1, the shape of the azimuthal angular distribution
of the photoelectrons varies significantly if we change the impact parameter b between
the incoming twisted beam and the hydrogen atom. If the atom sits in the center of
the beam’s wavefront (b = 0 a.u.), the electron distribution is isotropic around the
beam (z-)axis. This is expected since the initial system composed of the centered
hydrogen atom in the ground state “plus” twisted photon beam is axial symmetric
around the beam axis and, hence, all the photoelectrons are emitted with equal
probability into an azimuthal direction ϕp. When we depart from such a symmetric
case and move the atom out of the beam center, the emission pattern of the electrons
exhibits a pronounced shape as can be seen, for example, for the impact parameters
b = 1 a.u. or b = 10 a.u. in all panels of Fig. 7.1. However, as the impact parameter
approaches b = 100 a.u., the angular distribution of the photoelectrons becomes
nearly isotropic around the beam axis and begins to look like the distribution for the
ionization process with plane wave photons.
How can we understand that twisted waves cause a pronounced emission pattern
of the photoelectrons if the atom is placed near the beam axis but behave like plane
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waves with regard to the ionization process if the impact parameter is (relatively)
large? Two properties of the incoming light beam can affect the emission pattern
of the electrons: (i) the phase structure and (ii) the intensity profile. The intensity
profile of a paraxial Bessel beam with parameters as used here (cf. second column of
Tab. 7.1) has been already depicted in Figs. 2.4–2.5. As seen from these figures, the
intensity profile consists of concentric low- and high-intensity rings which alternate on
a length scale of 104 a.u. In order that the hydrogen atom may “feel” these variations,
this length scale has to be comparable to the extension of the electron cloud of the
atomic bound state. For the 1s ground state of a hydrogen atom, however, the “size”
of the electron cloud is of the order of 1 a.u. Thus, regardless of the atomic position
within the beam’s wavefront, the oscillations in the intensity profile of a paraxial
light beam are not “seen” by the K-shell electron.
The phase structure of a paraxial Bessel beam within a plane transverse to the
propagation direction is given by the azimuthal phase factor exp [i(mγ − λ)ϕr] as
seen, for example, from Eq. (2.84). With respect to the ionization process, this
phase factor changes considerably over the extension of the atom if it is placed near
to the photon beam axis. Such a strong variation of the azimuthal phase can signif-
icantly affect the emission process of the photoelectrons in the azimuthal direction
and, hence, is responsible for the pronounced shape of the electron angular distribu-
tion for (relatively) small impact parameters b. Far away from the beam center, in
contrast, an atom “sees” a phase factor that changes only very slowly over the size
of the (bound-state) electronic cloud. It follows, therefore, that in the large impact
parameter regime the phase as well as the intensity are seen as constant by the atom.
Constant phase and intensity are characteristic for plane electromagnetic waves and
thus the emission pattern for large impact parameters b > 100 a.u. resembles that
of the ionization with plane waves as can be seen from the three panels in Fig. 7.1.
In conclusion, the ionization process of hydrogen atoms by electromagnetic Bessel
beams can be intuitively understood by considering the intensity and phase profile
of such beams.
7.1.1. Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons: Dependence on
longitudinal TAM
So far, we have considered the ionization process of the hydrogen ground state by a
twisted beam with a fixed longitudinal TAM mγ = +3. In Fig. 7.2 we display the
angular distribution for photons emitted in the K-shell photoionization of a hydrogen
atom for the same beam parameters as above (see second column in Tab. 7.1) but for
five different values of the longitudinal TAM, mγ = 1, . . . , 5. Results are shown as a
function of the azimuthal angle ϕp and for a polar angle θp = 45
◦; the separate panels
of Fig. 7.2 correspond to different impact parameters of the atom with respect to the
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Figure 7.2. – Same as in Fig. 7.1 but for different values of the longitudinal TAM
mγ of the twisted photon beam.
beam center: b = 1 a.u. (left panel), b = 100 a.u. (middle panel), and b = 10 000 a.u.
(right panel).
The left panel of Fig. 7.2 illustrates that if the impact parameter is small (b ≈
1 a.u.), the emission pattern of the photoelectrons is significantly affected by changing
the longitudinal TAM mγ of the twisted light beam. For larger impact parameters
b ≥ 100 a.u. (middle and right panel of the figure), however, a variation of the beam’s
longitudinal TAMmγ influences the distribution of the emitted electrons only slightly.
Such a behaviour is expected and can be explained with the same arguments as in
the previous section; that is, next to the beam center the azimuthal phase structure
of the twisted light beam varies considerably and may strongly affect the (azimuthal)
electron distribution. Therefore, if we place the atom near to the beam center, the
emission pattern of the photoelectrons can be influenced significantly by changing
the phase structure or equivalently by changing the longitudinal TAM mγ of the light
beam. Far away from the center, however, the beam’s azimuthal phase varies weakly
over the extension of the atom and therefore a change in mγ has only a neglectable
effect on the angular distribution of the emitted electrons.
Finally, we note that in particular instances the emission pattern of the photo-
electrons may be (slightly) non-constant although the atom is positioned far away
from the beam axis, a behaviour that can be seen, for example, in the right panel of
Fig. 7.2 for the parameters mγ = 1 and b = 10 000 a.u. Such a behaviour occurs when
the atom is located in or next to one of the intensity minima of the incoming light
beam (cf. Fig. 2.4). In this case, since the intensity is vanishing inside the minima of
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Figure 7.3. – Same as in Fig. 7.1 but for different ratios s = κ/kz of the transverse
and longitudinal momentum.
a (paraxial) Bessel beam, the bound electron has a chance to “feel” the slope of the
intensity profile, which then leads to an asymmetric (with respect to the azimuthal
angle ϕp) emission pattern.
7.1.2. Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons: Non-Paraxial
Beam Regime
In the previous sections, we discussed the angular distributions of electrons emit-
ted in the (K-shell) photoeffect of a hydrogen atom by a twisted light beam whose
transverse momentum κ was much smaller than its longitudinal one kz. Such a
choice of the transverse and longitudinal momentum belonged to the so-called parax-
ial beam regime. To study how the azimuthal electron distribution behaves for beam
parameters that correspond to the non-paraxial regime, we have also performed de-
tailed calculations for twisted light beams with much larger ratios s = κ/kz of the
transverse and longitudinal momentum as given by the third and fourth column of
Tab. 7.1. In Fig. 7.3 we display the emission patterns of the photoelectrons that
are emitted in the ionization process with such non-paraxial beams and compare
them to the angular distributions in the paraxial regime (as described by the sec-
ond column of Tab. 7.1). Calculations have been performed for the (polar) emission
angle θp = 45
◦ and for three different impact parameters: b = 100 a.u. (left panel),
b = 1000 a.u. (middle panel) and b = 10 000 a.u. (right panel).
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As seen from Fig. 7.3, in the highly non-paraxial regime where s = 1, the angular
distribution of the photoelectrons exhibits a pronounced structure not only next to
(left panel) but also far away from the beam axis (middle and right panel). A similar
behaviour (but not as strong as before) is also present for the ionization process
with Bessel beams whose ratio of transverse and longitudinal momentum amounts
to s = 0.1; such beams correspond neither completely to the paraxial nor the non-
paraxial regime but rather to an intermediate regime that lies at the border of these
two.
How can we explain the pronounced (azimuthal) angular distribution of the pho-
toelectrons in the intermediate as well as the non-paraxial beam regime? In turning
to these regimes, we increase the ratio s = κ/kz of the transverse and longitudinal
momentum and, as a consequence, we also increase the transverse momentum κ of
the photon beam. Such a modification of the transverse momentum strongly affects
the (transverse) intensity profile of the incoming twisted light beam (cf. Eqs. (2.94)–
(2.95) and Fig. 2.5). More specifically, if the transverse momentum κ increases, the
spatial distance between the adjacent high and low intensity rings that constitute
this profile gets smaller or, in other words, the intensity oscillations occur on a much
shorter length scale. Now with respect to the ionization process, at some point the
beam’s transverse momentum is large enough so that the length scale of these oscil-
lations becomes comparable to the extension of the hydrogen atom; such a matching
between the length scales of the atom and the beam starts already for ratios of
s = κ/kz = 0.1 as associated with the intermediate beam regime but is most pro-
nounced in the non-paraxial regime (s = 1). Finally, when these (atomic and beam)
scales are of the same size, the bound-state electron can “feel” the intensity oscilla-
tions within the beam, an effect which may strongly influence the emission process
of the electrons. As a conclusion, increasing the beam’s transverse momentum κ
and turning therefore to the non-paraxial regime may significantly alter the beam’s
intensity profile and thereby change the emission pattern of the photoelectrons.
7.1.3. Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons: Dependency on
Polar Angle
In the above, we performed a detailed analysis of the K-shell ionization of neutral
hydrogen atoms by twisted light beams; in this analysis we especially focused on the
emission patterns of the photoelectrons axially around the beam axis. When the atom
initially resides in the K-shell, such an axial distribution of the emitted electrons can
only occur for the atomic ionization by twisted (Bessel) beams and is absent in the
plane wave photoeffect. Therefore, the axial electron distribution provided detailed
insights into the atomic photoeffect with twisted photons and, in particular, points
out the differences to the ionization process with plane wave photons.
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To complete our study of the K-shell ionization process by twisted photons, we will
discuss in the following the emission pattern of the photoelectrons in dependence on
the polar emission angle (with respect to the beam axis). Results will be obtained
for both, the paraxial and the non-paraxial beam regime.
In Fig. 7.4 we display the angular distribution of electrons emitted in the ionization
of hydrogen atoms by paraxial twisted light beams as a function of the polar angle
θp. The parameters of such a paraxial beam are again given by the second column
of Tab. 7.1. Results have been obtained for a range 0 ≤ b ≤ 100 a.u. of impact
parameters and for three azimuthal angles: ϕp = 0 (left panel), ϕp = 45
◦ (middle
panel), and ϕp = 90
◦ (right panel). These results are compared, moreover, to the
corresponding ones of the plane wave photoeffect.
The figure demonstrates that, regardless of the impact parameter b or the az-
imuthal angle ϕp, the polar distributions of the photoelectrons possess a pronounced
but symmetric structure with respect to the forward and backward emission. For
impact parameters b ≥ 100 a.u., moreover, these emission patterns resemble the ones
that are obtained for the ionization process with plane wave photons. We must note,
nevertheless, that even if the atom is positioned closer than 100 a.u. to the beam axis,
the “overall shape” of the polar distributions looks quite similar as for the plane wave
photoeffect.
To explain the structure and behaviour of the electron angular distributions, we
remark that the emission process of the photoelectrons in the polar direction is
strongly affected by the longitudinal structure of the photon beam. As discussed in
Sec. 2.3.4, such a longitudinal structure is characterized by the phase factor exp(ikzz)
(cf. Eq. (2.84)) of the beam’s vector potential. This phase factor has exactly the same
form as for the vector potential of a plane wave light beam (see Eq. (2.2)) and, hence,
with respect to the ionization process by twisted photons, the polar emission pattern
must be of a similar structure as for the photoeffect with plane waves (see Fig. 7.4).
The longitudinal factor exp(ikzz) is not the only term that can influence the ion-
ization process within the paraxial beam regime. If the atom is positioned next to the
beam axis, the transverse phase factor exp(i(mγ − λ)ϕr) can considerably affect the
emission process as we have seen, for example, in the previous sections for the axial
angular distributions. Even though such a transverse phase factor is not “strong”
enough in comparison to the longitudinal one to change the overall shape of the polar
distribution of the photoelectrons, it can significantly modify the (overall) magnitude
of the angular distribution for certain emission angles, as seen from Fig. 7.4. How-
ever, if the atom is placed far away from the beam axis, the influence of the phase
factor exp(i(mγ − λ)ϕr) decreases so that only the longitudinal term exp(ikzz) plays
a role. Then the polar emission pattern of the photoelectrons completely resembles
the one for the photoeffect with plane waves.
Finally, we remark that, as for the axial angular distribution, the intensity oscil-
lations within the transverse profile of the paraxial Bessel beam (see Figs. 2.4–2.5)
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Figure 7.4. – Angular distribution of electrons emitted in K-shell ionization of a
neutral hydrogen atom by twisted light as a function of the polar emission angle θp.
Calculations have been performed within the paraxial regime for beam parameters as
given by the second column of Tab. 7.1. Results are obtained for impact parameters
b = 0a.u. (black solid line), b = 10a.u. (red dashed line), and b = 100 a.u. (green
dashed-dotted line) and for three azimuthal angles: ϕp = 0 (left panel), ϕp = 45
◦
(middle panel), and ϕp = 90
◦ (right panel). The obtained results are compared,
moreover, to the corresponding ones for the photoeffect with plane waves (blue dotted
line).
do not affect the emission pattern of the photoelectrons, since the length scale of the
oscillations is too large in comparison to the atomic size.
So far, we discussed the polar emission patterns of electrons that were emitted in
the ionization process of a hydrogen atom by a paraxial Bessel beam. In Fig. 7.5 we
depict the electron angular distributions as a function of the polar angle θp for the
ionization process with non-paraxial light beams as described by the fourth column
of Tab. 7.1. Results are again shown for different impact parameters b as well as the
three azimuthal angles ϕp = 0 (left panel), ϕp = 45
◦ (middle panel), and ϕp = 90
◦
(right panel). As seen in all panels of Fig. 7.5, in the non-paraxial beam regime,
the angular distribution of the photoelectrons varies significantly by changing the
impact parameter b and a pronounced emission pattern can occur even if the atom
is positioned far outside the beam center. Such pronounced emission patterns are
again attributed to the intensity oscillations in the transverse profile of the Bessel
light beam, since the “wave length” of these oscillations for a non-paraxial beam can
be of the order of the atomic size so that they may significantly affect the emission
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Figure 7.5. – Same as in Fig. 7.4 but for the non-paraxial beam regime as described
by the fourth column of Tab. 7.1.
process. In contrast to the electron distributions for the paraxial beam regime, the
electrons are now emitted asymmetrically with respect to the forward and backward
direction. Such an asymmetry may come from a complex interplay between the
longitudinal oscillations of the phase factor exp(ikzz) and the transverse oscillations
of the intensity profile of the Bessel beam. The non-symmetric emission of the
photoelectrons occurs, however, only if the atom is placed outside the beam center,
whereas if it is positioned in the beam center the angular distribution reflects the
polar symmetry of the initial atom “plus” beam system.
Let us finally conclude that the polar emission pattern of the electrons emitted
in the K-shell ionization by paraxial as well as non-paraxial twisted photon beams
may exhibit unique characteristics, which can be completely explained by the inter-
play between the different properties of the twisted light beam during the ionization
process.
7.2. Ionization of Hydrogen 2py-State by Twisted
Photons
The 1s ground state of a hydrogen atom possesses an electronic probability density
that is spherically symmetric. As a consequence, if an atom in such a symmetric
state is ionized by a twisted light beam, an asymmetric (axial and polar) angular
distribution is solely caused by the spatial displacement of the atom with respect to
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Figure 7.6. – Same as in Fig. 7.1 but for the ionization of the 2py-level.
the beam center (cf. Fig. 7.1). Likewise, we can expect an asymmetric emission of the
photoelectrons if we break the symmetry of the initial system of light beam “plus”
atom by employing an atomic bound state that is spatially oriented. A particular
state that exhibits such a spatial orientation is given by the 2py-level of the hydrogen
atom (see Sec. 3.2). The geometrical setup for the ionization process of such a state
by twisted photons was introduced in Sec. 5.2.1. As a reminder, we employ here a
setup where the electronic cloud of the 2py-state is strongly concentrated along an
axis perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incoming Bessel beam. We
note that such a (transverse) orientation of the electronic bound state should be
visible, in particular, for the emission patterns of the photoelectrons axially around
the light beam axis.
In Fig. 7.6 we show the azimuthal angular distribution for electrons that are emit-
ted during the ionization process of the 2py-level of a hydrogen atom by a twisted light
beam. Calculations have been performed for three different polar angles, θp = 45
◦
(left panel), θp = 60
◦ (middle panel), and θp = 90
◦ (right panel) and for impact
parameters in the range 0 ≤ b ≤ 100 a.u. Results are compared to the corresponding
electron distribution for the ionization process with plane electromagnetic waves.
As the figure illustrates, even if the atom is positioned in the center of the light
beam, the electron emission pattern shows a pronounced shape along the emission
angle ϕp. This is expected, since the emission pattern should reflect that the initial
atom-photon system is not axial symmetric around the z-axis due to the spatial
orientation of the 2py-level. If we translate the atom out of the beam center, the
angular distribution of the electrons varies strongly with respect to the axial angle
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ϕp, but for impact parameters b ≥ 100 a.u. it becomes similar to the distribution
that is found for the ionization with plane wave photons. We can understand this
behaviour with the same reasoning as for the photoeffect of the 1s ground state:
near to the beam axis the azimuthal phase dependency of the beam can significantly
affect the electron emission pattern. Far away from the beam center, however, the
phase (as well as the beam intensity) are nearly constant over the extension of the
electron cloud and, hence, the angular distribution converges to the one for the plane
wave case. This concludes our discussion on the ionization process of the 2py-level
of a hydrogen atom by a twisted Bessel beam.
Let us give in the following some brief and final remarks regarding our general
findings for the ionization process with twisted photons. In this chapter, we have
performed a detailed analysis for the ionization process of neutral hydrogen atoms by
twisted photons. The obtained results (see Figs. 7.1–7.6) illustrate, for example, that
a pronounced ϕp- and θp-behaviour of the electron angular distribution W
tw(θp, ϕp),
which originates from the phase structure (paraxial regime) or oscillations in the
intensity profile (non-paraxial regime) of the twisted light waves, can be observed for
impact parameters in the range 0 ≤ b ≤ 100 a.u. and 0 ≤ b ≤ 10 000 a.u., respectively.
We note that an experimental measurement of the predicted effects would require
an operational control of the impact parameter b [68]. Even though such a control
is a complicated task, recent advances in atomic trap technologies promise that it
might become feasible in the near future. For example, it is currently practicable
to trap an atom with a spatial uncertainty of several nm [123–125], which is just
of the order where the characteristic photoionization features of the Bessel beams
become visible (cf. Fig. 7.3). With these remarks, we conclude our discussion on the
ionization process of atoms by twisted Bessel beams and proceed in the next chapter
with the radiative capture of twisted electrons by bare ions.
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8. Radiative Recombination with
Twisted Electrons: Results and
Discussion
In Chapter 6 we established a theoretical method to analyze the radiative capture of
twisted electrons into the ground state of (finally) hydrogen-like ions. Here we will
use this method to investigate the angular distribution as well as the polarization
state of the photons that are emitted in the radiative capture of twisted electrons by
bare protons. The geometrical setup of this capture process will follow the prereq-
uisites introduced in Sec. 6.3.1; that is, a proton beam with a (transverse) Gaussian
density distribution shall collide head-on with a twisted (Bessel) electron beam—the
beam axes are aligned with each other. The twisted beam carries, moreover, a well-
defined OAM m along its propagation direction as well as transverse and longitudinal
momenta κ and pz. Overall, the geometrical setup is cylindrically symmetric around
the beam axis and, hence, the properties of the RR photons will be insensitive to the
azimuthal angle ϕk. Therefore, we will study the photon properties—angular distri-
bution and polarization state—solely as a function of the polar emission angle θk. As
we will show in the next sections, these polar (angle and polarization) distributions of
the RR photons may be strongly affected by varying the parameters of the incoming
twisted electron beam. We note again that parts of the following discussion will be
similar to the corresponding sections in our (preprint) manuscript [122] (submitted
to New J. Phys).
8.1. K-Shell Capture of Twisted Electrons by Bare
Protons: Photon Properties
In the following, we will investigate the radiative capture of twisted electrons into
the K-shell of (finally) hydrogen atoms for a fixed kinetic energy Ekin = 2 keV of the
electron beam (different energies will be considered later). In particular, we will here
focus on how the properties—angular distribution and polarization—of the emitted
photons are affected by varying the opening angle θp = arctan(κ/pz) and thus the
transverse and longitudinal momenta κ and pz of the electron beam (cf. Fig. 2.2). We
note moreover that the longitudinal OAM m of the beam can be chosen arbitrarily,
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Figure 8.1. – Angular distribution (left panel) and Stokes Parameter P1 (right
panel) of RR photons emitted in the K-shell capture of twisted electrons by (finally)
hydrogen atoms. Calculations have been performed for an electron energy of 2 keV
and for different opening angles: θp = 1
◦ (black solid line), θp = 15
◦ (red dashed line),
θp = 30
◦ (green dashed-dotted line) and θp = 45
◦ (blue dashed-double-dotted line).
since for the present geometrical setup the photon properties are insensitive to the
beam’s OAM as was found in Sec. 6.3.2.
In Fig. 8.1 we show the angular distribution (left panel) as well as the first Stokes
parameter (right panel) of the photons emitted in the RR scenario described above
as a function of the polar emission angle θk. Results are obtained for four different
opening angles θp of the incoming twisted electron beam ranging from the paraxial
to the non-paraxial beam regime: θp = 1
◦, θp = 15
◦, θp = 30
◦, and θp = 45
◦. The
second and third Stokes parameters are not shown, since they vanish (see Sec. 6.3.3).
As seen from the left panel of Fig. 8.1, the angular distribution of the emitted
photons changes significantly by varying the opening angle of the incoming electron
beam. For instance, within the paraxial beam regime as given by the small opening
angle θp = 1
◦, the emission pattern of the RR photons follows a (slightly modified)
sin2 θk-distribution (as is expected from our discussion in Sec. 6.3.4). Consequently,
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within the paraxial regime the RR photons are preferentially emitted transverse
(around θk = 90
◦) to the propagation direction of the electron beam, whereas (nearly)
no photons are observed along the beam axis (θk = 0 and θk = 180
◦). However, if we
depart from the paraxial beam regime by turning to larger opening angles θp ≥ 15◦,
it is found that the probability to emit the RR photons in the forward (θk = 0
◦)
and backward (θk = 180
◦) directions increases considerably, while it decreases in the
transverse direction (θk = 90
◦). In the forward direction, for example, the angular
distribution of the RR photons raises from (nearly) zero in the paraxial regime (θp =
1◦) to a considerable value of 0.96 within the non-paraxial regime (θp = 45
◦)—a value
which is almost as high as the maximal value 1.13 of the distribution at θk = 83
◦.
The increase of RR photons in the backward direction is lower but still remarkable:
while in the paraxial regime (θp = 1
◦) the angular distribution is (again) almost
zero at the angle θk = 180
◦, it amounts to the considerable value 0.58 within the
non-paraxial beam regime (θp = 45
◦).
To understand the behaviour of the photon distribution as described above, we turn
to the description of the incoming twisted (Bessel) beam in terms of plane waves;
more specifically, we draw on the property that the wave vectors of the plane waves
that compose the Bessel beam lie on a cone with the opening angle θp (cf. Fig. 2.2).
As we discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, if this opening angle is close to zero, θp ≈ 0, the twisted
electron beam starts to behave like an “ordinary” plane wave beam—a beam without
OAM along its propagation axis. Hence, for the RR process with a paraxial twisted
electron beam, i. e. a beam with a small opening angle θp, the emission pattern of
the RR photons will reflect such a “plane wave” behaviour. For the K-shell capture
of plane wave electrons, the emission pattern of the recombination photons follows
a (modified) sin2 θk-law as was shown in Sec. 6.2.2—a pattern that is seen in the
left panel of Fig. 8.1 for the paraxial beam with the opening angle θp = 1
◦. It is an
important characteristic of the RR process with plane wave electrons that the photon
emission into the forward and backward direction is forbidden. This comes from the
conservation law of the total angular momentum along the quantization (z-)axis: the
captured (plane wave) electrons carry no angular momentum along the quantization
axis, whereas the outgoing plane wave photons always possess a non-zero SAM along
the propagation direction. Therefore, it is impossible to fulfill the angular momentum
conversion between the incident electrons and the photons that are emitted in the
forward or backward direction. However, if the propagation direction of the plane
wave is tilted out of the z-axis, the angular momentum conservation is “weakened”
and an emission of the RR photons along the z-axis becomes possible. Since the
Bessel beam is composed of such tilted plane waves with the tilt angle given by the
opening angle θp, the photon emission into the forward and backward direction is
possible if the opening angle is sufficiently large—a condition that is fulfilled within
the non-paraxial beam regime. This explains why a remarkable number of photons
can be observed in the forward and backward direction as was seen in the left panel
of Fig. 8.1 for the RR process with non-paraxial electron beams (θp ≥ 15◦).
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Apart from the angular distribution, we also depict the polarization state of the
RR photons in terms of the first Stokes parameter P1 in the right panel of Fig. 8.1.
As the figure illustrates, the Stokes parameter P1 changes significantly if we vary the
opening angle θp of the electron beam. In the paraxial regime as corresponding to
the small opening angle θp = 1
◦, for instance, the parameter P1 is nearly constant
and equal to one over the wide range 10◦ ≤ θk ≤ 170◦ of polar emission angles. For
the forward (θk = 0) and backward (θk = 180
◦) direction, however, P1 drops quickly
to zero. When we turn to larger opening angles θp of the electron beam, however, the
Stokes parameter P1 decreases strongly for all emission angles θk of the photons. For
example,the parameter P1 reduces by 64% at the angle θk = 90
◦ if we turn from the
paraxial regime (θp = 1
◦) to the non-paraxial regime (θp = 45
◦) of the electron beam.
We note that such a reduction of the photon polarization can be easily measured with
state-of-the-art polarization detectors and may be used therefore to characterize the
opening angle of the electron Bessel beam.
We can explain the behaviour of the Stokes parameter P1 with the same reasoning
as for the angular distribution of the RR photons. That is, within the paraxial regime
a Bessel beam of electrons behaves (nearly) like a “standard” plane wave beam and,
therefore, the first Stokes parameter should be similar to the one that is obtained for
the RR process with plane wave electrons. As we have shown in Sec. 6.2.2, for the
radiative capture of plane wave electrons that travel along the z-axis, the first Stokes
parameter is identical to one (see Eq. (6.39)). However, when we depart from the
paraxial beam regime and turn to larger opening angles θp, the polarization state
of the RR photons does not have to reflect the behaviour for the capture process
of plane wave electrons anymore and, hence, the Stokes parameter P1 may show a
pronounced shape with respect to the emission angle θk, as observed in the right
panel of Fig. 8.1 for θp ≥ 15◦. It is noticeable that—regardless if we are in the
paraxial or non-paraxial beam regime—the Stokes parameter P1 is always zero for
the photon emission in the forward and backward direction. We can understand this
if we recall that a Bessel beam is composed of plane waves that lie on a cone around
the propagation axis. An “individual” wave of this cone may now result in some
arbitrary value of the parameter P1. However, when we measure the parameter P1
for photons that are emitted along (or counter to) the propagation direction of the
beam, each wave of the beam’s cone will have a counter part which produces a value
of the parameter P1 that is exactly opposite in sign. The values for P1 generated
by these “opposing” pairs will cancel and therefore P1 vanishes for the forward and
backward emission.
So far, we have analyzed the RR process for a twisted electron beam with a fixed
kinetic energy of Ekin = 2 keV. Let us now extend our analysis also to other energies
of the beam.
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8.2. K-Shell Capture of Twisted Electrons by Bare
Protons: Energy Dependency of Photon
Properties
In the previous section, we discussed the properties of the RR photons in dependence
on the opening angle θp of a twisted electron beam with a fixed kinetic energy. Let us
come now to the “inverse” scenario, that is, we analyze the angular distribution and
the polarization of the RR photons for different energies Ekin of the electron beam,
while the opening angle θp is held constant. For our analysis, we will take an opening
angle of θp = 45
◦ as corresponding to the non-paraxial beam regime—a choice for
which we expect to see the most pronounced effects on the photon properties by
varying the kinetic energy of the electron beam.
In Fig. 8.2 we display the angular distribution (top-left panel) as well as the first
Stokes parameter (top-right panel) for the RR photons that are emitted in the sce-
nario described above. Results are shown for three different kinetic energies of the
electron beam: Ekin = 1 keV (black solid line), Ekin = 10 keV (red dashed line), and
Ekin = 100 keV (green dashed-dotted line). For comparison, we display in the bot-
tom row of the figure the angular distribution (bottom-left panel) and the first Stokes
parameter (bottom-right panel) for the RR process with plane wave electrons (pos-
sessing the same kinetic energies). As seen from the top-left panel of the figure, the
angular distribution of the recombination photons is strongly affected if we change
the order of magnitude for the energy Ekin of the incoming electron beam. The more
we increase the energy of the beam, the more the emission of the RR photons in
the forward direction (θk = 0) is preferred in comparison to the backward emission
(θk = 180
◦). For example, for an energy Ekin = 100 keV of the non-paraxial Bessel
beam, approximately thirty times more photons are emitted in the forward than in
the backward direction. Such a preference of the forward direction for increasing
beam energies is known from the RR process with plane wave electrons (cf. bottom-
left panel of Fig. 8.2), but with the important difference that in the plane wave case
the photon emission in the exact forward direction (θk = 0) is forbidden, while it is
allowed (and significantly preferred) for the RR process with (non-paraxial) twisted
electrons.
Moreover, the polarization of the recombination photons in terms of the first Stokes
parameter may also be significantly affected by varying the beam energy, as seen
from the top-right panel of Fig. 8.2. While for the kinetic energies Ekin = 1 keV
and Ekin = 10 keV the parameter P1 is positive (or zero) for all polar emission
angles θk, it can be negative for a beam energy of 100 keV and emission angles
0 ≤ θk ≤ 60◦ of the RR photons. Furthermore, we remark that the Stokes parameter
P1 for the RR photons emitted in the capture of twisted electrons shows a completely
different angular dependency than for the RR process with plane wave electrons
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Figure 8.2. – Angular distribution (top-left panel) and Stokes parameter P1 (top-
right panel) of RR photons emitted in the radiative capture of twisted electrons into the
K-shell of (finally) hydrogen atoms. Calculations have been performed for an opening
angle θp = 45
◦ of the electron beam (corresponding to the non-paraxial regime) and
for three different electron energies: Ekin = 1keV (black solid line), Ekin = 10keV
(red dashed line), and Ekin = 100 keV (green dashed-dotted line). For comparison we
display in the bottom row the angular distribution and the first Stokes parameter for
the RR process with plane wave electrons.
(cf. bottom-right panel of Fig. 8.2). While for the RR process with twisted electrons
the parameter P1 exhibits a pronounced shape along the polar emission angle θk, it
is constant and equal to one for the capture of non-relativistic plane wave electrons
(regardless of their particular kinetic energy in the range 1 keV ≤ Ekin ≤ 100 keV).
Finally, we must note that for a beam energy Ekin = 100 keV the electrons may
start to behave relativistically and therefore our (non-relativistic) formalism may
fail to accurately describe the emission pattern as well as polarization state of the
recombination photons. Nevertheless, by going to the limit of the allowed energy
range for the twisted electron beam, we see that the properties of the emitted RR
photons may show pronounced features such as the clear preference of the forward
emission of the RR photons.
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So far, we have discussed the radiative recombination of twisted electrons that are
in a pure state with a well-defined OAM along the propagation direction. However, as
has been mentioned in Sec. 6.3, the photons that emerge from such a RR process are
insensitive to the longitudinal OAM of the twisted electron beam. We can overcome
such an insensitivity if we turn to a different geometrical setup where we employ—
instead of a pure OAM state—a superposition of twisted electron beams with different
topological charges. Let us analyze the RR process for such a superposition scenario
in the next section.
8.3. K-Shell Capture of Twisted Electrons by Bare
Protons: Superposition of Electron Beams
Suppose we are given the same RR scenario as in the previous section, but instead
of a twisted electron beam in a pure state with a well-defined OAM m along the
propagation direction, we coherently superimpose the twisted beam with a “reference”
beam whose longitudinal OAM vanishes:
ψtwi (r) =
1√
2
[
ψtw
κ,m1=0,pz
(r) + ψtw
κ,m2=m,pz
(r)
]
. (8.1)
As seen from this equation, both the reference state ψtw
κ,m1=0,pz
as well as the twisted
“probe” state ψtw
κ,m2=m,pz carry the same transverse and longitudinal momenta κ and
pz. Moreover, these states possess the same weight, that is, they are found with equal
probability within the coherent mixture (8.1). Now with respect to the RR process,
by providing such a reference state for the twisted electron beam, the recombination
photons are subject to a completely new setting based on which they may “feel” the
longitudinal OAM m of the twisted electron beam. In particular, it is expected that
an OAM-dependent interference between the two superimposed states during the RR
process may significantly affect the properties of the emitted photons (cf. Eq. (6.41)).
We note that the geometrical setup as well as the theoretical treatment of such a
superposition scenario was discussed in Sec. 6.3.5.
For the analysis of the RR process with the mixed electron state (8.1), we will use
two different sets of parameters describing such a state as given by the second and
third column of Tab. 8.1. For both sets, the kinetic energy of the beam is chosen
as Ekin = 2 keV, whereas the opening angle of the beam’s momentum cone is given
by θp = 45
◦ as corresponding to the non-paraxial beam regime (the paraxial regime
will be discussed later). The two scenarios differ, however, in the longitudinal OAM
m that is carried by the twisted probe state; in the first scenario as given by the
second column of Tab. 8.1, we analyze the RR process for a probe beam with an
OAM of either m = ±1 along the propagation axis, whereas the second scenario
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beam parameter first scenario second scenario
beam energy Ekin 2 keV 2 keV
opening angle θp 45
◦ 45◦
longitudinal momentum pz 8.57 a.u. 8.57 a.u.
transverse momentum κ 8.57 a.u. 8.57 a.u.
longitudinal OAM m of probe beam ±1 ±2
Table 8.1. – Parameters of the superposition state (8.1) as used in the calculations.
(third column of the table) uses a probe beam with a longitudinal OAM of either
m = ±2.
Let us begin now to analyze the RR process for an electron beam that is in a
superposition state as described by Eq. (8.1) and where the beam parameters are
given by the second column of Tab. 8.1. For this scenario, we display in Fig. 8.3 the
angular distribution (top panels) as well as the Stokes parameters P1 and P2 (middle
and bottom panels) of the RR photons as a function of the polar angle θk and for two
azimuthal angles: ϕk = 45
◦ (left column) and ϕk = 90
◦ (right column). Results have
been obtained numerically with the help of Eq. (6.41) for the photon-spin density
matrix together with Eqs. (6.7)–(6.10) for the angular distribution and the Stokes
parameters. The obtained results are compared, moreover, to the corresponding ones
for the (OAM-independent) capture process of twisted electrons in a pure OAM state
(see Sec. 8.1).
As seen from both panels in the top row of Fig. 8.3, the polar emission pattern
of the RR photons changes considerably by varying the longitudinal OAM m of the
probe beam. For example, while at the solid angle (θk = 45
◦, ϕk = 90
◦) the angular
distribution of the RR photons as caused by the electron state with m = −1 is
double as high as the one for m = +1, it is only half as high (as the one for m = +1)
at (θk = 160
◦, ϕk = 90
◦). Moreover, regardless of the longitudinal OAM m of the
probe beam, it is seen that the emission pattern of the RR photons as caused by
the mixed beam state (8.1) oscillates around the one obtained for an electron beam
in a pure OAM state with the same beam parameters. This oscillation originates
from an interference during the RR process between the two superimposed electron
beams—the corresponding interference term appeared in the associated photon-spin
density matrix (6.41) and depends on the difference ∆m = m2 − m1 = m of the
topological charges of the two superimposed beams. Finally, we note that although
the transverse structure of the electron density for the mixed state (8.1) is insensitive
to whether the longitudinal OAM m of the twisted beam is plus or minus one (see
Fig. 6.4), different shapes arise for the emission pattern of the RR photons and allow
to distinguish between these two cases. Such different patterns can be attributed
to the internal phase structure of the superposition state, which is determined by
the longitudinal OAM m of the probe state and may strongly affect the emission
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process of the photons (but which is indiscernible by the beam’s density profile). As
a conclusion, by measuring the angular distribution of the emitted photons for the
RR process with an electron beam in the superposition state (8.1), we obtain access
to the longitudinal OAM m of the twisted probe beam—a feature that was absent
for the RR process with a twisted beam in a pure OAM state (see Sec. 8.1).
Apart from the angular distribution, we show in the middle and bottom panels of
Fig. 8.3 the Stokes parameters P1 and P2 of the emitted photons, again as a function
of the polar angle θk and for the two azimuthal angles ϕk = 45
◦ (left column) and
ϕk = 90
◦ (right column). As is seen there, the magnitude of the Stokes parameter
depends not only crucially on the polar and axial angles θk and ϕk but also on the
value m of the longitudinal OAM of the twisted probe beam. For example, the
middle-right panel illustrates that there is the large range of polar emission angles
0 ≤ θk . 63◦ for the RR photons (the axial angle is fixed to ϕk = 90◦), where
the Stokes parameter P1 is negative (down to a value of −0.47 at θk ≈ 35◦) if the
OAM state m = +1 is employed, but where it is positive (up to a value of 0.41
at θk ≈ 58◦) if the longitudinal OAM of the probe state is m = −1. Moreover, in
contrast to the RR process with an electron beam in a pure OAM state, where only
the first Stokes parameter is non-zero, in the present case the parameter P2 may have
a considerable magnitude for both, superposition of electron beams with m1 = 0 and
either m2 = −1 or m2 = +1 (the third Stokes parameter, however, still vanishes).
The exact magnitude of the parameter P2, however, depends strongly on the polar
and axial emission angles θk and ϕk of the RR photons. While for an axial angle of
ϕk = 45
◦, the second Stokes parameter possesses a considerable (negative or positive)
value for nearly all polar angles θk (except for θk ≈ 0 and θk ≈ 180◦), it vanishes
for all polar angles θk regardless of the OAM state of the probe beam if the axial
angle is chosen as ϕk = 90
◦. We note that the strong variations in the magnitude
of the Stokes parameters can be easily measured with state-of-the-art polarization
detectors. Such polarization measurements are not only important for the analysis
of the RR process with twisted electron beams but may also help to characterize the
incoming electron beam and determine, for example, its OAM state.
Until now, we focused our analysis of the RR (superposition) scenario on the
θk-dependency of the photon observables. However, since the density profile of an
electron beam in the superposition state (8.1) can possess a transverse structure that
is not axially symmetric around the beam’s propagation direction (see Fig. 6.4), it
is to expect that the properties of the RR photons will also depend on the axial
emission angle ϕk. To illustrate this axial behaviour, we display in Fig. 8.4 the
angular distribution (top row) as well as the Stokes parameters P1 (middle row)
and P2 (bottom row) of the RR photons as a function of the axial angle ϕk and for
two polar angles θk = 45
◦ (left column) and θk = 90
◦ (right column). Calculations
have again been performed for beam parameters as given by the second column of
Tab. 8.1. As can be seen from Fig. 8.4, regardless of the longitudinal OAM m of
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the probe beam, all of the photon properties—the angular distribution as well as
the Stokes parameters—may be affected strongly by changing the axial angle ϕk
under which the emitted photons are observed. For example, for both values of
the longitudinal OAM of the probe state, m = −1 and m = +1, the axial angular
distribution for the RR photons at a polar angle θk = 45
◦ oscillates between the
values 0.68 and 1.39 by varying the axial angle ϕk. This is in stark contrast to
the constant distribution of an (axially symmetric) electron beam in a pure OAM
state, which is also plotted in Fig. 8.4 (solid black line) for comparison. However,
for the polar angle θk = 90
◦ (top-right panel), the magnitude of the oscillations
in the axial angular distribution of the RR photons is not as pronounced as for
θk = 45
◦. Beside the emission pattern of the RR photons, the Stokes parameters
P1 and P2 may also show a pronounced ϕk-dependency as seen, for example, in the
middle-left and bottom-left panel for a polar angle θk = 45
◦. However, while the
second Stokes parameter still shows this pronounced dependency for the polar angle
θk = 90
◦ (bottom-right panel), i.e. transverse to the propagation direction of the
incoming electron beam, the variation of the parameter P1 along the axial angle ϕk
is nearly neglectable (middle-right panel). Overall, we conclude that a complex axial
structure is present within the angular distribution as well as the Stokes parameters
of the RR photons that are emitted in the superposition scenario described above.
Let us now analyze the RR process for the state (8.1) with beam parameters
given by the third column of Tab. 8.1; that is, instead of a superposition state (8.1)
with m1 = 0 and m2 = ±1, we employ a state where the probe beam possesses
a longitudinal OAM of m2 = ±2. In Fig. 8.5 we display the properties, angular
distribution (first row), Stokes parameter P1 (second row), and Stokes parameter P2
(third row) of the photons that are emitted in such a RR scenario as a function of the
polar emission angle θk. Calculations have been performed for two azimuthal angles
ϕk = 45
◦ (left column) and ϕk = 90
◦ (right column). In the following, however, rather
than providing again a lengthy discussion of these photon properties, we will focus
on the main differences of the present case in comparison to the scenario presented
above. As all panels of Fig. 8.5 illustrate, the most noticeable difference is that here
the emitted photons do not “distinguish” between the longitudinal OAM m = ±2 of
the probe beam, so that the observables show the same θk-behaviour regardless if m
is plus or minus two. Nevertheless, for certain emission angles (θk, ϕk) the properties
of the recombination photons may still be different from the corresponding ones for
the RR process with a twisted electron beam in a pure state—a behaviour that can
be seen, for example, for the (polar) angular distribution at an axial angle ϕk = 90
◦
(top-right panel), or for the Stokes parameters P1 and P2 at ϕk = 90
◦ and ϕk = 45
◦,
respectively (middle-right and bottom-left panels). As a conclusion, although it is not
possible to distinguish between the OAM states with m = ±2 of the probe beam by
measuring the (angle-differential) properties of the RR photons, such a measurement
allows to access the absolute value of the longitudinal OAM m. To observe these
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effects, however, it is important under which solid angle (θk,ϕk) the photon detector
is placed, since for certain detector arrangements the OAM effects may vanish.
Apart from the polar dependency of the photon observables as discussed above,
we show in Fig. 8.6 the properties of the recombination photons as a function of the
axial emission angle ϕk. Results are displayed for two polar angles θp = 45
◦ (left
column) and θp = 90
◦ (right column). As seen from all panels of the figure, the
observables show a pronounced ϕk-dependency if a probe beam in an OAM state
with either m = +2 or m = −2 is employed within the RR process. For the present
scenario, however, such an (angle-differential) measurement of the observables does
not discriminate between the different values of the longitudinal OAM m, as was
already seen above for the θk-dependency of the observables. Yet, by detecting the
axial characteristics of the emitted photons, it is easily possible to distinguish the
present superposition scenario from the case where a “single” twisted beam with a
well-defined projection of its OAM is used, as can be seen in all panels of Fig. 8.6.
We note, moreover, that all observables—emission pattern and Stokes parameters
of the RR photons—show a 180◦-periodicity as a function of the azimuthal angle
ϕk. This behaviour complies with the structure of the beam’s density profile (see
Fig. 6.5), which is symmetric under a rotation by an axial angle of 180◦ around the
propagation axis of the beam.
Finally, we would like to remark how the emission pattern as well as the polariza-
tion state of the RR photons emitted in the superposition scenario are changed if we
turn to (i) the paraxial regime, κ ≪ pz, or (ii) to larger values of the longitudinal
OAM m of the probe beam, m > 2. Detailed analysis of these cases has shown that
by turning to either one, (i) or (ii), the results obtained for the RR scenario with
the superimposed electron beams become indistinguishable from the corresponding
ones for the capture of a pure twisted beam in a well-defined OAM state. For both
settings, such a behaviour can be entirely attributed to weak interference effects be-
tween the superimposed beams during the RR process, that is, the interference term
in the photon-spin density matrix (6.41) for the cases (i) and (ii) nearly vanishes. As
a result, the beams act independently from each other during the RR process and,
hence, each of the beams individually causes the same (OAM-independent) patterns
of the photon observables that have been obtained for the pure OAM state. With
this final remark, we close our discussion on the RR process with twisted electron
beams. In the next chapter, we will summarize our main findings for this recom-
bination process as well as for the atomic photoeffect by twisted photons that we
analyzed in the previous chapter.
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Figure 8.3. – Angular distribution (top row) and Stokes parameters P1 (middle row)
and P2 (bottom row) of RR photons for the radiative capture of twisted electrons by
(finally) hydrogen atoms. The electrons are assumed to be in the superposition (8.1)
of two states with different longitudinal OAM: m1 = 0 and m2 = m = −1 (red dashed
line) or m1 = 0 and m2 = m = +1 (green dashed-dotted line). Calculations have
been performed within the non-paraxial regime (θp = 45
◦) and for an electron energy
of 2 keV as well as for two azimuthal angles: ϕk = 45
◦ (left column) and ϕk = 90
◦
(right column). Results are shown as a function of the polar emission angle θk and are
compared, moreover, to the (OAM-independent) distributions for the RR process with
a twisted electron beam in a pure OAM state (black solid line).
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Figure 8.4. – Angular distribution (top row) and Stokes parameters P1 (middle row)
and P2 (bottom row) of RR photons for the radiative capture of twisted electrons by
(finally) hydrogen atoms. The electrons are assumed to be in the superposition (8.1)
of two states with different longitudinal OAM: m1 = 0 and m2 = m = −1 (red dashed
line) or m1 = 0 and m2 = m = +1 (green dashed-dotted line). Calculations have
been performed within the non-paraxial regime (θp = 45
◦) and for an electron energy
of 2 keV as well as for two polar angles: θk = 45
◦ (left column) and θk = 90
◦ (right
column). Results are shown as a function of the axial emission angle ϕk and are
compared, moreover, to the (OAM-independent) distributions for the RR process with
a twisted electron beam in a pure OAM state (black solid line).
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Figure 8.5. – Same as in Fig. 8.3 but for m = ±2.
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Figure 8.6. – Same as in Fig. 8.4 but for m = ±2.
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9. Summary and Outlook
In this work, we established a novel theoretical formalism to analyze the atomic
processes of (a) ionization of (initially) hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons and
(b) radiative capture of twisted electrons by (initially) bare ions. To do so, we first
introduced how we describe the different (initial and final) states of the particles—
photons and electrons—for these processes. For the plane and twisted photon states,
this led us in Chapter 2 to Maxwell’s equations of light. The hydrogenic bound as
well as (plane and twisted) continuum states of the electrons were characterized in
Chapter 3 by the (non-relativistic) Schro¨dinger equation. Apart from the description
of the particle states, we had to lay out how we “guide” these states through the dif-
ferent atomic processes. A well-established method to describe this guiding is given
by the time-dependent first-order perturbation theory, which we presented in Chap-
ter 4. The central quantities of this theory are the so-called transition amplitudes,
quantities that provide access to the main observables of the interaction process in
question. In Chapter 5 we derived these amplitudes for the photoeffect of hydrogen-
like ions by twisted (Bessel) photons. By employing the transition amplitudes, we
were able to obtain the angular distribution of the photoelectrons emitted in the
ionization of hydrogenic ions by twisted photons. Beside the ionization process, we
analyzed in Chapter 6 the radiative capture of (non-relativistic) twisted electrons
into the K-shell of (finally) hydrogen-like ions by employing the associated transition
amplitudes within the so-called density matrix framework. This framework allowed
us to derive concise analytical formulas that describe the emission characteristics
of the recombination photons—the angular distribution as well as the polarization
state in terms of the Stokes parameters. Altogether, for both the ionization and the
recombination process, our theoretical formalism is most general: it is applicable for
arbitrary opening angles θp = arctan(κ/pz) of the twisted particle beam—κ and pz
being the transverse and longitudinal momentum of the beam—and, hence, can be
employed not only in the paraxial beam regime as constituted by small opening an-
gles θp ≪ 45◦ but also in the non-paraxial regime, where the transverse momentum
has the same order of magnitude as the longitudinal one such that the opening angle
is θp ≈ 45◦.
In Chapter 7, we applied our theoretical formalism to examine the ionization pro-
cess by twisted light beams for several atomic systems and for different settings of the
beam parameters (corresponding not only to the paraxial but also the non-paraxial
beam regime). For instance, we performed a detailed analysis of the angular distri-
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bution of electrons that are emitted in the K-shell ionization of (initially) hydrogen
atoms by (twisted) electromagnetic Bessel waves. In particular, we analyzed how the
position of the atom within the wave front of the incoming light beam may affect
the emission pattern of the photoelectrons. Our results show that for paraxial light
beams with rather low energies (Eγ ≈ 100 eV), it is only the azimuthal phase and not
the intensity structure of the twisted light beam that may influence the emission pro-
cess of the electrons. Such an azimuthal phase factor originates from the longitudinal
TAM of the light beam and may strongly affect the emission pattern of the electrons
if the atom is placed near to the (vortex) center of such a paraxial beam. However, if
the atom is placed far away from the (central) vortex line, b > 100 a.u., the paraxial
twisted light beam behaves like an “ordinary” plane wave and, hence, the emission
pattern of the photoelectrons resembles the one for the plane wave photoeffect.
Moreover, we found that if we depart from the paraxial beam regime and turn
to larger opening angles θp > 1
◦, the length scale of the oscillations in the intensity
pattern of the twisted photon beam may be of the same order than the extension of
the atomic K-shell. In this case, additionally to its azimuthal phase, the intensity
oscillations of the light beam may affect the emission process of the photoelectrons.
Since these (short-scale) oscillations occur everywhere within the transverse beam
profile, an atom may “feel” such intensity oscillations regardless of its position within
the beam’s wavefront, that is, even when it is placed far away from the beam center.
Hence, in the non-paraxial beam regime, the emission pattern of the electrons can be
strongly influenced by the transverse structure of the beam’s intensity profile—even
for large (atomic) impact parameters b ≈ 10 000 a.u. with respect to the beam center.
The electron (probability) distribution for the K-shell of a hydrogen-like ion is
spherically symmetric. To study the RR process with twisted photons for an atomic
system that has a more complex structure of its electron cloud, we employed the
strongly oriented 2py-level of a hydrogen atom. Our analysis showed that the struc-
ture of this bound state will be strongly reflected by the emission pattern of the
photoelectrons and can lead to a pronounced axial distribution of the electrons even
if the atom is placed within the (twisted) beam center—a behaviour that is com-
pletely different from the K-shell ionization process. For this central case , b = 0 a.u.,
and even the non-central case, b > 0 a.u., the emission pattern of the electrons can
again be considerably influenced by the azimuthal phase structure of the twisted
beam as caused by its longitudinal TAM.
Apart from the atomic ionization with twisted photons, we used our formalism
to investigate the radiative capture of twisted electrons into the K-shell of (finally)
hydrogen atoms. In particular, we focused here on a scenario where a macroscopic
proton beam with a transverse Gaussian density distribution collided head-on with
a twisted electron beam; for this case, we analyzed the properties—angular distribu-
tion and polarization in terms of Stokes parameters—of the emitted photons. Our
results illustrated that both, the emission pattern and the polarization state of the
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emitted photons, can be considerably affected by varying the opening angle θp of
the momentum cone of the incoming twisted electron beam. In the paraxial beam
regime, where the twisted electrons behave nearly like “ordinary” plane waves, the
angular distribution followed a sin2 θk-law, whereas only the first Stokes parameter
was non-zero (P1 = 1) while the other parameters vanished—a behaviour that is
characteristic for the recombination process with plane wave electrons. In the non-
paraxial beam regime, however, the emission pattern shows a completely different
behaviour: whereas the probability (almost) vanishes in the paraxial regime to emit
the photons in the forward (θk = 0) and backward (θk = 180
◦) directions, the photon
distribution for the capture of non-paraxial twisted electrons shows that a consid-
erable amount of light can be detected in these (on-axis) directions. Moreover, in
contrast to the paraxial regime, the first Stokes parameter P1 is significantly reduced
for all emission angles of the photons. Such a reduction of the parameter P1 can
easily be measured by state-of-the-art polarization detectors and allows, therefore,
to control the kinematic properties of the twisted electron beam.
For an electron beam that is in a pure state with a well-defined longitudinal OAM
and that collides with a macroscopic ion target, the photon properties were found to
be insensitive to the OAM state of the beam. To overcome such an insensitivity, we
turned to a different scenario where—instead of a pure OAM state—a superposition
of two twisted electron beams with different longitudinal OAM has been used. For
this scenario, it was seen that the properties of the emitted photons can be strongly
affected by an interference between the two beams during the RR process. The
magnitude of this interference effect, however, strongly depends on the topological
charges m1 and m2 of the two beams as well as on their kinematic parameters such as
the opening angle θp of the momentum cone: while the angular distribution as well
as the Stokes parameters may exhibit a pronounced OAM-dependency if two non-
paraxial twisted beams with topological charges m1 = 0 and m2 = ±1 or m2 = ±2
are superimposed, such OAM-effects vanish if we turn to the paraxial beam regime
or if we increase the value of the topological charge m2 > 2 of the second beam.
With the end of this paragraph we have finished the summary of the present work,
so that we can proceed now with an outlook on possible, future studies.
Outlook—As an outlook, let us discuss in the following a number of promising,
future studies that may be performed by employing (and extending) our theoretical
formalism. In the first part of the present work, we were concerned with analyzing
the ionization process of hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons. By exploring the
photoeffect with twisted light for such simple atomic systems, we were able to gain
valuable insights into the underlying physics, in particular, how the novel properties
of the twisted photon beam such as its longitudinal OAM or transverse momentum
may affect the emission of the photoelectrons. Additional information on this ion-
ization process can be obtained by exploiting more complex systems such as few-
and many-electron ions (or atoms) as well as molecules. To describe the ionization
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of such complex systems would require two major changes within our formalism: (a)
the (initial) electronic bound state should characterize the (multi-electron) atomic
or molecular system and (b) the initial (bound) as well as final (plane wave) electron
states should respect the (multi-electron) Fock space structure, that is, the associ-
ated wave functions should be constructed as anti-symmetric Slater determinants.
However, the complex structure of the bound state wave function for many-electron
atomic and molecular systems makes it often impossible to analyze the correspond-
ing ionization process in an analytical way and, hence, one has to rely on advanced
numerical methods. A well-established method, for example, to obtain the wave
functions for the bound states of many-electron atoms or ions is given by the multi-
configuration Hartree-Fock formalism [126–129]. Molecular bound states, moreover,
may be accurately calculated by using the method of linear combination of atomic or-
bitals (LCAO) and its further developments [130–132]. Which effects may we expect
from the ionization process by twisted photons of such complex systems? Let us illus-
trate one of the possible effects that may occur for a diatomic molecule, e.g. H2,N2,
or O2, whose center of mass is positioned on the (vortex) axis of a twisted photon
beam, and where the “atomic arms” of the molecules are oriented perpendicular to
the beam’s propagation direction. For this geometrical setup, each of the atoms
that compose the molecule “sees” a different phase of the photon beam during the
ionization process. Similar to the famous double-slit experiment of Young [133, 134]
(i.e. each of the arms behaves like one of the slits), such a coherent ionization of the
two atomic arms may lead to pronounced interference effects which may be seen in
the angular distribution of the emitted electrons and which may crucially depend on
the helical phase structure of the twisted light beam.
Both processes—ionization of hydrogen-like ions by twisted photons and radia-
tive capture of twisted electrons by bare ions—have been treated here within the
non-relativistic regime, that is, for low nuclear charges of the ions (Z ≤ 25) and
low kinetic energies of the emitted or incident electrons (up to a few keV). In such
a regime it is sufficient to characterize the continuum and bound electron states
by the (non-relativistic) Schro¨dinger equation. To obtain a relativistic description
of both processes that is valid for larger nuclear charges and electron energies, one
should employ the Dirac equation, instead of the Schro¨dinger equation, to describe
the (bound and continuum) electron states [135, 136]. The hydrogenic bound states
as well as (distorted) plane wave states of electrons are well-known within the Dirac
formalism [135, 136]. In addition, solutions of the Dirac equation describing (freely-
propagating) twisted electrons have been developed recently [137–139]. We must
note, however, that these twisted electron states have been obtained within the vac-
uum (or inside a laser field), i.e. they do not incorporate the Coulombic distortion
that can be caused by (hydrogenic) ions with a large nuclear charge Z. With respect
to the RR process, therefore, one has to generalize these twisted electron waves in
order to account for the Coulombic interaction with the target ions that occurs before
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the radiative capture process. Beside the relativistic form of the bound and contin-
uum electron states, it is also necessary to turn to the relativistic description of the
electromagnetic interaction operator, that is, instead of using the operator p ·A as
done in the present work, one should employ the (relativistic) operator α ·A, where
α = (α1, α2, α3)
T is a vector consisting of Dirac α-matrices [135,136]. Altogether, by
using the relativistic forms of the electron wave functions and the electromagnetic
interaction operator, an analysis of the ionization and recombination process with
twisted photons and electrons, respectively, can be performed even for high-Z ions
and large kinetic energies of the emitted and incident electrons.
Apart from the atomic ionization by twisted photons and the radiative capture of
twisted electrons by ions, there exist other (collision) processes that can be studied
(and may be better understood) by utilizing twisted beams. An important process
that may provide valuable insights on the fundamental role of the OAM in particle
collisions is the (elastic or inelastic) scattering of a particle beam on some target sam-
ple. First studies in this direction have already been performed by Ivanov and cowork-
ers in Refs. [140–143], where cross sections for different (twisted) beam-beam collision
scenarios have been analyzed. In these investigations it has been shown, for example,
that the elastic scattering of a twisted Bessel beam on a counter-propagating plane
wave may lead to the formation of two OAM-entangled outgoing beams. Coulombic
scattering of twisted electrons on a hydrogen atom has been discussed by Lloyd et
al. [63,64]. In this study it was found that such an electron-atom scattering may lead
to an OAM exchange between the twisted electron beam and (a) the bound state
electrons as well as (b) the (overall) center of mass motion of the atom; moreover,
selection rules for the OAM exchange in such a collision process have been derived. A
still outstanding task is to develop a simple theoretical formalism that can describe
the (angle-differential) cross sections for the scattering of charged twisted particle
beams on arbitrary scalar potentials. Such a formalism would have the great advan-
tage to be applicable to a large number of different problems such as, for example,
the scattering of twisted electron beams on molecules, where the molecular structure
is described by an effective scalar potential. To establish the theoretical framework
for this potential scattering of twisted particle beams, one would proceed similar as
for the “standard” potential scattering of plane wave beams [71, 144], that is, one
would need to re-derive the so-called S-matrix elements (or scattering amplitudes),
but taken now for an incoming twisted particle beam. We note that such a deriva-
tion of the “twisted” S-matrix elements can be achieved by combining the plane
wave expansion of the twisted particle states (cf. Eq. (3.10)) with the (well-known)
S-matrix elements for the case of plane wave scattering [71, 144]. With the help of
the (twisted) S-matrix elements, one can then describe all observables of the poten-
tial scattering process with twisted particles such as, for example, the corresponding
(angle-differential) cross sections.
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Having provided a comprehensive summary of our work and an account on possible
future studies, let us finally conclude this thesis with a brief closing remark. In the
present work, we performed a detailed analysis of both, the ionization of hydrogen-
like ions by twisted photons as well as the radiative capture of twisted electrons by
bare ions, and showed that the behaviour of the emitted electrons and photons in
these processes may be significantly affected by the novel properties of the incoming
twisted particle beams such as their transverse momentum or their OAM along the
propagation direction. We established, moreover, not only the basic theoretically
description of this behaviour in the form of concise analytical formulas but we also
explained how the occurring effects are caused by the internal properties of the
twisted particle beams. The present theoretical study may serve, therefore, as a
guideline for the design of novel experiments that aim at accessing the properties of
a twisted particle beam within the atomic regime.
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A. Helicity Eigenstates: Polarization
Vector
Here we will show that the polarization vector of a plane electromagnetic wave with
helicity λ = ±1 has the following form
epλ =
−λ√
2
 cos θp cosϕp − iλ sinϕpcos θp sinϕp + iλ cosϕp
− sin θp
 . (A.1)
As was mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the polarization vectors (A.1) should derive from
the eigenvalue problem
Λ̂ A˜(p, ω) = λ A˜(p, ω), (A.2)
or correspondingly
Λ̂ epλ = λ epλ, (A.3)
where Λ̂ is the helicity operator as given by Eq. (2.29). In spherical coordinates
p =
√
p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z, ϕp = arctan(py/px), θp = arccos(pz/p), (A.4)
the helicity operator can be written as
Λ̂ = i
 0 − cos θp sinϕp sin θpcos θp 0 − cosϕp sin θp
− sinϕp sin θp cosϕp sin θp 0
 . (A.5)
By standard algebraic methods [145], we can find the properly normalized eigenvec-
tors and the corresponding eigenvalues to problem (A.3) as
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ep,λ=±1 =
−λ√
2
 cos θp cosϕp − iλ sinϕpcos θp sinϕp + iλ cosϕp
− sin θp
 , λ = ±1, (A.6)
ep,λ=0 =
 sin θp cosϕpsin θp sinϕp
cos θp
 , λ = 0. (A.7)
But the vector ep,λ=0 with eigenvalue λ = 0 fails to fulfill the transversality condi-
tion (2.26), i.e.
p · ep, λ=0 6= 0, (A.8)
and, hence, cannot serve for the description of a polarization state. Only the vectors
with eigenvalues λ = ±1 comply with the transversality condition:
p · ep, λ=±1 = −p λ√
2
 cosϕp sin θpsinϕp sin θp
cos θp
 ·
 cos θp cosϕp − iλ sinϕpcos θp sinϕp + iλ cosϕp
− sin θp

=
−p λ√
2
(
cos θp sin θp cos
2 ϕp + cos θp sin θp sin
2 ϕp − cos θp sin θp
)
= 0,
(A.9)
and can therefore be used for the description of a polarization state.
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B. Optical Pumping of
Hydrogen-Like Ions into 2py-Level
In this part, we will show that it is possible to populate the 2py-level of a hydrogen-like
from the ground state by optical pumping with linearly polarized light. A complete
basis of the magnetic substates of the hydrogen-like levels with n = 2 and l = 1 is
given by
ψ2px(r) =
1√
2
(
ψ2,1,1(r)− ψ2,1,−1(r)
)
, (B.1)
ψ2py(r) =
1√
2i
(
ψ2,1,1(r) + ψ2,1,−1(r)
)
, (B.2)
ψ2pz(r) = ψ2,1,0(r). (B.3)
The states (B.1)–(B.3) are normalized as
∫
|ψ2px(r)|2 d3r =
∫ ∣∣ψ2py(r)∣∣2 d3r = ∫ |ψ2pz(r)|2 d3r = 1 (B.4)
and are mutually orthogonal.
To demonstrate that the 2py-state can be populated from the ground state of a
hydrogen-like ion by absorption of light with a linear polarization along the y-axis, we
calculate the corresponding transition amplitudes within the dipole approximation:
Mfi = −
∫
ψ∗2py(r) (ey · r)ψ1,0,0(r) d3r, (B.5)
where
ey = (0, 1, 0)
T (B.6)
represents the polarization vector of the light that points along the y-axis. If we
write
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(ey · r) = r sinϕr sin θr = i
√
2π
3
r (Y1,1(θr, ϕr) + Y1,−1(θr, ϕr)) , (B.7)
we obtain for the transition matrix elements (B.5):
Mfi =
1
2
√
1
3
∫
g21(r) r
3 g10(r) dr
×
∫ (
Y ∗1,1(θr, ϕr) Y1,1(θr, ϕr) + Y
∗
1,1(θr, ϕr) Y1,−1(θr, ϕr)
+ Y ∗1,−1(θr, ϕr) Y1,1(θr, ϕr) + Y
∗
1,−1(θr, ϕr) Y1,−1(θr, ϕr)
)
dΩr.
(B.8)
With the orthogonality relation of the spherical harmonics
∫
Y ∗l,m(θr, ϕr) Yl′,m′(θr, ϕr) dΩr = δll′δmm′ , (B.9)
one can directly solve the angular integral in Eq. (B.8) so that
Mfi =
√
1
3
∫
g21(r) r
3 g10(r) dr. (B.10)
Expression (B.10) can be further evaluated if one plugs in the exact form of the radial
wave functions as given by Eq. (3.15). After solving the integral (B.10), one obtains
Mfi =
√
2
128
243
1
Z
. (B.11)
Since the transition amplitude (B.11) is non-zero the transition from the ground
state to 2py-level is allowed in the electric dipole approximation.
In a similar fashion as above and again for a light beam with linear polarization
along the y-axis, one can calculate the transition elements for the excitation to the
2px or 2pz levels. For both states, one obtains that such a transition is forbidden
within the dipole approximation. Thus, plane electromagnetic waves with linear
polarization along the y-axis populate only the 2py-state.
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C. Transition Amplitudes for Atomic
Photoionization by Twisted
Photons
In this part of the Appendix, we will calculate the transition matrix elements, as
given by Eq. (5.12), for the photoionization process by Bessel light beams. These
calculations have already been performed in detail in our article [68] and therefore
we have decided to include this passage here (nearly) word-by-word from our article.
Similar to the ionization by plane wave photons, any analysis of the electron emis-
sion induced by the incident twisted light requires the knowledge of the transition
amplitude (5.12). As discussed in Sec. 5.2, this amplitude can be written, upon the
Fourier transformation of the bound-state wavefunction, in the form (5.12). In or-
der to proceed further, we insert the explicit expression (3.20) of ψ˜nlm(p − k) into
Eq. (5.12) and find
M twfi (θp, ϕp) = ctw
∫ 2pi
0
eimγϕk e−ib⊥·q ql
(ekΛ · p)
(q2 + δ2)l+2
C l+1n−l−1
(
q2 − δ2
q2 + δ2
)
Ylm(θq, ϕq) dϕk ,
(C.1)
where q = p− k and the prefactor ctw is given by
ctw = (−i)mγ+l 22l+2 n−l−2 Z l+4 l!
√
2κ (n− l − 1)!
πZ3(n+ l)!
. (C.2)
It follows from these formulas, that the computation of the transition amplitude
M twfi (θp, ϕp) is reduced to an integration over the azimuthal angle ϕk. To perform
such an integration analytically we need to re-write the integrand in the right-hand
side of Eq. (C.1) in such a way that its ϕk-dependence becomes explicit. We start
from the product of the polarization ekλ and the momentum p vectors which can be
simplified to
(ekλ · p) = p⊥√
2
c−1(λ, θk) e
i(ϕk−ϕp) + pz c0(λ, θk)− p⊥√
2
c+1(λ, θk) e
−i(ϕk−ϕp) (C.3)
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with
p⊥ = p sin θp, pz = p cos θp . (C.4)
As a second step, we shall expand the spherical harmonics Ylm(θq, ϕq) in terms of
Yσµ(θk, ϕk). To perform this expansion, we introduce the solid spherical harmonics:
Rlm(r) =
√
4π
2l + 1
rl Ylm(θr, ϕr), (C.5)
for which the following addition theorem [146] holds
Rlm(r+ a) =
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
(
2l
2σ
)1/2
〈σ, µ; l − σ,m− µ|lm〉Rσµ(r)Rl−σ,m−µ(a) , (C.6)
where 〈...|...〉 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and a is some displacement vector. By
writing
ql Ylm(θq, ϕq) =
√
2l + 1
4π
Rlm(q) (C.7)
with
q = p− k (C.8)
and applying Eq. (C.6), we obtain
ql Ylm(θq, ϕq) =
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
(
2l
2σ
)1/2√
4π(2l + 1)
(2σ + 1)(2(l − σ) + 1)
× (−1)l−σpσkl−σ 〈σ, µ; l − σ,m− µ|lm〉Yσµ(θp, ϕp)Yl−σ,m−µ(θk, ϕk) .
(C.9)
By re-writing the spherical harmonics Yl−σ,m−µ(θk, ϕk) in this expression in terms of
ei(m−µ)ϕk , we get
ql Ylm(θq, ϕq) =
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
hσµ(θp, ϕp) e
i(m−µ)ϕk (C.10)
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with
hσµ(θp, ϕp) =
√
2l + 1
2σ + 1
√
(l − σ −m+ µ)!
(l − σ +m− µ)!
(
2l
2σ
)1/2
(−1)l−σpσkl−σ
× 〈σ, µ; l − σ,m− µ|lm〉 Yσµ(θp, ϕp)Pl−σ,m−µ(cos θk) .
(C.11)
Having deduced the explicit ϕk-dependence of the product (ekλ · p) and of the
expression ql Ylm(θq, ϕq) from Eq. (C.1), it remains to perform the Fourier expansion
1
(q2 + δ2)l+2
C l+1n−l−1
(
q2 − δ2
q2 + δ2
)
=
∞∑
ν=−∞
fν(θp, ϕp) e
iνϕk , (C.12)
of the Gegenbauer polynomial C l+1n−l−1(x) divided by some polynomial. In order to
compute the expansion coefficients
fν(θp, ϕp) =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
1
(q2 + δ2)l+2
C l+1n−l−1
(
q2 − δ2
q2 + δ2
)
e−iνϕk dϕk , (C.13)
we write the Gegenbauer polynomials explicitly [108] as
C l+1n−l−1
(
q2 − δ2
q2 + δ2
)
=
⌊(n−l−1)/2⌋∑
η=0
tη
(
q2 − δ2
q2 + δ2
)n−l−1−2η
, (C.14)
where ⌊x⌋ is the largest integer not greater than x and
tη = 2
n−l−1−2η (−1)η (n− η − 1)!
η! l! (n− l − 1− 2η)! . (C.15)
By inserting Eq. (C.14) into (C.13) we find the Fourier expansion coefficients in the
form
fν(θp, ϕp) =
1
2π
⌊(n−l−1)/2⌋∑
η=0
tη
∫ 2pi
0
(q2 − δ2)n−l−1−2η
(q2 + δ2)n+1−2η
e−iνϕk dϕk . (C.16)
In order to compute the integral from above, we perform the substitution ϕk →
ϕp − ϕk and introduce the new (integration) variable
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z = eiϕk , (C.17)
and, hence, re-write (C.16) as
fν(θp, ϕp) =
−i
2π
α−l−2 e−iνϕp
⌊(n−l−1)/2⌋∑
η=0
tη
∫
χ
gην(z) dz . (C.18)
Here, the integration contour χ is the complex unit circle, and the function gην(z) is
given by
gην(z) = z
ν+l+1(z − z1)n−l−1−2η(z − z2)n−l−1−2η(z − z3)−n−1+2η(z − z4)−n−1+2η ,
(C.19)
with
α = −p⊥κ, (C.20)
z1 = (2p⊥κ)
−1
[
p2 + k2 − δ2 − 2pzkz +
√
(p2 + k2 − δ2 − 2pzkz)2 − 4p2⊥κ2
]
,
(C.21)
z2 = (2p⊥κ)
−1
[
p2 + k2 − δ2 − 2pzkz −
√
(p2 + k2 − δ2 − 2pzkz)2 − 4p2⊥κ2
]
,
(C.22)
z3 = (2p⊥κ)
−1
[
p2 + k2 + δ2 − 2pzkz +
√
(p2 + k2 + δ2 − 2pzkz)2 − 4p2⊥κ2
]
(C.23)
and
z4 = (2p⊥κ)
−1
[
p2 + k2 + δ2 − 2pzkz
√
(p2 + k2 + δ2 − 2pzkz)2 − 4p2⊥κ2
]
. (C.24)
As seen from Eq. (C.19), the gην(z) is a rational function with poles at z = 0 and
z = z4 in the unit circle of order −ν − l − 1 and n + 1 − 2η, respectively. We can
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use, therefore, the residue theorem [119] to calculate the integral over z in Eq. (C.18)
analytically
fν(θp , ϕp) = e
−iνϕpα−l−2
⌊(n−l−1)/2⌋∑
η=0
tη (Res(gην , 0) + Res(gην , z4)) , (C.25)
where
Res(gην , zpole) =
1
(k − 1)! limz→zpole
∂k−1
∂zk−1
(z − zpole)kgην(z), (C.26)
and k is the order of the pole zpole. By inserting the function gην(z) into the right-
hand side of Eq. (C.26) and evaluating the derivative for the two poles z = 0 and
z = z4, we finally obtain
Res(gην , 0) =
1
(−ν − l − 2)!
−ν−l−2∑
i0=0
−ν−l−2−i0∑
i1=0
−ν−l−2−i0−i1∑
i2=0
(−1)ν−l−2
(−ν − l − 2
i0
)
×
(−ν − l − 2− i0
i1
)(−ν − l − 2− i0 − i1
i2
)
(n− l − 1− 2η)i0
× (n− l − 1− 2η)i1 (−n− 1 + 2η)i2 (−n− 1 + 2η)−ν−l−2−i0−i1−i2
× zn−l−1−2η−i01 zn−l−1−2η−i12 z−n−1+2η−i23 z−n+1+2η+ν+l+i0+i1+i24 ,
(C.27)
and
Res(gη,ν , z4) =
1
(n− 2η)!
n−2η∑
i0=0
n−2η−i0∑
i1=0
n−2η−i0−i1∑
i2=0
(
n− 2η
i0
)(
n− 2η − i0
i1
)
×
(
n− 2η − i0 − i1
i2
)
(ν + l + 1)i0(n− l − 1− 2η)i1
× (n− l − 1− 2η)i2(−n− 1 + 2η)n−2η−i0−i1−i2 zν+l+1−i04
× (z4 − z1)n−l−1−2η−i1(z4 − z2)n−l−1−2η−i2(z4 − z3)−2n−1+4η+i0+i1+i2 ,
(C.28)
where (x)j = x (x − 1) (x − 2) . . . (x − j) is the falling factorial. With the help of
Eqs. (C.25)-(C.28) one may evaluate the expansion coefficients fν(θp, ϕp) that enter
the Fourier expansion (C.12). Numerical analysis of these coefficients has shown,
moreover, that for the ground and low-lying excited atomic states and for small
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photon energies (≈ 100 eV), the summation over ν in Eq. (C.12) may be restricted
just to terms with |ν| . 3.
After separate evaluation of the three parts of the integrand in Eq. (C.1), we
are ready now to compute the matrix element M twfi (θp, ϕp). That is, by inserting
Eqs. (C.3), (C.10) and (C.12) in the right-hand side of Eq. (C.1), we find
M twfi (θp, ϕp) = ctw
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
∞∑
ν=−∞
∫ 2pi
0
hσµ(θp, ϕp)fν(θp, ϕp) e
i(mγ+m+ν−µ)ϕk e−ib⊥q
×
(
p⊥√
2
c−1(λ, θk) e
−i(ϕp−ϕk) + pz c0(λ, θk)− p⊥√
2
c+1(λ, θk) e
i(ϕp−ϕk)
)
dϕk .
(C.29)
We further utilize the well-known integral representation [108] of the Bessel functions
∫ 2pi
0
eilϕeix cos(φ−ϕ)dϕ = 2π il eilφJl(x) , (C.30)
to analytically perform the integration over the ϕk-angle in Eq. (C.29), and to yield
finally the general expression
M twfi (θp, ϕp) = 2π ctw
l∑
σ=0
σ∑
µ=−σ
∞∑
ν=−∞
hσ,µ(θp, ϕp)fν(θp, ϕp)
× imγ+m+ν−µ e−ib⊥·p ei(mγ+m+ν−µ)ϕb
×
(
i
p⊥√
2
c−1 e
−i(ϕp−ϕb) Jmγ+m+ν−µ+1(κ b⊥) + pz c0 Jmγ+m+ν−µ(κ b⊥)
+ i
p⊥√
2
c+1 e
i(ϕp−ϕb) Jmγ+m+ν−µ−1(κ b⊥)
)
(C.31)
for the amplitude that describes the bound-free electron transition in the field of the
twisted (Bessel) light. In this expression, ϕb is the azimuthal angle of the impact
parameter, which should be taken to be zero for the geometry used in the present
study (cf. Fig. 5.2).
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D. Evaluation of Density Matrix
Averaged over Impact Parameter:
Part A
Here we would like to show that one can reduce the density matrix (6.21) as given
by
〈kλ|ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 =
∫
f(b⊥)M
tw,∗
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ)M tw
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ′) d2b⊥ (D.1)
to the expression
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 =
∫
exp
[
−2κ2σ2b sin2
(
ϕp − ϕ′p
2
)]
× a∗
κm(p⊥) aκm(p
′
⊥)M
pl,∗
p (k, λ)M
pl
p′(k, λ
′) d2p⊥d
2p′⊥.
(D.2)
By substituting the explicit form (6.19) of the transition amplitudes M tw
κmpzb⊥
(k, λ)
and (6.16) of the ion density distribution f(b⊥) in expression (D.1), we obtain
〈kλ|ρ̂γ|kλ′〉 = (2πσ2b )−1
∫
e−b
2/(2σ2
b
) eib⊥·(p
′−p) a∗
κmpz(p) aκmpz(p
′)
×Mpl,∗p (k, λ)Mplp′(k, λ′) d3p d3p′ d2b⊥.
(D.3)
where the transverse and longitudinal momentum of p and p′ in the integrand of
Eq. (D.3) are fixed to κ and pz by the functions aκmpz(p). We focus now on the
integral over b⊥ in expression (D.3) and define
I(p,p′) = (2πσ2b )−1
∫
e−b
2/(2σ2
b
) eib⊥·(p
′−p)d2b⊥
= (2πσ2b )
−1
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∞
0
e−b
2/(2σ2
b
) eib⊥·(p
′−p) b db dϕb,
(D.4)
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with
p = (κ cosϕp,κ sinϕp, pz)
T ,p′ = (κ cosϕ′p,κ sinϕ
′
p, pz)
T ,b⊥ = (b cosϕb, b sinϕb, 0)
T .
(D.5)
To perform the integration in Eq. (D.4), we first simplify parts of its integrand. Let
us focus now on the second exponent in the integrand:
b⊥ · (p′ − p) = bκ
[
cos(ϕ′p − ϕb)− cos(ϕp − ϕb)
]
= −2 bκ sin
(
ϕ′p + ϕp
2
− ϕb
)
sin
(
ϕ′p − ϕp
2
)
,
(D.6)
where we have used the following relation for the second equality [108]:
cos θ − cosϕ = −2 sin
(
θ + ϕ
2
)
sin
(
θ − ϕ
2
)
. (D.7)
By using Eq. (D.6) and by employing the following representation of the zero-order
Bessel functions [147, pp. 228–231]
∫ 2pi
0
e−ix sinϕdϕ = 2π J0(x) (D.8)
we can perform the ϕb-integral in Eq. (D.6) with the result:
I(p,p′) = σ−2b
∫ ∞
0
e−b
2/(2σ2
b
)J0
(
−2 bκ sin
(
ϕ′p − ϕp
2
))
b db. (D.9)
The integral (D.9) can be evaluated further by using the following integral of the
zero-order Bessel functions [108, Sec. 11.4.28]
2a2
∫ ∞
0
r e−a
2 r2 J0(kr) dr = e
− k
2
4a2 . (D.10)
With the help of Eq. (D.10), we finally obtain
I(p,p′) = exp
[
−2σ2bκ2 sin2
(
ϕ′p − ϕp
2
)]
. (D.11)
Inserting now Eq. (D.11) into Eq. (D.3) and performing the pz and p
′
z integrations
with the help of the functions a∗
κmpz(p) and aκmpz(p
′) leads to the desired result (D.2).
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E. Evaluation of Density Matrix
Averaged over Impact Parameter:
Part B
In this section of the Appendix, we will show how one can evaluate the ϕp-integration
in the density matrix (6.24) for the process of radiative recombination with twisted
electrons. As a reminder, the density matrix is given as:
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫ 2pi
0
Mpl,∗p (k, λ)M
pl
p (k, λ
′) dϕp. (E.1)
Inserting the explicit form (6.11) of the (plane-wave) transition amplitudes and the
helicity vector (2.32) leads to
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫ 2pi
0
(ekλ · p)(ek∗λ′ · p)
(p2 + k2 − 2κk sin θk cos(ϕp − ϕk)− 2pzk cos θk + Z2)4
dϕp
(E.2)
with
κ = p sin θp , pz = p cos θp. (E.3)
Let us now focus on the nominator of the integrand in Eq. (E.2):
M(ϕp, ϕk) = (ekλ · p)(e∗kλ′ · p)
=Mg(ϕp − ϕk) +Mu(ϕp − ϕk),
(E.4)
where
Mg(ϕp − ϕk) = p2 λλ
′
2
[
(sin2 θk cos
2 θp + λλ
′ sin2 θp)
− (1/2) sin(2θk) sin(2θp) cos(ϕp − ϕk)
(cos2 θk sin
2 θp − λ λ′) cos2(ϕp − ϕk)
] (E.5)
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and
Mu(ϕp − ϕk) = p2 λλ
′
2
[
i(λ− λ′) sin2 θp cos θk sin(ϕp − ϕk) cos(ϕp − ϕk)
i(λ′ − λ) sin θp sin θk cos θp sin(ϕp − ϕk)
]
.
(E.6)
Applying the simple substitution ϕp → ϕp + ϕk and using that the integrand is
periodic in ϕp with period 2π show that the density matrix is independent of ϕk:
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫ 2pi
0
Mg(ϕp) +Mu(ϕp)
(p2 + k2 − 2κk sin θk cos(ϕp)− 2pzk cos θk + Z2)4
dϕp. (E.7)
Such an insensitivity to ϕk is expected, since the overall system of atomic target and
electron beam in the RR process is spherically symmetric. Since Mu(ϕp) is an odd
function in ϕp, i.e. Mu(−ϕp) = Mu(ϕp), it does not contribute to the integral, so
that we are left with (after re-arranging the denominator)
〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝
∫ 2pi
0
Mg(ϕp)
(p2 + k2 − 2pzk cos θk + Z2 − 2κk sin θk cos(ϕp))4
dϕp. (E.8)
From the form (E.5) ofMg(ϕp) follows that in Eq. (E.8) we need to evaluate integrals
of the following form:
Ik =
∫ 2pi
0
cosk(ϕp)
(1− u cosϕp)4 dϕp , k = 0, 1, 2, (E.9)
with
u =
2pk
v
sin θp sin θk, 0 ≤ u < 1, (E.10)
v = p2 + k2 − 2pk cos θp cos θk + Z2, 0 < v. (E.11)
The integrals (E.9) can be evaluated by standard integration techniques [108]:
I0 = 2 + 3u
2
2(1− u2)7/2 , I1 =
4u+ u3
2(1− u2)7/2 , I2 =
1 + 4u2
2(1− u2)7/2 . (E.12)
Inserting the results (E.12) into Eq. (E.13) gives
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〈kλ| ρ̂ twγ |kλ′〉 ∝ A(k) + λ λ′B(k), (E.13)
where
A(k) =
1
2v4
(I0 − I2) sin2(θp), (E.14)
B(k) =
1
2v4
(I0 sin2 θk cos2 θp − (1/2) I1 sin(2θk) sin(2θp) + I2 cos2 θk sin2 θp).
(E.15)
or equivalently, as we have written in Eq. (6.26),
A(k) =
1
4v4(1− u2)7/2
(
1− u2) sin2 θp, (E.16)
B(k) =
1
8v4(1− u2)7/2
[
2
(
2 + 3u2
)
sin2 θk cos
2 θp −
(
4u+ u3
)
sin 2θk sin 2θp
+ 2
(
1 + 4u2
)
cos2 θk sin
2 θp
]
.
(E.17)
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